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FOREWORD
The contribution saga of Indian Lighthouses in
enriching the Indian Maritime Tradition is long and cherished
one. A need was felt for quite some time to compile data on
Indian Lighthouses which got shape during the eighth Senior
Officers meeting where it was decided to bring out a
compilation of Indian Lighthouses.
The book is an outcome of two years rigorous efforts
put in by Shri R.K. Bhanti, Director (Civil) who visited all the
lighthouses in pursuit of collecting data on Lighthouses. The
Lighthouse-generations to come will fondly remember his
contribution.
“Indian Lighthouses- an Overview” is a first ever book
on Indian Lighthouses which gives implicit details of
Lighthouses with a brief historical background. I am hopeful
this book will be useful to all concerned.

21st July, 2000

J. RAMAKRISHNA
Director General

PREFACE
The Director General Mr. J. Ramakrishna, when in December,
1997, asked me to document certain aspects of changes which took place at
each Lighthouse during different periods of time, and compile them into a
book, little did I realise at that time that the job was going to be quite tough
and a time consuming project. In the process I visited most of the
Lighthouses and met a number of Veterans possessing knowledge about the
old Lighthouse towers and equipments. They included Mr Ujagar Singh, Mr
PV Juvekar, Mr D.Gurumoorthy, Mr Sheikh Moula Ali, Mr N Singaravelu,
Mr J.M. Joshipura, Mr JR Cruz, Mr Govind Teja and many others. Needless
to say that these interactions were very interesting and useful. I am grateful
to all of them. for their whole hearted co-operation.
Mr B.S.Srivathsan, Mr E.U.Rao and Mr A.R.Acharjyya, the former
Directors General as well as Mr R.Nagarajan Senior Engineer, Mumbai Port
Trust, made available to me important notes and technical data for which I
am deeply indebted to them. I express my profound gratitude for the
suggestions and spirited inspirations I received from Mr J.N.Mankad and
Mr K.N.Varadarajan, Retired Senior Lighthouse Engineers. They took pains
in reviewing the Script and rendered valuable advice. Incidentally the late
SL Kapoor former Dy Director General had also blessed the book before his
sad demise. Not to forget Mr S.G.Malpathak and Mr P.P.Sinha, my
colleagues who have been the driving force behind the project – my heartfelt
thanks to them.
After the hectic work of two years I am able to present this
Book “Indian Lighthouses- An Overview”. Attempt has been made in this
book to apprise Reader of various technical features of each lighthouse and
general topography and approach to the station. The Reader outside the
Lighthouse organisation is advised to go through the introductory chapters.
Although utmost care has been taken in compiling most of the information
correctly, some errors might have still been existing. I shall feel obliged if
the Readers bring these errors or short comings if any to my notice. This
would help me bring out an improved Second edition

I gratefully acknowledge the whole hearted support I received from
the Director General and the cooperation I received from all the Dy
Directors General as well as Directors without which it would not have been
possible to bring out this volume. Finally, my affectionate thanks are due
also to my friends, Sharda Gaikwad, Prashant Mhatre, J.Avinash John and
Surendra Kapote who were all part of this project - carrying out typewriting,
sketching, editing, and printing- they contributed their sincere efforts in
making this Volume a reality just before my retirement from the Indian
Lighthouse Services.
“Indian Lighthouses – An Overview” is dedicated to the memory of
all those who built lighthouses in India during the 19 th & 20th centuriesabove all to Mr John Oswald and Mr S.K. Lahari who founded the
Lighthouse service in India and formed the to-day‟s Deptt. of Lighthouses
and Lightships. The volume is also dedicated to the Light Keepers who
rendered valuable service to Vengurla Rock Lighthouse.
Noida.
July, 2000.

R.K. BHANTI

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
“Indian Lighthouses-An Overview” had to be completed in a
hurry during 1998-2000 taking limited time out of my routine duty schedules
therefore many mistake remained undetected. It was as such necessary to
carry out the complete review of the work which was possible to do after my
retirement-during 2000-02.Thanks to the Barton Library, Bhavnagar and the
District Archives Office, Bhavnagar where I could lay hands on some useful
books and the Annual Administrative Reports of the Maritime Princely
States for the period 1903-1947 that provided an insight into the maritime
activities of the bygone years. I received some interesting material on
lighthouses from I.C.R.Prasad, a serving Head Light Keeper who possesses
a vast collection of varied literature on world lighthouses.

I have tried to update the technical data after the Earth quake
2001.Some of the suggestions received from my friends have also been
incorporated in this edition of “Indian Lighthouses-An Overview”.
I am thankful to Mr. H.M.Mankodi, my old time friend who
took pains in correcting the revised scripts. My gratitude to Mr. M.D.
Devaraju for his valuable friendly assistance in bringing out this edition on
CD. And gratitude to Avinash John & my son Subhendu for editing CD
version of “Indian Lighthouses - An Overview .

Bhavnagar
August, 2003.

R.K. BHANTI

INDIAN LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE – AN INTRODUCTION
There was no uniform system of management of Lighthouse
services in British India till 1927 when Lighthouse Act was passed on 21st
September 1927 which came into force in April 1929. The Director General
of Lighthouses & Lightships (first designated as the Chief Inspector of
Lighthouses in 1929 and later the „Engineer - in – Chief „in 1934 and
„Director General‟ in 1957), according to the Act is the Principal Advisor to
the Govt of India in the matters relating to Lighthouses including modern
Electronic Aids to Marine Navigation. Mr John Oswald was the first Chief
(1929-1939) followed by Mr A. N. Seal (1939-1949); And then Mr S. K
Lahiri (1949-1964) who expedited the development process and added 50
Lighthouses, 1 Light vessel, 12 Electronic Aids Stations and 6 Motor
Launches on the coast line of India during his tenure.
At the time of Independence in 1947, there existed only 17
„General‟ Lighthouses in India. The lighthouses in Bombay region were
managed by the Collector of Central Excise and those in Madras and
Calcutta regions, by the Principal Officer, Mercantile Marine Department.
Consequent to the amalgamation of various Princely States with the Indian
Union by 1949, all the lighthouses under the control of Maritime States were
transferred to the Central Govt. Therefore it became necessary to establish
separate Lighthouse District in the region of Saurashta & Kutch and to reorganise the Lighthouse Districts of Bombay, Madras and Calcutta.
Subsequently two additional Districts were set up- one at Port Blair and
other at Cochin. A new Lighthouse District has been set up at Kakinada in
April-2002.
Central Advisory Committee for Lighthouses ( CACL) : The
CACL has to advise the Govt of India for the establishment of lighthouses,
their alteration or removal as well as to examine various proposals
concerning lighthouses including Electronic Aids. The CACL is appointed
by the President of India for a period of two years drawing representatives
from various sectors of Shipping interests- Sailing crafts, Fisheries, Chamber
of Commerce etc. It is required to meet at least once in a year under the
Chairmanship of the Secretary, Ministry of Shipping.

General‟ and „Local‟ lighthouses – The lighthouses are
categorized as „General‟ and „Local‟ according to utility of particular
lighthouse to navigation i.e. on high seas and in port channels. The
Superintendence and maintenance of „General‟ lighthouses lies with the
Deptt of Lighthouses & Lightships (Central Govt) and those of „Local‟
lighthouses with the State Govt or Port management.
Light Dues: The Deptt. of Lighthouses & Lightships generates it‟s
own revenues, as provided in the Act by the levy of „Light Dues‟ on all ships
entering or leaving Indian Ports. The present rate being Rs.8 per GRT. The
Deptt. earns around Rs. 60 Crores a year.
Growth of Lighthouse :
a) Skeleton Plan‟– Soon after Independence, the improvement
of 7 lighthouses-Okha, Mangrol, Korlai Fort, Bhatkal, Dolphin`s Nose, Puri
and False Point was taken up in 1950 under this skeleton plan.
b) 5-Year Plans: Under successive 5-Year Plans, several
Lighthouses were established to provide adequate aids to navigation along
the entire country‟s coast-line.
c) The table below gives a glance over the progress achieved up
th
to the 20 century end:

Period

Light
house

Fog
Signal

Radio
Beacon

Upto Dec 1947
Upto Dec 1950
Upto Dec 1960
Upto Dec 1970
Upto Dec 1980
Upto Dec 1990
Upto Dec 2000

17
34
47
84
117
155
167

1
11
13
-

3
7
7
14
11

Decca/
Loran
„C‟ Stn
8
12
12
10

Racon

DGPS
Stn

Deep
Sea
Buoys

Light
Vessel

6
11
28

10

1
1
1
12
12

1
1
1
1

Light House
Tenders
MV
ML
1
1
3
3
6
3
7
3
5
1
2

Light sources and Sources of Energy:
Prior to 1947 the lighthouses had only Petroleum Vapour Burners
or Dissolved Ace-tylene Gas Burners as the illuminants. The lighthouses set
up under the Skeleton Plan were the first electrically-operated lights with
stand by Diesel Generating sets. To start with, powerful incandescent lamps
up to 3.5 kW were used. These and remaining PV lights were replaced by

Metal Halide lamps and Acetylene gas lights by Halogen lamps during
1990-2000. The solar energy was also introduced at remote stations during
the same period.
Aural Aids: In bad weather conditions, specially during fog the
visibility considerably in certain regions. As such fog signal equipments (Air
sound horns) were installed at 13 Lighthouses. These were discontinued in
1988 replacing most of them by `Racons‟.
Floating Aids:A Light vessel was laid at Lushington shoal (off Okha
port ) in 1966. It got drifted away number of times due to heavy currents and
finally had to be withdrawn. Another Light vessel was laid in 1973 off
Ghoga port to mark submerged rock `Perigee‟ replacing the old float. Eleven
lighted buoys were laid in 1978 in the Gulf of Kutch marking the deep sea
channel up to Oil terminal at Vadinar port. One buoy is laid at Saltanpur
reef (off Gopnath). The Lighthouse tender MV Sagardeep attends the buoys;
in addition MV Pradeep, MV Deepstambh and half a dozen Motor Launches
tend to light houses in Andaman & Nicobar, Lakshadweep and other
islands.
Electronic Aids to Navigation
(a) Radio Beacons: The 7 Radio beacons of the 1st generation
(valves) were installed initially during 1955-60 at Okha, DiuHead, Khanderi
Island, Vengrula Rocks, Dolphin‟s Nose, False Point and Sagar Island were
the first Radio Aids in India; followed by Solid-state Beacons installed at 14
other stations in phases transmitting on frequency band 285-325 kHz.
(b) Decca Navigator and Loran `C‟ Chains: In Decca system
continuous waves are transmitted in the band 70-130 kHz from Master and
Slave/Secondary stations and lines of positions are determined by phase
measurement between emission. Two Decca Navigator Chains (Valve
version) were established in 1960s to provide long-distance navigational
coverage in the approaches to Bombay and Calcutta ports. These were
updated to Mark X system in 1975. The third Decca Navigator Chain (called
the „Salaya Chain‟) was set up in 1978 to cater to Very Large Crude Carriers
cruising in gulf of Kutch. This chain was closed in April-2002. While the
other two were converted to Loran `C‟ chains in 1992. In this system a chain
consists of a Master and two Secondary stations and functions on pulsed

low frequency of 100 kHz. This system provides to fixing position with in
50 m accuracy.
(c) Radar Transponder Beacon (Racon): Provides identifiable
graphical location of the station on the Radar screen on board the ship.
Starting with three stations in 1978, another 25 were added in the next 20
years.
(d) Differential Global Position Fixing System: Global positioning is
space based Radio positioning navigation and time transfer system. The
space segment is composed of 21 Satellites each transmitting navigational
data and time signals. Differential corrections are transmitted through Radio
beacon transmitters to bring position accuracy within 5 m. Twenty Radio
Beacon stations are in process of change over to this system.
(e) Vessel Traffic Service (VTS): Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) share
the basic aims of other aids to navigation to enhance the safe and expedient
flow of traffic in busy waters.
The basic functions of the VTS as laid down in the International
guidelines are:
a. Data, collection on fairway traffic like movements, ship‟s
report to operational station of aids to navigation and
general conditions.
b. Data evaluation-monitoring, interpreting, coordinating
and collecting.
c. Information service either by general broadcast or in
exchange with vessels.
d. Navigational assistance service if required by the vessels
deemed necessary by the VTS centres to assist vessels in
difficult circumstances in navigation.
e. Traffic organization service –forward planning of
movements to
prevent the development of dangerous
situation and to provide for the safe and efficient
movement of traffic in the VTS area.

f. Support of allied activities such as pilot age, pollution
control, Port services etc.
The VTS project covering the entire Kutch and the gulf of Kutch
envisaging raising of number of 50 m towers and installation of state-of-theart equipments is expected to be completed in the 10th Five year plan. .

Regional Workshops & Electronic Laboratories : There is one
workshop and one Electronic Laboratory in each Lighthouse District. The
workshops attend to Mechanical/ Electrical repairs and production of
lighthouse spares. The Electronic laboratories carry out Research &
Development of various Electronic components in Lighthouse equipments
and the maintenance of Electronic stations.
Optical Research Laboratory & Training Centre : The Training
Centre attached to the Optical Research Laboratory at Calcutta imparts
training to Operational and Maintenance staff. The Optical Laboratory
conducts tests on various lighthouse optics and co-ordinates Research
exercises for the Trainees.
Buoy Yard: is provided at Okha lighthouse for catering to the
needs of Deep water channel Buoy-age.

LIGHTHOUSES AND RADAR BEACONS (RACONS)
The profile of the coast with its natural features has remained an
important aid to navigation since the inception of sailing on seas. The
mariners would check their course and position observing the hills, tall trees
and conspicuous structures on the shore. The temples and churches were
important landmarks for this purpose. The shapes of domes, colour and
shape of flags hoisted on the temples assisted Mariners to identify these
landmarks. During the nights log fires at various fixed points and
subsequently the lighthouses came on to assist the Mariners set their course.
With the passage of time the light sources improved from log fire to various
types of lamps and now the Discharge lamps and in order to reach the light
to longer and longer distances reflectors and optics were introduced. The
optics of different sizes were manufactured to fulfil the requirement of each
lighthouse. They have been classified in terms of `order‟ as below:
Focal length in mm
920
700
500
375
300
250
187.5
150

Order of optic assembly
1st
2nd
3rd large
3rd small
4th large
4th small
5th
6th

The Lighthouse is an easy checking reference point and can be picked
up by mariner without the aid of any instrument or gadget. Starting from the
days of log fire, the Lighthouses have with stood the test of the time. They
will continue to remain the basic source of assistance to mariners for all time
to come. .
The immediate companion of Lighthouse is a Racon. The Racon
transponds its identification in Morse code on the ship‟s Radar screen
together with the coast line in graphical form. As such it is the most useful
aid while approaching the ports.

In the 1970‟s Radar transpondant beacon (Racon) was introduced in
Okha followed by Kachhigadh, Dwarka, Mandvi, Bural, Cochin, Suhelipur,
Minicoy, Keating Point and Indira Point lighthouses-all of „Marconi‟ origin
were installed during 1978-83.
The TIFR (Tata Institution of Fundamental Research) developed the
indigenous design for „X‟ band Racons, which MACE (Marine And
Communications Electronics) offered to produce. But the models produced
by them could not stand field trials. As such the programme of adding
„Racons‟ to more LH stations had to be shelved till 1995 when orders for
import of ten „Racons‟ from „Tideland‟ U.S.A. could be placed.
During 1995-99 Racons were added at Porbandar, Hazira, Ratnagiri,
Aguada, Androth (E), Nagapattinam, Pondicherry, and Dolphin‟s nose,
Paradip, Dariapur, North Point, East Island, Jakhau, Navlakhi, Pirotan,
Shialbet, Alang and Piram.
In the mean time the SAMEER (Society of Applied Microwave
Electronics Engineering & Research - Deptt. of Electronics) under took to
evolve the design of hi-tech „X‟ and „S‟ band „Racon‟ at their laboratories,
Powai (Mumbai). After its successful field trial they will produce the new
generation „Racons‟.

THE STORY OF RADIO BEACONS
The Lighthouse expert D. Stevenson in his report dated 27 th June,
1927 had mentioned about the wireless apparatus (as Radio beacon was then
known) to be installed at selected Lighthouse stations. The advantage is that
Radio beacon (RB) signals can be picked up at more to 200 NM as such the
vessel fitted with receiver could check and correct its course at distance
much away from the coast. More over the same frequency could be used for
transmission with variation and time Lag from different stations.
In the first phase stretching 1955-65 seven RB stations were
established as detailed below:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

LH Station

Equipment

Okha
Diuhead
Khanderi (Kanhoji Angre)
Vengurla Rock
Dolphin‟s nose
False point
Sagar Island

Marconi (England)
Marconi (England)
Marconi (England)
Marconi (England)
Nippon (Japan)
Marconi (England)
Radifon (Germany)

The second phase was delayed and was carried over to 1977-82. The
following seven stations were chosen:
LH Station
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Suratkal
Azhikode
Minicoy
Pondicherry
Antervedi
East Island
Keating point

Equipment
Nautel
Nautel
Nautel
Nautel
Nautel
Nautel
Nautel

NBM 2000 (Canada)
NBM 2000 (Canada)
NBM 2000 (Canada)
NBM 2000 (Canada)
NBM 2000 (Canada)
NBM 2000 (Canada)
NBM 2000 (Canada)

The R.B. station at Khanderi was shifted to Uttan Point Lighthouse
and that at Vengurla Rock to Aguada LH during the same phase for which
Nautel NX- 2000 transmitters were imported from Canada.

In the last phase 1990-95 the emphasis was on to install State-of-theart transmitters produced in India, at:
LH Station
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Porbandar
Ratnagiri
Chetlat
Nagapatnam
Krishnapatnam
Gopalpur Port
Indira Port

Equipment
MACE
MACE
MACE
MACE
MACE
MACE
MACE

MMS121 (India)
MMS121 (India)
MMS121 (India)
MMS121 (India)
MMS121 (India)
MMS121 (India)
MMS121 (India)

The R.B. at False point LH was shifted to Paradip LH with MACE
equipment installed there.
At the turn of the 20th Century the Satellite based Differential Global
Positioning System, transmitting corrections from shore reference stations,
which can directly give the coordinates of the vessel‟s position within 5m
accuracy has been incorporated at the following stations-converted from
Radio beacons. The DGPS equipments manufactured by M/s. Leica Geo
Systems, U.S.A. have been supplied and installed by M/s. Elcome Marine
Services Pvt. Ltd (India), Mumbai :
Phase – I
1. Okha
2. Uttan
3. Aguada
4. Suratkal
5. Azhikode
6. Minicoy
7. Pondicherry
8. Dolphin‟s nose
9. Sagar Island
10.Keating point (Carnicobar)

Phase – II

1. Porbandar
2. Gopnath
3. Ratnagiri
4. Pandiyan Tivu
5. Nagappattinam
6. Krishnapatnam
7. Antervedi
8. Paradip
9. Indira Point
10. East Island
11. Hazira
12. Pulicut
The Radio beacons at Diu head, Chetlat and Gopalpur are to be
discontinued. Simultaneously the 25 year old „Nautel‟ transmitters are to be
replaced by „SAC‟ (USA) transmitters.

DECCA CHAIN AND LORAN-C CHAIN
M/s. Decca Navigator Co. of U.K. were contracted in 1955-56 to
establish hyperbolic position fixing system in India.
Two chains of 4 stations each were established during 1958-62
Bombay Chain

Calcutta Chain

Savarkundla (Master)
Dhrangadhra (Slave)
Veraval (Slave)
Bilimora (Slave)

Balasore (Master)
Pat pur (Slave)
Bishnu pur (Slave)
Diamond harbour (Slave)

The third chain known as Salaya chain specially to cater to Gulf of
Kutch, was established in 1978:
Mandvi (Kutch)(Master)
Naliya (Slave)
Dhuvav (Slave)
Kuranga (Slave)
The Salaya Decca Chain has since been discontinued in April, 2002
The other two old chains were replaced by advanced Loran „C‟ chains
of three stations each in 1992. The equipments were supplied by M/s.
Megapulse of U.S.A. The station pattern for the chain is as follows:
Bombay Chain
Dhrangadhra (Master)
Veraval (Secondary)
Bilimora (Secondary)

Calcutta Chain

Balasore (Master)
Patpur (Secondary
Diamond-harbour
(Secondary)
The advantage of the system is that Loran „C‟ receivers give
coordinates of the vessels position directly within 50 m accuracy.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AGA
AH
ANA
APRB
BBT
BG
DA
Dia
DGPS
DNC
E
ERB
Fl
FR
FG
GI
GRB
Hz
JLWL
KR
LH
LHWS
LPG
MACE
m
MG
MH
ML
MS
MSL
MV
N
N.H.
NM
Occ

Acetylene Gas Accumulators
Ampere Hour
Asia Navigational Aids
Automatic Pedestal Revolving Sealed Beam Beacon
Barbier Benard et Turenne
Broad Gauge
Dissolved Acetylene
Diameter
Differential Global Positioning System
Decca Navigator Chain
East
Electric Revolving Sealed Beam Beacon
Flash
Flash Red
Flash Green
Galvanised Iron
Gearless revolving Beacon
Hertz
Jamnagar Lighthouse Workshop & Laboratories
Konkan Railway
LightHouse
Lighthouse Workshop
Liquified Petroleum Gas
Marine and Communication Electronics
meters
Meter Gauge
Metal Halide
Motor Launch
Mild Steel
Mean Sea Level
Motor Vessel
North
National Highway
Nautical Mile
Occulting

PV
PRB
Q
RB
RCC
SAC
SAMEER
SBM
SPV
Sr. No.
UPS
V
W
WR
VTS

Petroleum Vapour
Pedestal Revolving Sealed Beam Beacon
Quick flash
Radio Beacon
Reinforced Cement Concrete
Southern Avionics Co, Texas, USA
Society for Applied Microwave Electronics &
Engineering Research
Single Buoy Mooring
Solar Photo Voltaic
Serial Number with reference to Admiralty List of Lights
Un-interrupted Power Supply
Volt
Watt/White
Western Railway
Vessel Traffic Service

VENGURLA ROCK

20th Century Lighthouse
19th Century Lighthouse

Eastern end of the Rock

1st Order Optic

Inscription in lighthouse

FRENCH AND PORTUGUESE LIGHTHOUSES IN INDIA

FORTIM DO MAR (Panikotha), Diu.

AGUADA FORT, GOA
PONDICHERRY

DAMAO GANGA,
DAMAN

LEVER BEACON
(17TH CENTURY)

FLOATILA

LIGHTHOUSE TENDER M. V. SAGARDEEP

NEW – 2002.

DECOMMISSIONED

LIGHTVESSEL PERIGEE
(GULF OF KHAMBAT)

LIGHTED BUOY- NARARA
(GULF OF KUTCH)

BUOY ON BOARD M.V. SAGARDEEP
(GULF OF KUTCH)

INDIAN LIGHTHOUSES ON SPECIAL COVERS

MINICOY ISLAND - 1985 (above)

ALLEPPEY- 1999

SAMIYANI ISLAND- 2002 (below)

WRITE UP NOTES - INDEX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

JAKHAU LIGHTHOUSE
CHHACHI LIGHTHOUSE
MANDVI LIGHTHOUSE
MANDVI BREAK WATER HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
RAWALPIR LIGHTHOUSE
NAVINAL POINT LIGHTHOUSE
MUNDRA NEW PORT LIGHTHOUSE
MUNGRA REEF LIGHTHOUSE
JODIYA BANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
NAVLAKHI LIGHTHOUSE

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

ROZI KALVAN LIGHTHOUSE
ROZI-JETTY HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
BEDI BANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
MAWADI LIGHTHOUSE
PIROTAN LIGHTHOUSE
KALUBHAR TAPU LIGHTHOUSE
CHANK TAPU LIGHTHOUSE
BURAL REEF LIGHTHOUSE
OKHA LIGHTHOUSE
SALAYA BUOAGE,OKHA

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

SAMIYANI ISLAND NORTH LIGHTHOUSE
SAMIYANI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE(CENTER)
DWARKA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
KACHHIGADH LIGHTHOUSE
NAVADRA LIGHTHOUSE
PORBANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
NAVIBANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
MANGROL LIGHTHOUSE
VERAVAL LIGHTHOUSE
BHIRBHANJAN LIGHTHOUSE

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

DIU HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
CAVALEIRO LIGHTHOUSE
NAWABANDER LIGHTHOUSE
SIMAR LIGHTHOUSE
SAIYAD RAJPARA BANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
JAFRABAD LIGHTHOUSE
SHIALBET LIGHTHOUSE
JEGRI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
JHANJHMER LIGHTHOUSE
GOPNATH POINT LIGHTHOUSE

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

ALANG LIGHTHOUSE
PIRAM ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
PERIGEE LIGHT VESSEL
GHOGHA LIGHTHOUSE
RUVAPARI LIGHTHOUSE
JOHNSTON POINT LIGHTHOUSE
BHAVNAGAR OLD PORT LIGHTHOUSE
LUHARA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
49. HAZIRA LIGHTHOUSE
50. WASI BORSI LIGHTHOUSE

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

KANAI CREEK LIGHTHOUSE
VALSAD KHADI LIGHTHOUSE
DAMAN GANGA LIGHTHOUSE
UMARGAM LIGHTHOUSE
TARAPUR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
ARNALA LIGHTHOUSE
UTTAN LIGHTHOUSE
PRONGS REEF LIGHTHOUSE
KANHOJI ANGRE ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
CHAUL KADU LIGHTHOUSE

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

KORLAI FORT LIGHTHOUSE
NANWELL POINT LIGHTHOUSE
TOLKESHWAR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
JAIGARH HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
RATNAGIRI LIGHTHOUSE
WAGAPUR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
DEVGARH LIGHTHOUSE
VENGURLA ROCKS LIGHTHOUSE
VENGURLA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
AGUADA LIGHTHOUSE

71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

ST GEORGE‟S ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
OYSTER ROCKS LIGHTHOUSE
BHATKAL LIGHTHOUSE
KAP LIGHTHOUSE
SURATKAL POINT LIGHTHOUSE
KASARAGOD LIGHTHOUSE
MOUNT DILLI LIGHTHOUSE
CANNANORE LIGHTHOUSE
KADALUR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
BEYPORE LIGHTHOUSE

81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

PONNANI LIGHTHOUSE
CHETWAI LIGHTHOUSE
AZHIKODE LIGHTHOUSE
COCHIN(VYPIN) LIGHTHOUSE
MANAKKODAM LIGHTHOUSE
ALLEPPEY LIGHTHOUSE
KOVILTHOTTAM LIGHTHOUSE
TANGASSERI POINT LIGHTHOUSE
ANJENGO LIGHTHOUSE
VILINJAM LIGHTHOUSE

91. CHETLAT ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
92. BITRA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
93. KILTAN ISLAND(NORTHEND) LIGHTHOUSE
94. KILTAN ISLAND(SOUTH END) LIGHTHOUSE
95. KADMAT ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
96. AMINI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
97. THINNAKARA ISLET LIGHTHOUSE
98. AGATTI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
99 .ANDROTH (EAST END) LIGHTHOUSE
100. ANDROTH (WEST END) LIGHTHOUSE

101. KAVARATTI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
102. VALIYAKARA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
103. CHERIYAKARA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
104. KALPENI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
105. MINICOY ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
106. MUTTAM POINT LIGHTHOUSE
107. CAPE COMORIN LIGHTHOUSE
108. MANAPPAD POINT LIGHTHOUSE
109. PANDIYAN TIVU LIGHTHOUSE
110. KILAKKARAI LIGHTHOUSE
111. KODIKKARAI LIGHTHOUSE
112. POINT CALIMERE LIGHTHOUSE
113. NAGAPPATTINAM LIGHTHOUSE
114. KARIKAL LIGHTHOUSE
115. PORTONOVO LIGHTHOUSE
116. CUDDALLORE LIGHTHOUSE
117. PONDICHERRY LIGHTHOUSE
118. MAHABALIPURAM LIGHTHOUSE
119. MADRAS LIGHTHOUSE
120. PULICAT LIGHTHOUSE
121. ARMAGON LIGHTHOUSE
122. KRISHNAPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
123. RAMAYPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
124. NAGAYALANKA LIGHTHOUSE
125. MACHILIPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
126. ANTERVEDI LIGHTHOUSE
127. SACRAMENTO LIGHTHOUSE
128. VAKALPUDI LIGHTHOUSE
129. PENTAKOTA LIGHTHOUSE
130. PUDI MADAKA LIGHTHOUSE
131. DOLPHIN‟S NOSE LIGHTHOUSE
132. SANTAPILLE LIGHTHOUSE
133. KALINGAPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
134. GOPALPUR LIGHTHOUSE
135. PURI LIGHTHOUSE
136. CHANDRA BHAGA LIGHTHOUSE
137. PARADIP LIGHTHOUSE
138. FALSE POINT LIGHTHOUSE
139. SAGAR ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
140. DARIAPUR LIGHTHOUSE
141. EAST ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
142. NARCONDOM LIGHTHOUSE
143. PORT CORNWALLIS LIGHTHOUSE
144. INTERVIEW ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
145. NORTH BUTTON ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
146. MIDDLE BUTTON ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
147. SOUTH BUTTON ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
148. STRAIT ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
149. WILSON ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
150. BARREN ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE

151. BARATANG ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
152. SIR HUGH ROSE ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
153. ROSS ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
154. NORTH POINT LIGHTHOUSE
155. RUTLAND LIGHTHOUSE
156. NORTH CINOUE ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
157. NORTH BROTHER ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
158. SOUTH SENTINAL ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
159. LITTLE ANDAMAN LIGHTHOUSE
160. KEATING POINT LIGHTHOUSE
161. BATTIMALV LIGHTHOUSE
162. CHOWRA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
163. BOMPOKA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
164. TRINKET ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
165. CAPE CONNAUGHT LIGHTHOUSE
166. TILLANCHANG LIGHTHOUSE
167. KATCHAL EAST BAY LIGHTHOUSE
168. KATCHAL WEST BAY LIGHTHOUSE
169. PULOMILLOW LIGHTHOUSE

170. INDIRA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
171. KABRA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE

JAKHAU LIGHTHOUSE
Sr No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

lamp

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0355
: 230 14.4‟N
680 36.3‟E
: flash White every 10 sec.
: 45m High RCC circular tower
(Red and White bands)
: 46m
: 18 NM
: 375mm (3rd order)
Revolving optic inside
2.16 m dia Lantern house
(Stone Chance)
: 100V 1500W incandescent lamp
: RACON (code „M‟)
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz (stand
by genset provided)
: 1957
: 1965, 1993, 1996, 1999.
: Jakhau Lighthouse, JAKHAU.
(KACHCHH) (370 640)
: 02831-286368
VHF link with Naliya DNC

According to mythology the `Yakshas‟ and the `Yadava‟ landed at Jakhau
during the pre-historic period. The name of the port Jakhau is said to have been adopted
from the term `Jakh‟ derived from `Yaksha‟.
Jakhau remained an important port till a new port at Mandvi was opened in the
16th century. The port traffic of Jakhau was then lost to Mandvi.
During 1950‟s large-scale salt pans were constructed at Jakhau and the port of
Jakhau was revived and developed to handle the export of raw salt to Japan and Korea.
Therefore providing a powerful light at Jakhau became essential. Accordingly the
lighthouse project was planned and completed in 1965. Jakhau is the first major land
mark in the Indian waters. The Lighthouse station is connected by an all weather road to
Naliya, the taluka Headquarters and the railhead. Bhuj is about 70 km from Naliya.
There is no evidence to suggest existence of any lighted beacon in earlier days. The
first lighthouse was the DA gas light in 500 mm Lantern and cut and polished drum optic
with AGA flasher was first temporarily provided on MS Trestle tower in 1957. After the
construction of RCC tower, a powerful electric light was commissioned on 1st April
1965. The equipment was supplied by M/s Stone Chance & Co., Birmingham.
The emergency source, capillary tube (Alladin Lamp) was replaced by LPG
Burner in 1993 which too was replaced by 12V 100W Halogen lamp in 1996.A
Refurbished Racon (MACE Origin) was installed on the same tower on 27th September
1999. Jakhau will be an important station of planned VTS for Gulf of Kachchh with
Automatic Direction Finder system.

CHHACHHI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr No
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0 356
: 220 57.2‟ N
690 00.1‟ E
: flash (3) White every 15 Sec
: 30 m high composite semicircular and square masonry
Tower (Black and White
bands)
: 32 m
: 24 NM
: 250 mm 4th order revolving
optic inside 2.00m dia
Lantern
house (BBT)
: 110V 1000W incandescent
lamp
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz and
(standby genset provided.)
: 1957
: 1964, 1993, 1997
: Chhachhi Lighthouse,
LATHEDI via Dumra,
(Kachchh), 370 490.
: RT link with Naliya DNC
station

In the ancient period nearby Sandhan was a busy port which was later on
abandoned due to heavy silting of the water way. There did not however exist any
lighted beacon earlier at Chhachhi. In order to provide uniform coverage and important
land mark for the vessels entering the Gulf of Kachchh, this lighthouse was planned
during 1955-56.( the first five year plan).
Chhachhi village is linked by a road to Mandvi-Naliya highway. From Chhachhi
village to the Lighthouse about one km portion is an un-metalled road which gets cut off
during monsoons.
Initially, a DA gas flashing light inside a 300mm cut and polished drum optic and
Lantern on MS Trestle was installed in 1957. It was followed by the construction of the
present Lighthouse Tower. The revolving electrically operated lighting equipment was
supplied by M/s BBT, Paris. The light was commissioned into service on 15th June 1964.
The emergency light source working on DA gas was replaced by 12V/100W halogen
lamp on 20th May 1993. The direct drive system was integrated at the station on 20th
January 1997.
A 65 metres Radar tower with „X‟ Band Radar has been planned for the proposed
VTS in the Gulf of Kachchh at Chhachhi.

MANDVI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 357
: 220 49.8‟N
690 20.8‟E
Character
: flash (3) White every 30 sec.
Tower
: 21m high circular masonry tower
on the 10m high Fort bastion
(Red and white bands) damaged
due to earth quake and removed.
30 m GI Trestle tower erected
Temporarily in September 2001.
Ht .above MSL : 37m
Range
: 22 NM
Optical equipment: 250mm(4th order), Revolving
optic inside 2.00 m dia
Lantern house(BBT)
Illuminant
: 220V, 1000W Incandescent lamp
Other Aids
: RACON ( Code „G‟ )
Source of Energy : Mains supply, 440V, 50 Hz
(stand by genset provided)
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1872
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1889, 1949, 1964, 1978,
1980, 1987, 1993, 2001
Post
: Mandvi Lighthouse
KACHCHH-MANDVI
(370 465)
Telecom
: 02834-220039

Mandvi is about 60 km from Bhuj and is connected by an all weather road.
Originally Mandvi was „Riyan‟s small port on the mouths of river Rukmavati.
Riyan got transformed to Raipur and then to Mandvi-meaning a custom‟s post. The
present port at Mandvi was built in the year 1580 by Rao Khengarji, the then ruler of
Kachchh. A century later a fort at Kachhigadh on Okha mandal coast and another at
Mandvi were built to assist Kachchhi mariners. Armed contingents were stationed at
Kachchhigadh to prevent sea piracy.
The business community of the Town used to observe and look for their vessels
expected to arrive from Far East, Arabia, South and East African countries, Ceylone and
Malabar etc from the fort bastion which was known as “Hodiyo Kotho”.
In the early part of the 18th century a flag in the daytime and an oil lamp during
the night used to be hoisted from the fort Bastion whenever vessels were expected. Later
on it became necessary to provide a regular light. A tower subsequently was constructed
on the same bastion and an oil lamp inside an optic was placed into service in the year
1872. The same year M/s Bombay Steam navigation Co introduced a regular steamer
service between Cochin, Bombay, Karachi and Mandvi. Their successors M/s Scindia
Steam navigation Co operated the service till 1965.

The group flashing system-flash (3) every 30 seconds was introduced in 1889.
The intensity of the light was improved in 1949 by placing a 4th order optic. The
lighthouse tower was raised in height in 1963 and an Electrically operated optical
equipment supplied by M/s B.B.T, Paris, was installed on the tower. It was
commissioned into service on 1st January 1964. During the same period the Baffle wall
and a Powerhouse were also constructed in the Mandvi Port premises for the fog
signal vibrators and sound horns. The fog signal also became operational in 1964.
However fog signal was discontinued in 1987.
A `Racon‟ was added at the bastion on 28th December 1980. The emergency
light was changed over from DA gas burner to 12V 60W Halogen lamp on 25 th May
1993.
The lighthouse tower was rendered unsafe due to Earth quake on 26th January
2001 and had to be pulled down. Temporarily a flashing light, 220V 1000 W lamp
inside a 500 mm drum optic was re-exhibited on 2nd September 2001.
The Decca Navigator Chain (DNC) master station and a monitor station
were established at Mandvi – (about 6 Km away from Lighthouse) on 25th April
1978. The DNC station ceased to operate from April 2002.

After the earthquake on 26th January, 2001

MANDVI BREAK WATER
HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0 358
: 220 49.1‟N
690 20.9 ‟E
: flash Red every 3 sec.
: 7m high square concrete
column over a cabin
(Red and White bands)
: 8m
: 5 NM
: 140 mm drum optic (JLWL)
: 12V 60W halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
: 1890
: 1936, 1957, 1973, 1993,2001
: C/o. Mandvi Lighthouse,
Mandvi (Kachchh).
(370 465)

The Lighthouse has been provided on the head of Mandvi Breakwater and is
approachable through the port premises.
Mandvi Port is a very old port built more than four centuries ago. But the
breakwater was built in 1875 after the introduction of direct steamer service between
Mandvi and Bombay. The Breakwater protected the port from Westerly winds. It was
severely damaged during one of the cyclones of 1887-88. It was reconstructed and a red
light was placed on a column at the head of the Breakwater in 1890. It was an oil lamp
and was being exhibited only whenever any steamer visited the port.
The breakwater was improved and was extended up to 560m length under the
supervision of the British Engineer Albert Edward and an improved flashing light with
Red filter inside a 6th order optic was placed over a masonry column of 6m height
provided at the head of the Breakwater. It was damaged again during 1950‟s. The
Breakwater and the lighthouse column were rebuilt and a DA gas flashing light was
commissioned into service in 1957. A sun valve was introduced in 1973 for automatic
operation of the light.
Under the modernization scheme, the DA gas equipment was replaced by the
solar power operated light and was commissioned on 12th May 1993.
The Lighthouse suffered damages due to Earth quake on the 26th January 2001. It
was repaired and the light became operational on 30th June 2001.

RAWALPIR LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Original L.H.

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0 360
: 220 48.9‟N
690 23.4 ‟E
: flash Green every 3 sec.
: 7m high square concrete
column (over a Masonry cabinWhite)
: 16 m
: 3 NM
: 300mm cut and polished drum
optic and lantern (JLWL)
: 12V 60W halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
: 1936
: 1947, 1957, 1969, 1993
: C/o. Mandvi Lighthouse,
Mandvi (Kachchh).
(370 465)
: 02834-20039

Present L.H.

Rawal Pir lighthouse is existing on the star board side at the entrance to the
Mandvi Port. It is approachable by a village road and is about 8 Km from Mandvi
Lighthouse. In 1936 a lantern was kept on the tomb of a Mohammaden ascetic-the Pir.
Subsequently a separate cylindrical tower was raised near the tomb in 1947 for placing
the Lantern regularly on it. The green filter was added in the same lantern in 1957.The
ships could anchor easily at the entrance taking assistance of this light (Green) and the
breakwater light (Red).
The light was shifted on to a new structure built nearby in 1969 and 300mm
optical equipment with DA gas burner was commissioned into service on 26th December
1969. The sun valve was introduced in 1973. The DA gas equipment was replaced by
Solar powered equipment with electronic control in 1993. It was commissioned into
service on 10th May 1993.
A 65m tower for installing „X‟ Band Radar for the proposed VTS for the Gulf of
Kachchh is planned at this site.

NAVINAL POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0 362
: 220 44.4‟ N
690 42.8‟ E
: flash (2) White every 15 Sec
: 28 m high RCC circular
Tower (Black and White bands)
: 25m
: 23 NM

: 250 mm 4th order revolving
Optic inside 2.0m dia Lantern
House (BBT)
Illuminant
: 110V 1000W incandescent lamp
Source of energy : Diesel generated
Supply : 220V 50 Hz
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1892
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1949, 1965, 1988, 1993,
1994, 1997
Post
: Navinal Lighthouse
Mundra (Kachchh)
(370421)
Telecom
: RT link with Jamnagar office
and Pirotan LH

Navinal Point is made up of a few ridges of sand and a large swamp partly
covered with the bushes. The mangrove forms the background of Navinal Point. North
East ward from Navinal Point, is Bacha Creek on which Mundra new port exists. Vast
land on the South-West of the Navinal point Lighthouse was Re-claimed during 1996-97
for Adani port.
Navinal point Lighthouse is approachable by a Departmental machine boat
through the creek from Mundra port through the Creek. There is a pucca road connecting
Mundra Port to Mundra Town. A land route to Navinal point Lighthouse through Adani
port Area is also available since 1996.
A Lighted beacon existed at the Navinal point in 1892. It was a fixed light
being hoisted from a column regularly. It was mainly to assist boats ferrying between
ports of Mundra, Tuna, Rozi and Okha. An improved flashing light was installed in the
same lantern. in 1949. A new Lighthouse tower and a Baffle wall for fog signal were
constructed and completed in 1965. The Lighthouse and fog signal equipments supplied
by M/s B.B.T, Paris, were installed at the station. The lighthouse was commissioned into
service on 1st June 1965. In 1988 the fog signal service was withdrawn and equipments
removed. The emergency light source working on DA gas was replaced by 12V 60W
Halogen lamp on 5th June 1993. The direct drive system was integrated with the optic
assembly on 28th June 1997. The jacketing of tower was taken up and completed in 1994.
A 65m Radar tower for „X‟ Band Radar for proposed VTS for the Gulf of
Kachchh is planned at Navinal.

MUNDRA NEW PORT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0364
: 220 45.8‟N
690 42.4‟E
: flash White every 3 sec.
: 7m high square concrete column
over a hut (white)
: 11m
: 5 NM
: 140 mm cut and polished drum
optic
: 12V 60 W halogen lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged by SPV
modules (Solar energy)
: 1951
: 1957, 1965, 1985, 1993
: C/o. Navinal Lighthouse
Mundra (Kachchh)
(370 421)

The Lighthouse is easily approachable by road from Mundra Town.
A port was established at Mundra mainly for the export of salt and dates. It was
an important port of call for the vessels coming from Muscat, Aden and Zanzibar. The
port used to remain inoperative from May to September every year. As such this new port
was developed at sheltered location inside the Mundra Creek for round the year
operations. The new port at the present location was built during 1950-51.
An approach light of 3-mile range was provided on a Trestle tower at the Jetty
head in 1951. It was an oil lamp. It was improved in 1957. A 200 mm equipment with
AGA flasher working on DA gas was installed in 1961 replacing the oil lamp equipment.
In 1965 an RCC column was constructed over which the DA gas light was shifted. The
Lighthouse structure got damaged in course of time due to the heavy rusting. A new
column and a service hut was constructed in 1985 and 300 mm DA equipment (AGA)
was installed over the new column.
The DA gas burner was replaced by Halogen lamp, with electronic flasher
(JLWL) working on solar energy and was commissioned on 7th May 1993.

MUNGRA REEF LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F 0367.8
: 220 45.6‟N
700 11.0‟E
: flash (2) white every 15 sec.
: 10m high masonry tower
(Red and White Bands)
: 10.0m
: 10 NM
: 300mm cut & polished drum
Optic inside 300mm lantern
(JLWL)
: 12V 60W-halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by
SPV modules

Year first beacon
Constructed
: 1890
The Light
Commissioned on : 12th April 1997
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1999

Mungra reef is a low tide islet about 12 Km North West of Jodiya Port at the
entrance of Hansthal Creek. There was on light provided on the Reef earlier to the present
light. An unlighted masonry beacon was constructed on the fairway of the islet leading to
Navlakhi and Jodiya Ports.
The same beacon has been improved and transformed into the lighted beacon
during 1996-97. The lighting equipment with electronic flasher manufactured at LH
Workshop & Electronic Laboratory, Jamnagar, was installed and commissioned into
service on 12th April 1997. The structure was damaged during the devastating cyclone
which hit the region on 9th June 1998. The light was restored subsequently after extensive
repairs and a new equipment was installed in January 1999.

JODIYA BANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0 368
: 220 43.5‟N
700 16.8‟E
: flash White every 10 sec.
: 10m high circular masonry tower
(Painted White)-damaged due to
Earth quakeA 30 m GI trestle tower erected
temporarily
: 16m
: 12 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished
drum optic inside 300mm
Lantern (JLWL)
: 12V 100W halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by
SPV modules
: 1903
: 1993, 2002
: Jodiya LH, Jodiya.
(361 250)

Jodiya is a tidal port about 60 Km from Jamnagar by road .It was a Metre Gauge
Rail terminal till 1978. Prior to independence Jodiya was part of erstwhile princely State
of Nawanagar who had developed this port on Jodiya creek and the rail link was also
extended up to the port (Bandar). It was a busy port having trade links with Arab
countries. The traffic at this port went down subsequently reducing it to a fishing port.
The activities at Jodiya port picked up during 1970s.
The Lighthouse is about 4 km away from Jodiya Town. It is a solid circular
tower, 8 metre high built on the northern end of the quay wall in the year 1903. The light
was placed on a high-level cast Iron pedestal. It was a Kerosene wick lamp inside a 6th
order optic and was commissioned into service on 15th March 1903. The equipment was
supplied by M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham. The same equipment remained in service
for ninety years when the improvement work of the Lighthouse was taken up.
A solar operated flashing light (JLWL) replaced the wick lamp and the new
equipment was installed over the modified tower on 12th February 1993. The LH was
severely damaged due to Earth quake on 26th January 2001 and the operation of light
was affected. A new GI trestle was erected and the light was shifted on to this tower on
30th June 2002.

NAVLAKHI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 370
: 220 58.0‟N
700 27.0‟E
Character
: flash (3) White every 10 sec.
Tower
: 24m high GI Trestle tower
(Painted Orange and White bands)
Height above MSL: 25m
Ra nge
: 12 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 300mm cut and polished drum
optic inside 300mm Lantern
(AGA)
Illuminant
: 12V 100W halogen lamp
Other Aids
: RACON (code „B‟)
Source of Energy : Batteries charged by SPV
modules Mains supply 440V
50 Hz available
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1910
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1932, 1966, 1985, 1993, 1998,
1999, 2001
Post
: Navlakhi Lighthouse,
NAVLAKHI ( 363 680 ).

Hansthal Creek is the largest of the Creeks originating from the little Rann of
Kachchh and flowing into the Gulf of Kachchh. There are a number of mud and sand
banks and islets in this region between Kachchh and Saurashtra (in the gulf of Kachchh).
One such island formed between Sui Creek and Versamedi Creek is known as Navlakhi
bet (Island) which is connected by a high level embankment for rail and road link to the
town of Morbi (40 Km away). The rulers of Morbi had developed lighterage port at
Navlakhi during 1909-10 at the cost of Rs 9 lakhs and so the port derived its name
„Navlakhi‟. It had the direct Steamer communication with Bombay, Rangoon and ports of
Europe. It was then a gateway to states of Morbi and Rajkot. The metre gauge rail
connection was extended in 1939 up to Navlakhi which was removed in 1998. There is
all weather road up to the port.
In 1910 a wooden post was erected near to the quay wall for hoisting an oil lamp
whenever steamer called at the anchorage. Subsequently a fixed electric light was
installed over a 30m MS Trestle tower in 1932. The top portion of the Tower became
unsafe due to heavy rusting as such its height was reduced to 24m in 1966.
A new 24m GI trestle tower was erected in 1985 close to the old one and a
300 mm lantern (AGA) with drum optic and 230V 500W lamp was installed over it. The
light was converted into flashing light on 19th September 1993. In the 1998 cyclone the
light was damaged and mains supply got snapped as such it was remodelled to suit solar
charging system in September 1998.
A refurbished Racon (MACE origin) was installed on the same tower and put in
to operation on 1st June 1999. In the earth quake of 26th January 2001 the equipment got
damaged as such the light remained in operative for some time. The light was restored
on 14th February 2001.

ROZI KALVAN LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F 0 374
: 220 35.6‟N
700 02.7‟E
: flash White every 8 sec.
: 8m high Circular masonry Tower
(Black and White bands)
: 9.0m
: 10 NM
: 200 mm moulded drum optic
inside 200mm lantern(JLWL)
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V batteries charged by SPV
modules

Year first beacon
Commissioned
: 1867 (unlighted)
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1917, 1950, 1958, 1966,
1993, 2002

The Lighthouse stands on a reef extending off Rozi Island shores and is about 6
km North from Rozi mata Temple which is a prominent 150 year old land mark situated
on the mouths of Rangamati creek. Kalwan is approachable during high tides by a motor
Launch.
A black stone mound was constructed at Kalwan site during 1865-67 along with
the development of Bedi Port under the jurisdiction of then princely state of Nawanagar
(Jamnagar). The mound was provided to guide the vessels during the day time. Its
improvement and transformation into a lighted beacon was carried out in 1917 when a
regular steamer service between Bombay and East Africa via Rozi was introduced by M/s
Bombay Steam Navigation Co. this lighthouse is an important navigational aid assisting
ships to anchor at Rozi anchorage.
An oil wick lamp inside 6th order optic was placed on the tower in 1917. The
operation of the light was controlled from Rozi mata temple from where an attendant
used to bring the spare lamp in a boat during the late day tide and place the same on the
tower. The light functioned during fair seasons only. Further improvement to lighthouse
was carried out in 1950. An optic with higher range replaced the 6th order optic in 1958.
The tower was remodelled in 1966 and a DA gas light of AGA make inside the 300mm
optic integrating the sun valve was installed the same year. The light now started
functioning throughout the year.
The Light underwent modernization during 1993 and Solar Power operated light
with halogen lamp (JLWL) was commissioned into service on 21st November 1993. The
tower was affected by the earth quake of 26th January 2001 but remained in position for
some time till it fell down subsequently.

ROZI-JETTY HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year firs light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0 375
: 220 33.9‟N
700 02.3‟E
: flash Red every 6 sec.
: 10m high circular masonry tower
(Red and White band)
: 8m
: 4 NM
: 140 mm moulded drum optic
(JLWL)
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V batteries charged by SPV
modules

: 1940
: 1958, 1964, 1993, 2001

In order to facilitate the embarkation and disembarkation of passengers at Rozi
port, a 3m wide concrete jetty was constructed during 1939-40 connecting the passenger
shed on Rozi island to its edge. A stone mound structure was constructed at the head of
the jetty in 1940 and a Red light was exhibited from the mound as and when the ships
called at the anchorage.
The Rozi Passenger shed was connected to Jamnagar Railway station by an MG
Rail line under Nawanagar Railway system of erstwhile Jamsaheb of Nawanagar state.
During the 1940s and 50s the red light continued to be exhibited from the mound
except for the monsoon months. Later on the structure was improved in 1958. In 1964
DA gas burner inside a 300 mm Lantern and a sun valve (AGA) was introduced. Now the
light operated throughout the year. The system worked quite satisfactorily for 30 years.
The solar powered electronically operated light (JLWL) replaced the gas light in 1993. It
was commissioned into service on 30th July 1993.
Under the scheme of expansion of Bedi port complex, to facilitate handling of
big size barges as well as to reduce the time on the lighter- age system, a modern high
level platform enclosing the old Rozi jetty head and the lighthouse was constructed in
1994-95 as such the lighthouse had to be abandoned. The port authorities provided
alternate light on the edge of the platform.
The Rozi jetty head light has been withdrawn and the LH structure dismantled in
April 2001.

BEDI BUNDAR LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously at Rozimata Temple)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0 376
: 220 33.0‟N
700 01.9‟E
: flash (2) White every 10 sec.
: 12m high G.I. Trestle Tower
(White)
: 18 m
: 9NM
: 300 mm cut and polished drum
optic inside 300mm
lantern(AGA)
: 12V 100W Halogen lamp
: 12 V batteries charged by
SPV modules
: 1867 (Rozimata Temple)
: 1897, 1929, 1964, 1987, 1998,
2002

The port of Bedi was developed by the rulers of Nawanagar State (Jamnagar) as a
tidal port complex towards the end of 19th Century mainly to facilitate trade with Arabia,
East African Countries and Malabar in South. The crafts used to anchor off Rozi and
navigate into the Bedi channel when sufficient water for their draughts was available
during high tides.
A light was provided on the bastion of Rozi mata temple in the year 1867.
This light was meant to assist mariners anchor their vessels at Rozi anchorage. It
functioned only during fair season. It was an ordinary wick lamp being hoisted from a
mast erected on the temple bastion built on the mouths of Rangamati creek. In 1897 the
mast was removed and a cast iron pedestal was provided to support an improved lamp
with a 6th order optic. The light now was exhibited throughout the year. Flashing light
was introduced in 1929 and in 1964 300 mm DA gas equipment with sun-valve was
installed in place of the oil lamp. Close to the temple a passenger shed cum transit
godown was constructed in 1919-20. It was linked to Jamnagar Railway station by an
MG rail line. A jetty up to the reef edge was constructed during 1939-40 which was
connected to the shed by a road.
With the increase in traffic and in order to reduce the time taken by lighter-age
system, new docks were constructed during 1975-76 at the mouths of Bedi creek (about 7
km from Bedi port) which came to be known as New Bedi port. The Rozimata temple
light was shifted on to the edge of new port quay wall and came to be known as Bedi
Bandar Lighthouse. A battery operated flasher with electronic controls, supplied by ANA
was installed on the trestle tower and was commissioned into service on 4 th March 1987.
The system has been modified for solar operation in the year 1998. With many a
powerful light coming up on the quay wall, this light was no longer required longer
required and has since been discontinued on 30th September 2002.

MAWADI LIGHTHOUSE
(Off Pirotan Island NE Point)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
970,1993,

: F 0 378
: 220 37.2‟N
690 58.2‟E
: flash Red every 10 sec.
: 6m high circular masonry tower
(Red and White band)
: 5m
: 5 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished drum
optic and Lantern (AGA)
: 12V 100W Halogen lamp
: 12 V maintenance free batteries
charged by SPV modules
(BHEL)
: 1867 ( unlighted )
: 1898, 1928, 1950, 1958,
1998, 2000

Mawadi beacon is about 3 km from the Pirotan island LH and can be approached
by walk during low tide when the reef is dry. The beacon is also approachable from Bedi
Port during the high tides by a motor launch. The beacon warns the mariners about the
shoals stretching out in the North-East off Pirotan island.
A 6 m high stone masonry mound was built at this site during 1865-67 which
served as a day mark for the vessels cruising to Bedi port. The mound was raised and
improved in 1898 when the construction of main lighthouse on Pirotan island was
nearing completion. An iron trestle frame was fixed on the mound in 1928 and an oil
wick lamp inside 150 mm optic and Red filter was installed over the iron frame. The
equipment was supplied by M/s Chance Bros, Birmingham. Subsequently in 1958 the
entire structure was further improved and a DA gas flashing light inside 300mm optic
with red filter (AGA make) was placed on he trestle Tower. The light was commissioned
into service simultaneously with main Pirotan lighthouse on 5th February 1958. During
1970 the Lighthouse structure was altered and a masonry cabin on the circular masonry
base was provided for storing DA gas cylinders. The equipment was now placed on the
roof of the cabin.. A sun valve was integrated into the equipment to regulate the operation
of light.
The DA gas equipment was replaced by electronic flasher (JLWL) and batteries
charged by solar energy and were commissioned into service on 28th July 1993. During
the devastating cyclone of July 1998 the upper portion of the structure was sheered off.
As such the light was shifted on to a GI pedestal over the masonry base. The repairs to
damaged portions were completed in 2000.

PIROTAN LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0 380
: 220 36.2‟N
690 57.1‟E
: flash White every 20 sec.
: 24 m high Circular masonry
Tower
(Black and White bands)
: 26m
: 24 NM

Illuminant

: 500 mm (3rd order large),
Revolving optic inside 2.5m dia
Lantern (Stone chance)
: 230V 70W Metal Halide lamp

Other Aids

: RACON (Code‟K‟)

Source of
Energy

Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: 12 V 120AH maintenance free
Batteries (15 Nos in parallel)
charged by12 Nos. SPV
modules (Stand by
Genset provided).
: 1898
: 1950, 1958, 1996, 1999
: Pirotan Lighthouse
C/o. Deep Bhavan,
Pt. Nehru Marg
Jamnagar (361 008)
: RT link with Jamnagar office
and Navinal Lighthouse

There are 133 coral reefs and islets in the region of eastern side of the gulf of
Kachchh stretching from Salaya to Jodiya which formed the part of erstwhile state of
Nawanagar prior to independence. Most of the islets are barren. Pirotan is one of them. It
is an important land mark for the mariners approaching Bedi Port.
Pirotan island is 10 km North West of Rozi island and is approachable by boat or a
motor launch from Bedi Port after about two hours sailing. Up to the early part of 19 th
century Salaya was the main port of Nawanagar ( Jamnagar ) state. As the marine
activities in the region increased, the Rulers of Nawanagar decided towards the end of
19th century to develop a lighter-age port at Bedi (known then as Nagna Bandar) .A sea
police contingent was organised for the safety of vessels plying in the region. It was
based at Rozi island.
With the increase in traffic and in order to reduce the time taken by lighter-age
system, new docks were constructed during 1975-76 at the mouths of Bedi creek (about 7
km from Bedi port) which came to be known as New Bedi port. Under the scheme of
expansion of Bedi port complex, to facilitate handling of big size barges as well as to

reduce the time on the lighter- age system, a modern high level platform enclosing the old
Rozi jetty head (on Rozi island) was constructed in 1994-95.A passenger jetty
constructed in the early part of 20th century on Rozi island was replaced now by the new
jetty.
A flag staff on a stone mound was provided on Pirotan island in 1867. The first
Lighthouse tower was constructed in 1898 on which a fifth order optical equipment with
kerosene oil lamp giving fixed character was placed on 15th March 1898. The same
equipment functioned for more than half a century when after independence in the year
1950 the fixed light was replaced by a flashing light giving flash every 10 seconds.
The present 24m high Lighthouse Tower was built during 1955-57 in place of
the old tower. A 3rd order optical equipment with 55 mm PV Burner and the lantern
supplied by M/s Stone Chance & Co., Birmingham were installed over it. The new
Lighthouse was inaugurated on 5th February 1958 by Mr. Raj Bahadur, then Minister for
Transport, Govt. of India.
In the year 1996 changing over to Solar powered station was planned and a new
70W metal halide lamp replaced the PV burner. The power supply system consisted of
Battery of maintenance free cells charged by Solar energy. The direct drive of the optical
assembly by means of a stepper motor was also integrated while retaining traditional
clock work mechanism as standby. The character of the light was modified to flash every
20 seconds. The system was commissioned into service on 31st December 1996. A
refurbished Racon (MACE origin) was installed on the LH tower which was
commissioned in to operation on 2nd November 1999.
The entire Region surrounding Pirotan Island and near by reefs is the National
Marine Park. The region is the home of variety of rare marine species.
Pirotan Island Lighthouse from Sea (Mawadi Side)

KALUBHAR TAPU LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Karumbhar Lighthouse)
Sr.No.
: F 0 384
Position
: 220 26.3‟N
690 35.2‟E
Character
: flash (3) White every 15 sec.
Tower
: 20m high Circular masonry
Tower (Painted White)
Height above
MSL
: 27m
Range
: 12 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic (AGA) inside
2.0 dia Lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 12V 100W Halogen lamp
Source of
Energy
: 12V 120 AH Maintenance free
Batteries charged by
SPV modules (BHEL)
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: 1884
: 1903, 1950, 1970, 1974,
1980, 1994
: Kalubhar Lighthouse
C\o. Custom office,
SALAYA (361 310)

Salaya is a minor port about 73 km south-west of Jamnagar. A mechanized boat is
to be hired from Salaya Port to reach Karumbhar (Kalubhar) islet Lighthouse. The
mechanized boat takes about an hour during favourable tide. Salaya is an important tidal
port after Bedi, providing shelter to all types of country crafts. An MG rail link was
provided to Salaya port earlier that was removed in 1980. Salaya was the only port of
erstwhile state of Nawanaagar (Jamnagar) till the development of port at Bedi during
1870s. Lighthouse at Kalubhar was to provided to facilitate entry of vessels to Salaya
port.
Karumbhar (Kalubhar) islet is made up of sand, mud, and is fringed by
mangroves. Around the islet is the vast reef, which dries up during the low tides. The
Lighthouse tower was built by the Port Administration of Navanagar State during 188184 and an oil lamp inside a Lantern was placed on the tower. It was at that time called
Patarpur beacon. Arrangement of dwellings for LH staff and visiting officials is available
at the station.
In 1903 the oil lamp was replaced by improved wick lamp inside the dioptric
optic placed on Cast Iron pedestal. The oil lamp was replaced by a DA gas flashing light
in 1950. During 1970 the tower was modified and its height was raised. Optical
equipment of 375 mm size (BBT make) inside a lantern house was installed in 1974. The
optic assembly was being rotated by gas motors. In the year 1980 a Dal‟en mixer
equipment (AGA make) was introduced in place of gas motors which was commissioned
into service on 21st March 1980. An Electronic flasher (JLWL), Batteries charged by
Solar Photo Voltaic panels and halogen lamp inside 500 mm optic (AGA make) in place
of the 375mm optical equipment was installed and commissioned into service on 27th
September 1994.

CHANK TAPU LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Chanka)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0 386
: 220 32.8‟N
690 24.6‟E
: flash White every 15 sec.
: Square concrete Base supporting
6m high trestle Tower
(Black and White bands)
: 15m
: 11 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished drum
optic inside 300mm Lantern
(AGA)
: 12V 100W Halogen lamp
: Maintenance free Batteries
charged by SPV modules
: 1928 (unlit beacon : 1885)
: 1934, 1952, 1970, 1988, 1994

Chank Tapu Lighthouse is situated on the North Eastern point of vast Bural reef.
The Bural reef is in continuity of many reefs and shoals in the region close to Salaya Port.
It is possible to reach the Lighthouse by a machine boat from Salaya port during
the high tides. However during low tides, the boat can go up to the nearest edge of the
reef and then the remaining distance up to the lighthouse has to be covered by walk.
There is no shelter provided at the Lighthouse. As such the lighthouse work party camps
at Kalubhar tapu and from there they attend this lighthouse.
In 1885 a stone mound was built at the same site over which a flag staff was
erected which served the crafts sailing during the day to and from Salaya port. In the year
1928 the mound was remodelled and an iron trestle frame was erected over it to support
an oil lamp. Then in 1934 a proper Lantern with 6th order optic was installed. The
Lascars from Kalubhar Lighthouse attended Chank Lighthouse also. They used to take a
sail boat from Kalubhar adjusting tide timings to reach Chank Tapu before dusk. The
light used to remain inoperative during the monsoons. The oil lamp was replaced by a
DA gas flasher in the year 1952.
During 1969-70 the Lighthouse structure was improved and the new DA gas
equipment in 300mm optic with sun valve (AGA) was installed in place of the old one.
In the year 1987-88, the old structure was dismantled and a new square masonry base was
built over which a new Trestle Tower was erected. The same DA gas equipment was
reinstalled over the trestle frame work. The DA gas equipment was removed and Solar
operated flasher (JLWL) was installed in the same optic and was commissioned on the
12th March 1994.

BURAL REEF LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0 386.5
: 220 32.7‟N
690 16.2‟E
: Quick flashing white
: 12m high Circular RCC Tower
(Painted White)
: 15m
: 8 NM
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic inside 500mm
lantern (AGA)
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: RACON (code „D‟)
: Maintenance free Batteries
charged by SPV modules
: 1979
: 1980, 1994, 1997

Bural lighthouse on the North West point of the vast Bural reef is an important
land mark for vessels cruising in the deep water channel leading to SBM Vadinar and
Sikka ports.
Bural reef is the largest reef close to Saurashtra coast in the gulf of Kachchh. It
has on it three high islets, Bhaidar Tapu, Narara Tapu and Chank Tapu. They are
separated from Bural by shallow channels. Bural Lighthouse site is logistically located. It
is approachable by Light house tender MV Deepstambh or by hiring a machine boat from
Okha or Salaya port. The small size boats can be taken up to the Lighthouse during high
tides. However during the low tide the boat has to be anchored away from the reef and a
dinghy boat has to be used to reach the reef edge and then cover the remaining distance
up to the Lighthouse by walk It is not safe to venture the sailing during monsoons.
There wasn‟t any beacon existing earlier on Bural reef. The construction of a
Lighthouse was taken up in 1977 and completed by the 1978 end. The 500 mm optic and
Dal‟en mixer lighting equipment of AGA make working on DA gas was installed and
commissioned into service on the 19th April 1979. A Lighthouse Engineer P.K. Vanvari
breathed his last on 21 March 1978 at Bural during the construction of the Lighthouse.
Subsequently „Marconi‟ Racon was also installed on the Lighthouse on 17th
March 1980. It received energy from the battery charged by Solar Panels which was the
first ever use of Solar panel at an island station in the Department of Lighthouses &
Lightships. The DA gas equipment was removed and in its place flasher operating on
Electronic circuit and Halogen lamp (JLWL) was installed and commissioned on 18th
March 1994. The „Marconi‟ Racon was replaced by „Tide land‟ Racon on 18th February
1997.

OKHA LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously ‘Vomani Point’)
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 388
: 220 28.6‟N
690 04.2‟E
Character
: flash (3) White every 25 Sec
Tower
: 23 m high square masonry Tower
(Red and White bands)
Height above MSL: 26 m
Range
: 26 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 250 mm (4th order) revolving
optic inside 2.16m dia
Lantern house (Chance Bros)
Illuminant
: 230V 250W Metal halide lamp
Other Aids
: (a ) RACON ( code ‟O‟ )
( b) DGPS Tx Station
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz (standby
Gensets provided)
Year first
Commissioned
: 1935
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1956, 1959, 1969, 1978, 1979,
1988, 1991, 1996, 1998, 1999
Post
: Okha Lighthouse,
OKHA (361 350)
Telecom
: 02892-262016

Okha is well connected by Rail and Road links. There is a daily rail service to
Mumbai. It is interesting to note that Okha has the Railway station, Bus station,
Passenger Boat Terminal and the port, all situated within one km radius. The famous
pilgrim centre Beyt Dwarka is situated on the island opposite Okha port.
This region is known as Okhamandal and prior to Independence it was part of
Baroda State of Gaikwad. They had developed the port at Okha during 1920s. It was
inaugurated by Maharaja Sayaji Rao on 14th February 1926. Baroda state maintained a
Sea police force to patrol the sea around. The MG rail link was extended to Okha in 1925
which was converted to BG in 1978.
Okha is the gateway to the Gulf of Kachchh. There are rocky shoals and reefs
close to the coastline and off Okha-Lushington shoal, Gurur shoal, Bobby shoal,
Samiyani shoal, and the reefs of Chinri (Chandri), Paga and Bural. Okha was the base
for the site investigations and hydraulic survey of Lushington shoal area carried out in
November-December 1952 by Prof. B.Hellstrom and Dr L.Rundgren of the Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm and then by Engineers India Ltd team for providing a
lighthouse at Lushington shoal.
The harbour of Okha is a natural harbour well protected by Samiyani and Beyt
islands. The harbour is open throughout the year and vessels of moderate size can be

berthed alongside the jetty. There was a regular passenger steamer service till 1950‟s
between Okha and Bombay touching some of the other ports on Saurashtra coast.
During the early developmental stage of Okha port, the light on Samiyani Island
was the only Lighthouse guiding the mariners entering Okha harbour. There was no light
at „Vomani Point‟-the site of the present Lighthouse. In the year 1935 a 30 m high steel
trestle tower was erected at a site called Okha point (about 3 km from Vomain point). A
fixed white light (Sr. No F 0392) was exhibited from this tower. This was converted to
occulting character light in 1936. The trestle tower was painted red & white. A flag also
used to be hoisted from this tower.
Soon after the Independence and transfer of Karachi major port to Pakistan,
attention drew to Kandla port in the gulf of Kachchh as a substitute for Karachi. As such
there was demand to improve the entire system of aids to navigation in the gulf of
Kachchh – Okha region in particular. A modern Lighthouse and a Radio beacon therefore
was planned at Okha in the skeleton plan of 1950. This was the foundation for an
important centre for Aids to Marine Navigation at Okha.
The modern electric Revolving light was commissioned at Okha on 15th August
1956. It was incidentally the first powerful Revolving electrical lighthouse in Asia. The
light on the red trestle tower (F 0392) was discontinued and the tower was dismantled.
The installation work of Marconi Marine direction finding Radio beacon was also in
progress alongside the construction of Lighthouse. The Marconi make Radio beacon was
installed and put on the air on 11th October 1959. This was later replaced by MACE
Radio Beacon equipment in March 1991. In 1969 a baffle wall was constructed to
support vibrators for sound horns for the fog signal which were discontinued in 1988.
A „Marconi‟ Racon was installed on the lighthouse tower in 1978. It was
commissioned on 15th May 1978.A buoy yard was established at the station in1979 for
conducting Buoy operations for the deep water Salaya channel leading to Vadinar SBM.
The direct drive of optic through stepper motor was introduced on 15th May 1996.
The DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo systems, U.S.A. and supplied by
M/s. Elcom Marine, Mumbai was integrated in May 1998 converting the Radio beacon
into DGPS Transmitting station. It was formally commissioned into service on 30 th
October 1998.
Okha Lighthouse will also have one of the important control towers for the
proposed VTS for the gulf of Kachchh.

SALAYA BUOYAGE, OKHA
(Okha Buoy yard)
Buoy

Date of first laying

Character

Mithapur

24.3.1981

flash White every 5 Sec

Gurur

15.4.1981

flash White every 15 Sec

Paga

18.3.1981

flash White every 15 Sec

VLCC

17.3.1981

quick flashes 6 - Long fl

Narara

24.4.1981

quick flashes 3 every 10 ec

Dhani

16.4.1981

Very quick flashing

Chandri

23.3.1981

Very quick flashing

Tilburn

18.4.1981

quick flashes (Green)

Kachchh

22.3.1981

flash White 15 Sec

Ranwara

15.5.1981

quick flash (Red)

Sonar

19.5.1981

quick flash (Red)

Much prior to placing of the above buoys in the gulf of Kachchh, an unmanned
light ship was laid at Lushington shoal during 1966-67. The light ship had to be with
drawn due to drifting away every time it was laid. It was later on transferred to Bombay
Port Trust.
During 1976-77, a newly designed floating light known as „Saurus‟ tower was
laid into the sea - off Okha approximately towards Mithapur. The hull supporting the
tower for light could not remain stable and horizontal and so the „Saurus‟ tower was also
withdrawn from the sea.
It was then decided to demarcate the deep water channel leading to SBM Vadinar
by a series of eleven buoys. As such a regular Buoy yard was provided at Okha
Lighthouse in 1979 to extend logistic support to MV Sagardeep for its Buoy operations as
well as to stock Buoys and moorings. In the year 1980 Sixteen BS-58 Buoys
manufactured at New Bombay under licence from AGA, U.K., together with necessary
moorings were supplied at Okha. In the year 1981 eleven BS-58 Buoys were laid at
different co-ordinates in the gulf of Kachchh in order to mark the Salaya deep water
channel.
Sixteen Hitech Elastamer Buoys with solar operated equipments, manufactured by
M/s Balmoral Marine, U.K were imported in 1995 for replacing the BS-58 buoys in
phases.

SAMIYANI ISLAND NORTH
LIGHTHOUSE
(Green Lighted Beacon)
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 389
: 220 29.5‟N
690 05.5‟E

Character
Tower

: flash Green every 3 sec.
: 9m high Circular masonry Tower
(Black and White Bands)

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: 11m
: 7 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished drum optic
with green filter inside 300mm dia
Lantern ( JLWL)
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12V 120 AH Batteries
charged by SPV module

: 1935
: 1936, 1957, 1962, 1979,
1980, 1994, 1998, 2002

The Beacon is situated on the northern tip of Samiyani island and marks the star
board side of the entrance of channel leading to Okha port. The port authorities maintain
a Buoy with Red light on the port hand side in order to define the entrance of the channel.
The lighthouse can be approached from Samiyani main light by cautiously walking
during the low tide days. It can also be approached directly by boat from Okha during fair
season when the sea is calm.
There was a 10 m MS tower erected in 1935 near to the present site. The trestle
tower was painted red & white and a light with fixed character was placed on it. A red
filter was later on introduced. The light was converted to occulting character in 1936.
The Lighthouse Trestle served for about 20 years during which it was badly rusted and
was rendered unsafe. A new concrete tower was constructed at the edge of the reef in
1957. The DA gas equipment with 200 mm optic (and red filter) was installed on this
tower. It was commissioned on 1st June 1957.A new DA gas equipment with Red filter in
300 mm optic & lantern fitted with a sun valve of AGA make replaced the old equipment
in 1962. When the improvement of Aids to navigation in the gulf of Kachchh was taken
up during 1980s, this Red light was converted to Green .light. In 1994 the DA gas
equipment was replaced by Halogen lamp operating on electronic flasher (JLWL) and
Solar panels charged Batteries.
The lighthouse was washed away by the devastating cyclone on 9th June 1998.
The light was then temporarily shifted on to a 10 m M.S. Trestle tower raised 20 m away,
in October 1998. The new RCC tower was constructed close to the old position in July
2002 and the 300 mm optical equipment with electronic flasher (JLWL) was installed and
commissioned on 31st August 2002.

SAMIYANI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
(CENTRE)
: F 0 390
: 220 29.3‟N
690 05.2‟E
Character
: flash White Red every 5 sec.
Tower
: 20m high Circular masonry
Tower (Painted White)
Height above MSL: 11m
Range
: 9 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic inside 2.0m
diameter Lantern house ( LH
WS, Madras)
Illuminant
: 12V 100W Halogen lamp
Source of Energy : 12V 130 AH Low
Maintenance Batteries
charged by SPV modules
Sr.No.
Position

Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: 1876
: 1893, 1927, 1957, 1962, 1994
: Samiyani Lighthouse, c/o
Okha Lighthouse, Okha. (361 350)

Samiyani island is situated off Okha lighthouse separated by about 1.5 km wide
shoal. The island provides an ideal shelter to the Okha Harbour. Samiyani can be
approached without the restriction of tides by a machine boat which can be hired from
Passenger jetty at Okha Port. The region of Okha and islands around came under the
control of Wadher dynasty in the 14th century. They made their capital at Arambhda, a
village 5 km north of Okha. The inhabitants subsequently came to be known as Waghers
(of Okha) who in course of time took to sea piracy and looting the pilgrims due mainly to
the failure of monsoons in the region consecutively for years. After the British troops
cleared Dwarka of Waghers in 1820s and also defeating them in the rest of the region
during 1860s, they handed over the territory to Gaikwad of Baroda state. During those
days there was a port at Beyt Island (Bet Dwarka) and another at Arambhda - 4 and 8 km
north of Samiyani. The crafts heading for these ports took bearing from a tomb on the 12
m high mound on Samiyani Island. The country crafts from Kachchh regularly visited
Beyt island. Towards the mid 19th century a flag staff with an arrangement for hoisting an
oil lamp, was erected by the side of tomb.
Baroda state built an elegant 20 m high Lighthouse tower with dressed sand
stones at the centre of the island in 1876. An oil lamp in a lantern was exhibited from this
tower since April 1876. A dioptric optic was added in the lantern in April 1893. In 192627 major changes were done-a 4th order Optic replaced the old one and lantern was
improved by fitting two separate red filters covering Chandri and Paga reefs. In 1957 DA
gas flashing burner was introduced. The equipment was replaced by a 500 mm optic in a
lantern house manufactured at Madras work shop in 1962. The DA gas equipment was
replaced by Electronic flasher (JLWL) operating on solar energy, on 7th March 1994.
The Platinum jubilee celebrations of the Deptt were inaugurated at this lighthouse
by the Minister of Shipping Mr VP Goyal, on 21st September 2002.

DWARKA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 396
: 220 14.2‟N
680 57.5‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 20 Sec.
Tower
: 43 m high square masonry Tower
(Black and White bands)
Height above MSL: 48 m
Range
: 20 NM
Optical equipment : 500 mm (3rd order) revolving
optic inside 3.20m dia Lantern
house ( Stone Chance)
Illuminant
: 230 V 400 W MH lamps
Other Aids
: (i) RACON (Code „W‟)
(ii) Storm Warning Signal
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(stand by Genset provided)
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1866
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1881, 1900, 1962, 1964
1978, 1988, 1996
Post
: Dwarka Lighthouse,
Dwarka. (361 335)
Telecom
: 02892-234536

Dwarka is an important pilgrim centre and head quarters of Okha mandal region. It
is situated on Okha–Mumbai rail link and is 145 Km from Jamnagar. The famous
Dwarkadheesh -Lord Krishna temple here was constructed more than 500 years ago on
the confluence of river Gomti and Arabian Sea. Prior to independence Dwarka was part
of state of Baroda. It was the centre of military action against native Wagher revolt on 8th
December 1820..
A port was developed in the early 19th century at nearby Rupen creek. A flag mast
was provided at the port to hoist a lamp which served the purpose of lighthouse. In the
year 1866 a square masonry tower 18m high was constructed at the present site. An oil
wick lamp inside a 6th order optic was installed on the tower. On 29th November 1877
then Governor of Bombay Sir Richard Temple came to Dwarka by sea route. He visited
Dwarka lighthouse also and observed the light to be grossly inadequate. Subsequently a
PV equipment with 4th order revolving optic supplied by M/s. Chance Bros., England
replaced wick lamp in 1881.Minor modifications were also carried out in 1900.
In February 1927 LH expert D.Alen Stevenson, visited the station and appreciated
its maintenance. During 1960-62 a new 43m high square masonry Tower was constructed
and electrical equipment supplied by M/s. Stone Chance, Birmingham was installed over
it. A new storm warning signal mast was also erected at the station at the time. The new
lighthouse was inaugurated by Mr Raj Bahadur then Minister for Transport, Govt of India
on 15th July 1962. An RCC Baffle wall was afterwards constructed for the installation of
vibrators and sound horns equipments supplied by M/s BBT, Paris to serve as fog signals.
It was commissioned on 15th April 1964.The fog signal service was discontinued in 1988.
A Racon of Marconi origin was installed on the tower on 11th May 1978. The
direct drive by a stepper motor and replacement of incandescent lamp by MH lamp was
carried out on 5th April 1996.

KACHHIGADH LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant

Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0 397
: 220 19.8‟N
680 56.9‟E
: flash (4) White every 15 Sec.
: 30 m high circular Tower
(Red and White bands)
: 35 m
: 20 NM
: PRB 21 Sealed beam arrays
inside 3.0m dia Lantern house
(ANA)
: 2 4V 100W Halogen lamps in
Auto head lamp-sealed beam
assembly
: RACON (Code „K‟)
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz (standby
Genset provided)
: 1977
: 1978, 1983, 1997
: Kachhigadh Lighthouse,
Shivrajpur Via Mithapur
(361 345)
: 02892-234537

Kachhigadh Lighthouse is about 3 Km from Dwarka – Okha highway. The buses
ply between Dwarka and Shivrajpur village near Kachhigadh.
Kachhigadh is a fort situated at the head of a shallow bay making it a good
landing point on the sandy beach. The fort of the size of 45m x 45m x 15m height was
built in 1720-21 by the ruler of Kachchh Maharao Deshalji. An eleven metre high black
masonry unlit beacon known as Mojap beacon was also built at a location 2.5 km north of
the fort. The fort provided shelter and safety to the Kachchhi vessels. The facility for
emergency repairs of boats, provision of ration and water was also made available.
Round the clock vigil was maintained from the fort to prevent sea piracy. The near by
Shivrajpur village was established during early 19th century by Baroda state.
A battery operated flashing light started functioning from the top of a cabin since
20th March 1977. It was the first light in this region. This followed commissioning of a
`Racon‟ (Marconi make) on 15th October 1978. The PRB-21 lighting equipment, supplied
by M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New Delhi, installed on the newly constructed 30m RCC
tower and was commissioned into service on 30th March 1983. The flashing light was
withdrawn and `Racon‟ was shifted on to the new Tower.
In order to save on energy the imported sealed beam lamps were replaced in
September 1997 by auto head lamps with 100W halogen lamps.
The light house was damaged during earth quake on 26th January 2001 but was
restored immediately.

NAVADRA LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant

: F 0 398
: 210 56.5‟N
690 13.9‟E
: flash (3) White every 15 Sec.
: 30 m high Circular RCC Tower
(Red and White bands)
: 55 m
: 18 NM
: PRB 21 Sealed beam arrays inside
3.0 m dia Lantern house (ANA)
: 24 V 100 W halogen lamps in
Auto head lights (Sealed beam
assembly)

Source of
Energy

: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz;
(standby genset provided)
Commissioned on : 4th July 1986
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1995
Post
: Navadra Lighthouse,
Navadra,
PO: BHATIYA (361 315)
Telecom
: VHF Communication with
Kuranga DNC Station.
02891- 284273

Navadra Lighthouse is about 7 Km South of Dwarka-Porbandar coastal highway.
There is a metalled road up to Navadra village and then a dusty cart track exists up to the
Lighthouse. The entire coast is rocky and has been converted into wind power generating
farm. There are a number of wind generators around the Lighthouse. The wind generators
supply electricity to Gujarat Electricity Board grid.
There is a small fishing terminal about 3 km from the village. No light existed on
the long coast line between Dwarka and Porbandar prior to the present Lighthouse. The
cliff, on which Lighthouse has been constructed, has an elevation of about 25m.
The construction of Lighthouse tower was taken up and completed during 198486. The lighting equipment, PRB-21, supplied by M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New
Delhi, was installed on the tower and commissioned into service on 4th July 1986. The
first experiment of replacing imported sealed beam lamps by auto headlamps with 100W
halogen lamps was conducted at this Lighthouse during 1994-95. After its successful
field trials, the modified system became operational since 1st January 1995. The light
house was damaged during the cyclone of June 1998.The service was however
immediately restored.

PORBANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 400
: 210 37.3‟N
690 37.2‟E
Character
: flash White every 5 Sec.
Tower
: 41 m high Circular RCC Tower
(Black and White bands)
Height above MSL: 47 m
Range
: 26 NM
Optical
Equipment
: PRB 21 Sealed beam arrays
Inside 3.0m diameter
Lantern house (ANA)
Illuminant
: 24V 100W halogen lamps in auto
head lights (Sealed beam assembly)
Other Aids
: (i) RACON (Code-„ D‟)
(ii) DGPS station
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby gensets provided)
Year first
Commissioned
: 1876
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1887, 1936, 1985, 1988
1992, 1997, 2000, 2003
Post
: Porbandar Lighthouse,
PORBANDAR (360 575)
Telecom
: 0286-2242486

Porbandar, the birth place of Mahatma Gandhi is connected to BG Rail network.
There are direct trains from here to Delhi, Mumbai and Howrah.National Highway No.8
–B extends up to the city.
Porbandar finds its reference in history as „Porvelakul‟ in 889 AD during the rule
of Ranak Bashkaldev. The town acquired its present name from the temple of „Porav
mata‟ established in 8th century. Rana Sartanji occupied the region in 1686 AD and built
the fort of Porbandar. He established the state of Porbandar and developed the port here.
The sailing vessels from Porbandar sailed to Bombay, Malabar, Ceylon (Srilanka), Southeast Asia and China. Mid 19th century saw the introduction of steamers on the Indian
coast. And steamers also started touching ports of Mangalore, Bombay, Porbandar and
Karachi. In the year 1921 the British India Steam Navigation Co introduced a passenger
cum cargo steamer service between Porbandar and East Africa which was discontinued in
1939 due to the out break of World War-II. Later on M/s Scindia Steam Navigation Co
took over the services plying between Porbandar, Karachi and Bombay, touching various
other ports of Kathiavar (Saurastha) and continued till early 1960s. Incidentally the
founders of Indian Maritime carriers (M/s Scindia Steam Navigation Co) Mr Morarji
Gokuldas and Mrs Sumati Morarji belonged to Porbandar.
During the early existence of the port there wasn‟t any systematic aid to
navigation provided to guide the vessels to port except that a staff was erected at the
entrance of the creek to hoist flags as and when vessels were expected to arrive. Later on

a tall mast with facility of hoisting an oil lamp was provided during early 19th century. A
circular sand stone masonry tower 24 m in height was constructed on the sea face of the
town in 1875-76 and an oil wick lamp was placed on it. The lighthouse with fixed
character became operational in April 1876. In order to improve the range a fourth order
dioptric optic was introduced in 1887 but it continued as fixed light. In 1930s electric
street lights were introduced in Porbandar. The Masters (of vessels) complained that due
to glare of street lights it was not possible to pick up the lighthouse light from a distance
on sea as such they experienced difficulty in taking bearings. Therefore it became
necessary to replace the oil lamp by a powerful revolving light.
During those days the revolving optical equipments for lighthouse were
manufactured to order by M/s Chance Bros, Birmingham. Besides being very costly, the
supply consumed enormous time running into years. A local craftsman of M/s. Gajjar
Watch Co. offered to devise and manufacture indigenous revolving equipment. Then
ruler of Porbandar state Rana Natwarsinh accepted the offer so as to encourage the
indigenous craftsmanship. The equipment was designed and manufactured in 1935-36. It
constituted three powerful reflectors each fitted with 100W incandescent lamp, placed
equidistant at 120 degrees and connected to revolving mechanism at centre. The
assembly was driven and revolved by an electric motor. A special lantern-house was also
manufactured for housing the equipment. On completion of trials the new lighthouse
equipment was commissioned in to service on the 20th December 1936. It gave flash
every 5 Seconds. This was the most powerful Lighthouse on Kathiawar (Saurashtra)
coast during those days. The state powerhouse supplied electricity to the Lighthouse. The
same equipment and system worked for more than 44 years It is still functional and now
forms the part of Lighthouse museum, Jamnagar.
During 1979-80 the construction of a new 41m high RCC Lighthouse Tower at
a site 4 km East from the old lighthouse was taken up and completed in 1983. The PRB21 equipment supplied by M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New Delhi was installed and
commissioned on 30th November 1985. Subsequently a „Racon‟ (MACE origin) was
added on 19th November 1988 which was replaced with „Tideland‟ Racon in October
1997. The sealed beam lamps were replaced by auto head lights (with 100 W halogen
lamps) in 1995.
The Radio beacon of
MACE origin (400W) transmitting
on 293 kHz was installed at the
station in 1991-92 and was put on
the Air in March 1992. The DGPS
equipment manufactured by M/s
Leica Geo systems, U.S.A. and
supplied by M/s. Elcom Marine,
Mumbai was integrated and station
was converted to DGPS station on
31st March 2003.
Old Lighthouse Structure (now discarded)

NAVIBANDAR LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0 404
: 210 27.0‟N
690 47.2‟E
: flash White every 10 Sec.
: 12 m high Square masonry
Tower on bastion of sea wall
(Painted White)
: 18 m
: 11 NM
: 500 mm cut & polished drum
optic inside 500 mm Lantern
(AGA)
: Cluster of 3 X 24V 70 W
halogen lamps
: Batteries charged by SPV modules;
Mains supply also available
: 1896
: 1910, 1966, 1993, 2001
: Navibandar Lighthouse,
NAVIBANDAR (360 577)

Navibandar is about 35 Km East of Porbandar on Porbandar- Veraval coastal
highway. Bhadar an important river of Saurashtra flows into the sea about half a km West
of Navibandar Lighthouse. The coastline consists of sand hills and vegetation around the
inhabitations. Navibandar is still a fishing port.
Navibandar was part of Porbandar princely state and was an important transit
centre cum check post prior to independence. It was a walled village with regular court
and a jail.
The Lighthouse was built here in 1896 on a bastion of the fort wall on seaside.
The light source was an oil lamp inside a 6th order optic. During one of the cyclones in
1908-09 the lighthouse was severely damaged and could be revived only in 1910.
In 1966 DA gas flashing light was installed in 300 mm optical equipment of AGA
make. Under the program of modernization of lights and adoption of solar energy in the
operation of Lighthouses, Navibandar was one of the earliest lights changed over to
electronic flasher and solar panels charging the batteries. The system was commissioned
into service on 21st February 1993. The optical equipment was replaced by 500 mm size
equipment and light source replaced by cluster of 3 halogen lamps each 24V 70 W on
10th October 1999.

MANGROL LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 406
: 210 06.5‟N
700 06.3‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 20 Sec.
Tower
: 35 m high Hexagonal Concrete
Tower (Red and White bands)
Height aboveMSL: 37m
Range
: 26 NM
Optical
Equipment
: PRB 21 Sealed beam arrays
inside 3.0m dia Lantern (ANA)
Illuminant
: 30 V 200 W sealed beam lamps
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
( Stand by Genset provided )
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1877
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1880, 1939, 1954, 1986
Post
: Mangrol Lighthouse,
MANGROL.
(362 225)
Telecom
: 02878-222280

Above - old lighthouse (now discarded)
Alongside – the present lighthouse

Mangrol is about is 85 km east of Porbandar on the coastal highway. The
region has a very good plantation of coconut palms. Prior to independence Mangrol was a
Shaikhdom - Shaikh Bin Taj was the first in 1398 appointed as Deputy to Viceroy of
Emperor at Mangrol. His heirs lost authority to Foujdar of Junagadh in 1592. It was
regained in 1749 by Shaikh Mian who ousted Maratha Thana and other rivals.His
descendants Ruled Mangrol till 1947 when they joined the Indian Union.
Mangrol port was developed by providing a break water and other infrastructures.
As many as 164 crafts called at the port every year during the early 20th century. This
brought tremendous prosperity to the region. The steamers bound for Porbandar touched
this port also.
The first light at Mangrol port was exhibited in 1877 from a masonry column in
the port premises. This light was shifted in 1880 onto the top of the newly constructed
port Building. It was the oil lamp in an ordinary lantern. A dioptric equipment was
provided in 1939, but the light continued to be a fixed light. The revolving optic was
introduced at the Lighthouse in 1954. The electricity for the system was generated by a
generating set installed in the same building. The system functioned satisfactorily for
more than two decades. During 1977-78 a new Lighthouse at a site about half a km East
of the port was planned. It was completed in 1985.
The PRB-21 equipment was installed on the new RCC tower and was
commissioned into service on 25th March 1986.

VERAVAL LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

Post
Telecom

: F 0 410
: 200 54.6‟N
700 21.2‟E
: Occulting White every 15 Sec.
: 30 m high Composite
semicircular and square
masonry Tower
(Black and White bands)
: 33 m
: 16 NM
: 1000mm cut & polished drum
Optic Inside 2.0m dia two tier
Lantern house (BBT)
: Cluster of three 230V 500 W
halogen lamps
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(Standby Genset provided)
: 1865
: 1876, 1935, 19 62, 1967, 1987,
1992,
1996
: Veraval Lighthouse,
VERAVAL ( 362 265 )
: 02876- 243075

The port town of Veraval is one of the important centres of fisheries in India and
biggest in Gujarat.All aspects of Fisheries such as Fishing, treatment & freezing, canning,
export, R & D Institution, Boat building, etc-all located around this town. Veraval is
connected by coastal high way as well as Rail network. About 5 km from the town is
situated the famous Somnath Mahadev temple in Prabhas Patan, rebuilt in 1950‟s on the
ruins of ancient temple site. Prabhas Patan was a flourishing port in the ancient period.
Prior to independence Veraval was part of the princely state of Junagadh ruled by
the Babi Nawabs since 1748.The port at Veraval was developed during the 18th century.
Special facilities were provided at Veraval for Haj pilgrims sailing to Mecca.The vessels
from here sailed to Ceylon, Arabia and ports on Indian coast-Mangalore, Malabar,
Bombay and Karachi. In early part of the 20th century, a regular passenger cum cargo
steamer service from here to Bombay was also introduced.
In the 1860‟s an ordinary wick lamp used to be hoisted from a flag mast. During
the same period construction of a 14m high tower, octagonal in shape was taken up in the
port premises at the root of break water. It was completed in 1865 when the wick lamp
was shifted on to the new tower. In the year 1876, alterations were carried out and a 4 th
order optical equipment supplied by M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham was installed in
place of the old equipment. The new illuminant consisted of large diameter single wick

oil burner; special mirrors were placed at the back of the apparatus for the reflection of
the light.
In February 1927 Mr D. Alan Stevenson, the lighthouse expert visited the light
house and recommended for shifting of lighthouse to another site. In 1935 modifications
in the same lighthouse were carried out and an occulting light equipment was installed in
place of the fixed wick lamp. And a fixed Red light was also provided on the nearby
Bhirria Beacon.
When overall development and modernization of lights on Indian coast line was
planned during 1950‟s it was decided to construct a new tower outside the port area.
Accordingly the construction of the present Lighthouse about 2.5 km west of the port was
taken up during 1964. It was completed in late 1965. A baffle wall for fixing electrically
operated sound vibrators with horns was also constructed along with and by the side of
the Lighthouse Tower.
A special two tier lantern house to accommodate most powerful occulting light
equipment, supplied by M/s. BBT, Paris, was installed on the tower. Two 110V, 3500W
lamps inside two 1000 mm drum optics one on each tier, were installed. The occulting
operation of the light was regulated by an electrical coding motor.
The fog signal equipments also supplied by B.B.T. Paris were installed on the
RCC baffle wall. The entire Lighthouse complex was inaugurated and equipments
commissioned into service on 1st July 1967. The old Lighthouse inside Port area was
discontinued. The fog signal service was discontinued in 1987 and the baffle was
dismantled.
A Decca chain system (imported from U.K.) station was also established at
Chhatroda about 6 km North West of Veraval Lighthouse. The hyperbolic position fixing
Decca equipments were commissioned into service on 22nd February 1962. The Veraval
Decca station was known as „Green‟ station. Later the system was replaced by Loran „C‟
system in March 1992.
Under the scheme of „Save energy‟ the gigantic light source of 3500W lamps
were withdrawn and a cluster of three 500W Halogen lamps with electronic controls
(Dhoomketu) was installed in one of the optics placed in the upper tier. It was
commissioned on 22nd May 1996. The light source in the lower tier was discontinued.

BHIRBHANJAN LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Bhirria beacon)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0 412
: 200 53.9‟N
700 23.0‟E
: flash Red every 10 Sec.
: 6 m high Square masonry Tower
(Red and White bands)
: 9m
: 4 NM
: 300mm cut & polished drum
Optic inside 300mm Lantern
(AGA)
: 12 V 60 W halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by SPV modules
: 1936
: 1964, 1967, 1993
: Bhirbhanjan Lighthouse,
C/o.Veraval Lighthouse.
Veraval. ( 362 265).

Bhirbhanjan Lighthouse is situated 3 km East of Veraval Lighthouse. The
Lighthouse bears its name from the near by temple known as Bhirbhanjan Mahadev
temple enroute to Somnath temple at Prabhas Patan village.
This light with red filter was installed in 1936. It was a fixed light. An ordinary oil
wick lamp inside 6th order optic was the first light. There was no change till 1964 when
the wick lamp was replaced by DA gas burner and a flasher inside 200 mm optical
equipment of AGA make. A manually operated valve was introduced to regulate the
pressure and operation. The light was further improved in 1967. The old optic was
replaced by a 300 mm optic.
Under the scheme of modernization the electronic flasher (JLWL) operating
halogen lamp was introduced in place of DA gas equipment, on 24th March 1993.

DIU HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

Post
Telecom

: F 0 414
: 200 41.5‟N
700 49.7‟E
: flash White every 10 Sec.
: 37 m high Hexagonal
Masonry Tower
(Red and White bands)
: 59 m
: 32 NM
: 700 mm 2nd order Revolving
Optic inside 3.5m dia Lantern
house (BBT)
: 110V 3000 W incandescent lamp
: Radio Beacon ( Discontinued)
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
(Standby Genset provided)
: 1882
: 1925, 1961, 1962, 1969, 1975,
1988, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1996,
2003.
: Diu Head Lighthouse
P.O. VELAN (362 720)
: 02796-285533

The Lighthouse Station is about 20 km south of Kodinar town (on VeravalBhavnagar coastal highway).The station is approachable by walk from across the
Madhwad creek. Madhwad is the fishing port and is connected to Kodinar by a pucca
road.
The Lighthouse is situated on a Rocky head land on the Western extremity of
Madhwad bay (previously Mandwa bay). There is a temple of the fishing community
goddess „Madhwad Ayee‟ near the Lighthouse compound. In the olden days this portion
of the coast and Kodinar taluka was under Amerli district and was part of the Baroda
State. A Sub Divisional Officer from Amreli used to regularly visit the old Lighthouse at
least once a year.
The old Lighthouse structure, a 9 m high hexagonal sand stone masonry tower
was constructed in 1882 by the Baroda State. The tower still exists and now supports a
water supply Tank. The first light consisted of a dioptric lens with one wick burner. It
was a typical apparatus having an over head oil tank. This caused number of fire
accidents.

No improvement to the Lighthouse could be done till the late 1950s although an
attempt to install a new equipment was made in 1925, but due to larger size of optic, the
same could not be accommodated inside the lantern. Mr D. Alan Stevenson, the
lighthouse expert had visited the station in February 1927 and recommended for the over
all improvement of the Lighthouse.
This light was discontinued in 1960 and a DA gas flasher and burner inside 500
mm optic and lantern was temporarily installed on a near by masonry cabin. This light
started functioning to the same character and remained in operation till the new
lighthouse was commissioned in 1969. Mean while the Radio Beacon equipment of
Marconi make (UK) was installed at the station and was put on the Air on 289 kHz
frequency on 10th February 1962.
The construction of the new Tower took a number of years to complete and
finally, the 2nd order lighting equipment supplied by M/s B.B.T , Paris was installed on
the new tower. The new lighthouse was commissioned into service on 1st February 1969.
During 1975 a Baffle wall was constructed for fixing fog signal vibrator horns. The fog
signal was put into operation on 15th December 1975. The fog signal service was
discontinued in 1988. The „Marconi‟ RB equipment was a valve version equipment
which was replaced in August 1990 by the state-of-the-art Indigenous equipment
supplied by M/s MACE , Visakhapatnam.
The monitor station for Loran „C‟ West Coast chain was established at Diu head
lighthouse station in March 1992. The emergency source of DA gas was replaced by
Halogen lamp on 23rd February 1994 and the direct drive system was integrated on 6th
November 1996.
The Radio beacon was discontinued at the station in April 2003.

CAVALEIRO LIGHTHOUSE
(Diu Island Lighthouse)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0 420
: 200 42.8‟N
700 59.8‟E
: flash White every 2 Sec.
: 14 m circular RCC tower
(Black and White bands)
: 45.5 m
: 13 NM
: 375 mm cut and polished drum
optic
: 12V 100 W halogen lamp
: BHEL Solar panel charging 12V
180 AH Batteries
: 1897
:
:

1937, 1966, 1994, 1999
C/o Marine office
DIU (362 520)
: 02875-252263

Diu is an island separated from main land by a creek around. There are two
bridges linking Diu with main land – one at Ghoghola to be approached from Una Delvada side (12 km) and other from Una-Kodinar highway.
Diu (Div in Gujarati ) derived from „Dweep‟ in Sanskrit was a flourishing port
till the medieval period. Parsis when ousted from Persia in 696 A D took refuge first at
this island before moving 20 years later to Sanjan in South Gujarat. Diu remained under
the control of Rajput and then Mohmedan rulers of Gujarat till 1534 when Portuguese
obtained permission from Bahadur Shah, Sultan of Gujarat to build a fort on the island
and ultimately they occupied the territory. It was liberated on 19th December 1961.
Cavaleiro Lighthouse was built in 1897 at the centre of the Bastion of fort and a
wick lamp was placed on it. The fort is under the control of Archaeological Department their clearance is essential for visiting the Lighthouse.. Mr D. Alan Stevenson, the light
house expert visited the island lights in February 1927 and found them to be of very low
intensity.
A 4th order optic was introduced in 1937 which slightly improved the range of the
light. In 1966 the tower was improved and a DA gas flashing light in 375 mm optical
equipment of AGA make was installed. It was exhibited on 15th September 1966. The
tower was declared unsafe in 1994. As such a trestle tower was erected nearby on which
the same equipment but with halogen lamp and electronic flasher (JLWL) operating on
solar energy, was placed and put into operation on 31st March 1994.In 1999 a new tower
was constructed and the equipment with was shifted on to this tower. The new lighthouse
was inaugurated by the Union Home minister Mr Lal Krishna Advani on 30th December
1999.

NAWABANDER LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0 426
: 200 44.4‟N
710 04.8‟E
: flash White (4) every 12 Sec.
: 7 m high circular tower
(painted white)
: 18 m
: 11 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished optic
Inside 300m lantern (AGA)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by BHEL
SPV modules
: 1896
: 1920, 1946, 1964, 1992, 1993
: Nawabander Lighthouse,
NAWA BANDAR ( 362 575).

Nawabander is about 10 km from Una town on Veraval – Bhavnagar coastal
highway. The port at Nawabunder was developed towards the end of 16th century. It
gradually became an important export–import centre for salt, fish, edible oil & oil cakes,
wooden scantlings, tiles, copra, coir etc. A regular steamer service for Bombay was also
started from Nawabander in the beginning of 20th century.
First Lighthouse at Nawabander was an ordinary lantern hoisted from a mast
which was erected on the hillock on western side of the entrance in the year 1896. With
the improvement in regularity of services to different ports and increase in fishing
activities the need arose to provide more reliable light. As such a circular masonry tower
was constructed during 1920 in place of the mast. An imported wick lamp inside the 4th
order optic was installed on this tower. It was a light with improved range but fix
character. The equipment was supplied by M/s. Stone Chance, Birmingham. In addition a
pair of transit lights, a green and a red on two 7 metre towers were provided in 1946 for
assisting steamers to anchor. These three lights were replaced by DA gas equipments in
1964, These lights functioned from September to May in the year.
The relevance of transit did no more exist with the port activities limiting only to
the fishing. Therefore they were discontinued in 1992.
The DA gaslight was replaced by electronics (JLWL) flashing light working on
batteries charged by Solar panels on the 5th October 1993. The range of the light was
improved and it was made available now throughout the year.

SIMAR LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Simbor Lighthouse)
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 430
: 200 46.5‟N
710 09.0‟E
Character
: flash White every 10 Sec.
Tower
: 30 m GI trestle tower
Height above MSL: 34 m
Range
: 12 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 200 mm moulded drum optic
(JLWL)
Illuminant
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
Source of
Energy
: BHEL make solar panels to charge
12V Batteries
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1901
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1958, 1993, 2003
Post
: Simar Lighthouse,
SIMAR (362 550)

cancelledcancelled

Simar village is linked to Una (Taluka Town) by a metalled road
extending up to Saiyed Rajpara. Simbor fort and Pankota Islet were occupied by
Portuguese and now form part of UT of Diu.While rest of the landscape is part of
Una Taluka (Gujarat state).
In 1901 a light on a pyramid shaped column 1.5m high inside the fort was
established mainly to assist Portuguese vessels to anchor. It was an ordinary wick
lamp.
In 1958 an RCC column and a cabin were constructed and a DA gas
flasher was installed. It was regulated by a sun valve. The light was available
during fair season only. The system functioned up to 1993 when it was replaced
by electronic flasher (JLWL) and Solar panels for charging batteries on 1st
October 1993 and the light was made available throughout the year.
In 2003 a GI Trestle 30m tall was erected close to the masonry cabin
and the light was shifted on to this tower there by increasing the range of the
light. It became operational on 31st January 2003.

SAIYAD RAJPARA BANDAR
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0430.6
: 200 47.5‟N
710 12.3‟E
: flash White every 5 Sec.
: 7 m high masonry column
over a cabin (painted white)
: 25 m
: 11 NM
: 200 mm moulded drum optic
(JLWL)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by SPV
Modules
: 1960
: 1963, 1953
: Rajpara Lighthouse,
Saiyad Rajpara.
(362 550)

Saiyad Rajpara is a fishing port situated 22 Km from Una. It is connected to Una
by a metalled Road via Simar.
There was no light provided at the present site. In 1959-60 a 3m trestle was
erected and a DA gas light was commissioned into service on 16th March 1960. In 1963
an RCC column and cabin was constructed. The DA gas equipment was installed over the
column. The light was provided mainly for the by local fishermen.
The DA gas equipment was replaced by electronic flasher (JLWL) working on
Batteries charged by Solar panels and was commissioned into service on 4 th October
1993.

JAFRABAD LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy

: F 0 432
: 200 51.4‟N
710 22.9‟E
: flash White every 10 Sec.
: 23 m high masonry tower
Consisting of circular and
Octagonal portions supported
on a square base (Painted white)
: 29 m
: 24 NM
: 250 mm 4th order revolving optic
inside 2.0 m dia lantern house
(BBT)
: 230V 400 W Metal Halide lamp
: (i) Auxiliary light (FR)-hut
(ii) Storm Warning Signal
: Mains supply 440 V 50 Hz
(Standby genset provided)

Year first Light
Commissioned : 1876
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1895, 1914, 1950, 1962, 1963,
1988, 1995, 1998
Post
: Jafarabad Lighthouse,
JAFRABAD
(365 540)
Telecom
: 02794-245167
RT link with Shialbet
Lighthouse

Jafrabad is about 30 km south of Rajula and is linked by a metalled road. The
coastal highway to Bhavnagar passes through Rajula. Sultan Muzaffar Shah of Gujarat
had constructed a fort and founded the town Muzafarabad here in the 16th century, which
in course of time became Jafrabad. Prior to independence it was under the control of Sidi
Nawab of Murud Janjira who had conquered the region after defeating the local sea
pirates in 1762.
Jafrabad has been an important harbour since more than two centuries. It is
formed by a creek running North Westerly through flat swamp. The main export was that
of salt and fish. The regular steamer service for Bombay touched Jafrabad also during fair
season i.e. October to May. The service was discontinued during late 1950‟s. Towards
the end of 20th century the cement industry has been developed here and cement clinker
became the main export commodity from Jafrabad.
The first Beacon at Jafrabad was a wooden structure erected in 1865. A light used
to be exhibited from this structure during fair season only. Janjira State built the present
lighthouse tower during 1871-75.

On this tower an imported wick lamp with reflectors inside a lantern was put in
operation in January 1876. In 1895 a 4th order optic replaced the catadioptric system. The
PV equipment with revolving optic and a lantern house supplied by M/s Chance Bros,
Birmingham replaced the old equipment in 1914.The new equipment gave flash of 2.2/3
seconds alternating white and red and 13 seconds eclipse. A storm signal mast was
erected near to the lighthouse tower and the hoisting of storm waning signals also
commenced same year. The LH was regularly inspected on behalf of the British Govt by
Sub-Divisional Officer, Viramgam. The revolving operation went out of order in 1919
and the light remained stationery for two years.
In 1950 some modifications were carried out. The red sector was removed and a
separate 300 mm lantern with red sector optic and a wick lamp was installed as an
auxiliary light on the base pedestal of the tower. The improvement of Jafrabad lighthouse
was planned in the late 1950s. The work on modification and extension of tower for
providing an electric light with captive power began in 1960 and completed in 1961.An
electrically operated lighting equipment, gensets, supplied by M/s Barbier Benardet
Turenne, Paris (BBT) was installed. The lighthouse was commissioned into service on
15th January 1962. An Auxiliary light with optic of Red sector was installed and
commissioned simultaneously on the adjoining rock.
During the same period a green light working on DA gas was placed on the South
eastern point of the entrance to Jafrabad creek. It was known as Babarkot light and served
as star board land mark. This light was however discontinued in 1980.
A baffle wall was constructed in 1962 close to the Lighthouse tower to support
sound vibrators and horns to function as fog signals. The set of sound vibrators with
gensets for fog signals supplied by M/s B.B.T,Paris., was installed which became
operational on 15th March 1963. The fog signal was decommissioned in 1988.
The halogen lamp as emergency source and the direct drive stepper motor were
introduced at the station and commissioned on 16th July 1995. The light source was
replaced by 400W Metal Halide lamp in April 1998.

Auxiliary Light Cabin- seen from Jafrabad Lighthouse

SHIALBET LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Savaibet Lighthouse)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0 436
: 200 54.2‟N
710 31.6‟E
: flash (4) White every 30 Sec.
: 27 m high square masonry tower
(Red and White bands)
: 45 m
: 21 NM
: 250 mm 4th order revolving optic
inside 2.5m dia Lantern house
(BBT)
: 110V 500 W incandescent lamp
: (i) Auxiliary light (Red sector)
(ii) RACON ( Code „M‟ )
: Diesel generated supply
230V 50 Hz
: 1967
: 1988, 1994, 1996, 1999
: Shialbet Lighthouse, Shialbet,
RAJULA (365 560)
: 02794-286086 &RT link with
Jafrabad Lighthouse

Shialbet Lighthouse is situated on Savaibet islet separated of by a creek from its
mother island of Shialbet opposite Pipavav port. Approach to Shialbet lighthouse is by a
machine boat to be engaged from Pipavav port which is connected to coastal highway by
a 10 km link road and by a BG rail to national rail way system.
This region comprising Chanch, Shialbet, Pipavav and Rajula formed part of
Bhavnagar state prior to independence. Bhavnagar state had in 1920 developed port
Albert Victor on Chanch creek. A lighthouse was also built along with on Chanch point.
It was decommissioned in1967 when the Lighthouse at Shialbet started functioning.
Along with the lighthouse a baffle wall for fog signal was also constructed on
Savaibet islet. The installation of equipment for the main light, auxiliary light & fog
signal, power generating diesel units, all supplied by M/s BBT, Paris was completed in
March 1967 and the station was commissioned into service on 31st March 1967.The
auxiliary light with red sector has been provided at a lower level on the same tower. The
fog signal was discontinued in 1988.
The emergency light source operating on DA gas was replaced by halogen lamp
operating on battery on 19th February 1994 and the direct drive by stepper motor was
introduced on 24th July 1996. The Racon (MACE origin) transmitting code „M‟ was
installed on the tower on 29th October 1999.

JEGRI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Katpur Lighthouse)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0 438
: 210 02.4‟N
710 48.2‟E
: flash (2) White every 20 Sec.
: 30 m high masonry tower
(Black and White bands)
: 57 m
: 27 NM
: 375 mm 3rd order revolving optic
inside 2.16m dia Lantern house
(Stone Chance)
: 110 V 1000 V incandescent lamp
: Mains Supply; 440V 50 Hz
(Standby genset provided)
: 1871
: 1930, 1960, 1962, 1986, 1995
: Jegri Island Lighthouse,
MAHUVA ( 364 290 )
: 02844-22658

Jegri island Lighthouse is about 11 km from Mahuva town which is about 100 km
South West of Bhavnagar. Mahuva is situated on coastal highway and is a Rail terminus.
Jegri island is made up of sand stone rocks. It is surrounded by swamp leading to Mahuva
bay. There is a metalled road from Mahuva to the lighthouse. Regular bus service is
available.
Mahuva was part of Bhavnagar State prior to independence. Port at Mahuva had
trade links with Malabar, Konkan and Bombay. The state Metre and Narrow Gauge rail
link was extended up to the port. Steamer service for Bombay touched Mahuva also in
the early 20th century. The port has since died down with only fishing activities left now.
Jegri lighthouse was earlier known as Katpur lighthouse. It started in 1871- an
ordinary wick lamp inside a 6th order optic kept on the terrace of light keeper‟s dwelling.
The wick lamp was replaced by DA gas flashing light in 1930. Subsequently the present
30m Lighthouse tower and RCC Baffle wall were constructed in 1959. The equipments
for the light and its gensets supplied by M/s. Stone Chance, Birmingham were installed in
December 1959 and the light was exhibited on 15th January 1960. The sound vibrators
and gensets for fog signal, supplied by M/s. BBT, Paris were installed in 1962 and was
put in to operation on 15th April 1962. The fog signal was decommissioned in 1986. The
direct drive system and Battery operated emergency lamp were incorporated at the station
on 3rd September 1995.

JHANJHMER LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0 442
: 210 10.8‟N
720 03.7‟E
: flash White every 10 Sec.
: 3 m high masonry hut
(Painted White)
: 45 m
: 12 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished drum
optic (Chance Bros) on pedestal
inside
1.75m dia lantern house
: 12V 100 W halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
:

1870

: 1931, 1936, 1955, 1970, 1993
: Jhanjhmer Lighthouse,
Jhanjhmer - PITHALPUR
( 364 135 )

Jhanjhmer is a remote village west of Gopnath LH approachable from Talaja Gopnath road via Pithalpur. It was an important check point of the State of Bhavnagar in
the olden days.
There was a fort built on the hillock on the outskirts of the village to house a
battery of cannons and a contingent of soldiers to keep watch on the vessels sailing
toward the gulf of Khambhat. In a portion of the fort a hutment was provided over which
an ordinary wick lamp used to be kept since 1870. In 1931 a red chimney was introduced.
This was replaced by white light in 300 mm optic in 1936. The same equipment with
some modifications was retained in 1955. For some period a petromax was also used as a
light source.
The old hut was dismantled and a masonry cabin was built in its place in 1970. A
lantern house and the optical equipment with a DA gas burner & flasher was installed on
the cabin. The light was re-exhibited on 15th July 1970. The DA gas burner and flasher
was replaced in 1993 by halogen lamp with electronic flasher (JLWL) and batteries to be
charged by Solar energy. The new equipment was commissioned into service on 3 rd
March 1993. The fort is now in ruins.
19th century Optic (Chance Bros.)
at Jhanjhmer lighthouse

GOPNATH POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0 444
: 210 12.2‟N
720 06.6‟E
: fl (3) White every 20 Sec.
: 30 m high masonry tower
(Red and White bands)
: 41 m
: 18 NM

: 300 mm 4th order revolving opticinside 2.4m dia Lantern
( J. Stone , India )
Illuminant
: 230 V 1000 V incandescent lamp
Other Aids
: (a) DGPS Station
Source of energy : Mains Supply 440V 50 Hz
(Stand by Genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1879
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1932, 1969, 1975, 1992, 1996
Post
: Gopnath Lighthouse,
RELIYA- PITHALPUR
(364 135)
Telecom
: 02842-87781

Old Lighthouse-1879 (Above)

The Lighthouse bears its name after the Gopnath Mahadev temple situated nearby
on sea and is about a km from the pucca road that links temple to Talaja town on
Bhavnagar-Veraval highway.
This territory was under Bhavnagar state who built a circular stone masonry tower
at Gopnath point in 1878-79. A dioptric apparatus with mirrors and a wick burner,
supplied by M/s Chance Bros, Birmingham was installed in the lantern house on this
tower. The light was exhibited on 15th April 1879. The Lighthouse Expert D. Alan
Stevenson visited the station in February 1927 and observed that the lantern ventilation
was poor and fog warning was being made by hammering an iron rail hung from the
balcony railing. Improvement to lighthouse was carried out in 1932- the wick lamp was
replaced by an equipment giving occulting flash and a storm warning signal was added.
The PV equipment (M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham) originally at Diuhead lighthouse was shifted to Gopnath in 1969 and was installed in place of the old
equipment. A lighted buoy was laid to mark Saltanpar shoal in the near by vicinity-off
Shetrunjya river entrance. This lighthouse tower remained in operation up to 1975.
Another 30 m tower was constructed about 500 m east of the old tower.and the PV
equipment supplied by M/s J.Stone India was installed on the new tower. The new
Lighthouse was inaugurated by Mr H.M.Trivedi, then Union Minister for Shipping &
Transport. on 10th March 1975. The PV light was converted into an electrical light on 30th
November 1992 and direct drive system was incorporated on 27th June 1996.
The DGPS transmission equipments manufactured by M/s Leica Geo System,
USA and supplied by M/s Elcom Marine, Mumbai were installed at the station and put
on the air on 30th April, 2003.

ALANG LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 446
: 21o 24.2‟N
720 11.1‟E
Character
: flash White every 3 Sec.
Tower
: 24 m high hexagonal masonry
tower (Black and White bands)
Height above MSL: 36 m
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy

: 15 NM
: 250 mm 4th order revolving optic
Inside 2.0m diameter lanternhouse (BBT)
: 230 V 250 W metal halide lamp
: RACON ( Code „C‟)
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
( Standby Genset provided )

Year first Light
Commissioned : 1965
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1978,1987,1992,1994,1998,1999
Post
: Alang Lighthouse,
ALANG (364 150)
Telecom
: 02842-235034

The lighthouse is a prominent landmark for entering the gulf of Khambhat and has
acquired greater significance due to the ship-breaking yard. About 80 ships are beached
at Alang every year for breaking. It is connected by an all weather road to Bhavnagar
about 50 km away.
Earlier a light on a 14m high steel frame structure was provided in1933 at
Mithivirdi about 10 Km East of Alang. It was a DA gas flashing light which functioned
till May 1965. In the year 1963 construction of the present hexagonal tower was taken
up and on completion a 4th order lighting equipment with 55mm PV burner, supplied by
M/s BBT Paris was installed. The light was commissioned on 15th August 1965. A baffle
wall for the fog signal was also constructed simultaneously and sound vibrators (BBT)
after installation were put into operation the same day. The fog signal was discontinued
in 1987.
The burner size was reduced to 35 mm following a fire accident in 1978. The PV
system was replaced by electric light (incandescent lamp 230V 1000W) on 14th May
1992 and the stepper motor for driving the optic assembly was integrated on 29th May
1994. The main light source was changed over to 230V 150W metal halide lamp with 3
point lamp changer and emergency source by 12V 100W halogen lamp on 18 th April
1998.
An „X‟ Band Racon of MACE origin was installed at the station on 1st October
1999

Ships for breaking at Alang.

PIRAM ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

Shadow at
the dusk

: F 0 448
: 21o 35.9‟N
720 21.2‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 10 Sec.
Tower
: 27 m high circular masonry tower
(Black and White bands)
Height above MSL: 42 m
Range
: 27 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 300 mm (4th order) revolving
optic inside 2.5 m dia lantern
house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 110 V 1500 W incandescent lamp
Other Aids
: RACON (Code „B‟)
Source of
Energy
: Diesel generated supply
230V 50 Hz
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1865
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1895, 1930, 1965, 1968,
1988, 1994, 1996, 2000
Post
: Piram Lighthouse,
C/o. Ghoga Lighthouse,
GHOGA (364 110)
Telecom
: RT Link with Ghoga Lighthouse

Piram Island is approachable by a machine boat-about an hour‟s sailing by ML
Piram of the Lighthouse Deptt from Ghoga Port.The Lighthouse is about 1.5 km by walk
from the landing point. The Researchers claim to have found .Jurassic age evidences.
Piram Island before independence was part of Bhavnagar State who had built a
bastion on South West corner of the island to keep watch on the maritime activities in the
region. The British realized the importance of the location and built the 24m high circular
masonry Lighthouse tower on the bastion in 1864-65.A wick lamp with catadioptric
arrangement in the lantern house was installed which started functioning in November
1865. The Custom Supervisor, Ghoga used to regularly visit the station. The equipment
was replaced by a 4th order dioptric system in 1895 The LH expert D. Alan Stevenson
visited the station in February 1927 and appreciated the maintenance but pointed out
certain defects in optic and lantern. Mr John Oswald, Chief Inspector of Lighthouses
visited the station on18-2-1931, 10-3-1935 and 14-2-1938 according to the old inspection
book available at the station.
The equipment got damaged in a fire in 1928 and was replaced by DA gas flasher
in 1930. In the year 1965 the height of the tower was extended up to 27m and the optical
equipment, working on Electricity, supplied by M/s. B.B.T., Paris was installed. A baffle
wall was also constructed and fog signal vibrators and sound horns, also supplied by BBT
were installed. The system was commissioned on 15th September 1968. The fog signal
was discontinued in 1988. The DA gas emergency source was converted to Battery
operated Halogen lamp on 16th February 1994 and direct drive was introduced on 16th
June 1996. A Racon of MACE origin was introduced on 19th January 2000.

PERIGEE LIGHT VESSEL
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Vessel
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F 0 449
: 21o 41.8‟N
720 18.4‟E
: flash White every 7 Sec.
Riding light QW.
: length 21m; breadth 6m
( Red hull )
: 12 m
: 8 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished drum
optic and Lantern placed on
trestle (BBT)
: 12 V 100 W halogen lamp
: MF Batteries charged by
SPV modules

Year first Vessel
placed in position : 1936
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1944, 1947, 1973, 1975, 1994

`Pirigee‟ light vessel marks the danger of shoal known as „Perigee Rock‟ between
Piram Island and Ghoga Bandar. It is an unattended vessel fitted with light on steel
frame-work and is approachable by machine boat (Lighthouse Deptt‟s ML Piram) from
Ghoga Bandar.
In 1929, Bhavnagar state Port Deptt. first laid an unlit buoy in the position which
was replaced in 1932 by a lighted buoy with Red light operating on DA gas and giving
flash every 5 seconds. A conventional vessel fitted with a light 22 feet above water level
was laid in position in December 1936 under the supervision of Port Officer J. Johnston
and Development Engineer B.M.Mehta. The light worked on DA gas. The light vessel
functioned satisfactorily for about 8 years till it sank in May 1944.As such had to be
replaced by a lighted buoy again. The buoy was painted black. A new light vessel was
indigenously built by suitably modifying a barge and fitting on it the retrieved lighting
equipment after repairs in Port workshop. It was laid in the position at Perigee rock
in1947.This light vessel functioned for more than two decades during which it was hit
number of times by passing barges and got damaged.
Order for a new light vessel in the mean time was placed with M/s. B.B.T., Paris,
which arrived in India in 1972. This vessel was painted and had revolving optical
equipment operated by gas motors inside a 2m dia lantern. The new vessel was moored at
the same position of Perigee rock on 23rd April 1973. The Revolving optic had to be
removed and replaced by a drum optic with DA gas flashing equipment in 1975.
The DA gas equipment was replaced by electronic flasher (JLWL) and halogen
lamp operating on batteries charged by Solar Panels on 10th May 1994.

GHOGHA LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

House

: F 0 452
: 21o 41.5‟N
720 16.6‟E
: Occulting Red every 15 Sec
: 16m high square masonry
tower with semi circular front
(Red and white bands)
: 18 m
: 10 NM

; 1000 mm cut and polished drumOptic in 2.0m diameter lanternHouse-(BBT)
Illuminant
: 230V 1000 W Incandescent lamp
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned : 1856
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1887, 1903, 1936, 1961, 1993
Post
: Ghoga Lighthouse,
GHOGA (364 110)
Telecom
: 0278 - 282345
RT link with Piram Lighthouse

Ghoga is connected to Bhavnagar by a 20 km metalled road. It is one of India‟s
oldest ports in service. According to legend prince Vijay Sinh of Sinhpur (present day
Shihor-Bhavnagar) sailed from here in 543 BC with his army to Simhala (Srilanka)
where he won over the local tribes, married their princess and ruled the island.
Ghoga was most prosperous port as such attracted invaders all through-first Arabs
attacked in 677 AD followed from time to time by others.-finally Peshwa took control
toward the end of 18th century. The British took over Ghoga in 1803.Upto the 18th
century bulk of cargo coming from Malabar, South-east Asia etc used to be unloaded at
Ghoga and then dispatched to different ports and hinterland destinations. This gives an
idea of volume of traffic that Ghoga port handled in that period of history. With the
development of port of Bhavnagar, marine activities at Ghoga got curtailed.
Although records speak of a conventional light exhibited from a mast erected near
the custom house in 1856, there was a system of flag signaling existed since centuries
whenever crafts were expected. Subsequently area south of main channel was reclaimed
and a protection wall was constructed around it for establishing a lighthouse. In 1887 an
iron structure was erected at the new site and a lantern with wick lamp and Red filter was
placed on it. A dioptric optic of 6th order was introduced in 1903. In the year 1936 a
masonry tower was constructed and the light was shifted on to this tower.
A new Lighthouse tower was built in 1961 to install a major DA gas equipment
supplied by BBT Paris. The new light was put in to operation on 1st August 1961.The DA
gas equipment was replaced by electronic flasher (JLWL-Dhoomketu) and incandescent
lamp of 230V 1000W. The system was put into operation on 6th March 1993.
Ghoga lighthouse provides logistic support to Piram Island lighthouse and is also
the base for ML Piram.

RUVAPARI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0 456
: 21o 46.7‟N
720 14.0‟E
: flash White 12 Sec
: 20 m
: 10 NM

: 200 mm drum optic fitted inside
hoisting type Lantern (Chance
Bros.)
: 12 V 100 W halogen lamp
: MF batteries charged by
SPV modules
: 1891
: 1920, 1922, 1994
: c / o Old port Lighthouse,
BHAVNAGAR (364001)

Ruvapari lighthouse is about 2 km away from Bhavnagar new port and is
approachable by walk on muddy ground during low tide. It is about 11 Km North by sea
from Ghoga Lighthouse, on the port hand side of the Bhavnagar channel leading to the
old port. Prior to the present structure was there a wrought iron structure – a 40 feet
wrought iron tapering mast fixed on a screw pile and extending out of a cabin provided
on the mast at a height sufficiently above the high tide water level. It was erected in 1891.
A wick lamp used to be hoisted from this mast by operation of a winch also fitted in the
cabin.
In 1920 the region experienced heavy cyclone which destroyed the structure
completely. Bhavnagar state‟s port deptt swiftly planned the new structure and took up
the work immediately and completed the wooden structure standing on 16 Burma teak
piles each 450mm in diameter by March 1922.The new equipment consisting of 200 mm
optic, lantern, kerosene wick burner supplied by M/s Chance Bros, Birmingham was
installed together with a winch for hoisting-the equipment was put into operation on 30th
March 1922. The structure consists of a large wooden hut with corrugated sheet roofing
on a wooden deck, safely above high water spring tide. The light is hoisted with the help
of a winch on a column with guide rails, rising out of a trap door, provided in the roof of
the hut. The same kerosene lamp remained in service till 1994, when it was replaced by
electronic flasher (JLWL) and halogen lamp. The new system was commissioned on 29th
December 1994.

JOHNSTON POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0 457
: 21o 48.6‟N
720 12.8‟E
: flash White every 2 Sec
: 12m high circular Concrete
tower (Painted white bands)
: 11 m
: 8 NM
: 300 mm cut and polished drum
optic and Lantern (AGA)
: 12 V 35 W Halogen lamp
: MF Batteries charged by
SPV modules

: 1936
: 1949, 1959, 1994

The light house is named after Mr J .Johnston, Port Officer during 1930s and
founder of the modern port of Bhavnagar. The Johnston point lies on starboard side of
Bhavnagar channel and is about 20 km north west by sea from Ghoga port.
Approach to Johnston Point lighthouse is difficult and tricky. A journey by
Department launch is to be undertaken from Ghoga during fair season. The launch goes
near to a point in Bhavnagr channel from where there is muddy track leading up to the
Lighthouse. There is possibility of getting stuck up in the mud without a local guide.
An un-lit beacon (a mast) was first raised in 1920 to identify the point then a DA
gas flashing light in 150 mm size lantern with optic was installed in 1936.
Foundation work for a new lighthouse tower was taken up in1941 which suffered
considerable damage due to sea waves in 1944. The tower was ultimately completed in
1949 and the equipment already in service was transferred to the new tower. After about
a decade the tower was re-modeled completely and a new equipment consisting of 300
mm optical equipment with DA gas flasher and sun valve (AGA) was installed. It was
commissioned into service on 1st November 1959.
Towards the end of 1994 the changing over from DA gas equipment to Solar
operated equipment took place and after modification the same optical equipment with
halogen lamp operating on Batteries charged by Solar panels was installed. The system
was put into operation on 25th December 1994.
The lighthouse was severely damaged by earth quack on 26th January 2001 and
the light has since been withdrawn.

BHAVNAGAR OLD PORT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0 462
: 21o 48.3‟N
720 09.2‟E
Character
: flash (3) White every 10 Sec
Tower
: 12 m high Stone masonry
circular tower joined to
store building
Height above MSL: 13 m
Range
: 8 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 300 mm cut and polished drum
optic and Lantern (AGA)
Illuminant
: 12 V 100 W Halogen lamp
Source of Energy : Solar charged Batteries
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1860
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1890, 1932, 1949, 1959, 1993,
1994,2001
Post
: Old Port Lighthouse,
BHAVNAGAR ( 364001)

Bhavnagar port was in operation since the mid 18th century having trade links with
Southeast Asia, Africa, Arabia and ports of Red sea. Extensive modernization of port was
carried out in1930s under Mr J. Johnston, Port Officer of Bhavnagar state. Increased
facility of wharfs, warehouses, transportation by MG/NG rail system was added. With the
passage of time due to heavy silting of Bhavnagar channel, the port had to be shifted in
1950s to a new site 8 km south.
A lighted beacon functioned at the Port
since 1860. It was an ordinary oil lamp with 150
mm optic hoisted from a mast. In 1890 this light
was placed on top of a water tank.
The present lighthouse tower was
constructed in 1932 and light was transferred on
to this tower. A storm warning signal mast was
also erected alongside. In 1949 lantern was
modified to accommodate an electric lamp of
250 W in place of oil lamp. After a decade a new
300 mm lantern with cut and polished optic
supplied by AGA, Middlesex was installed in
place of old lantern and an electric lamp 230V
500W was placed inside it. The system
functioned till 1993 when storm warning signal
was withdrawn, The light was modified to
flashing character by installing an electronic
flasher (JLWL) and halogen lamp operating on
batteries charged by mains supply. It was
commissioned on 23rd March 1994.
After Earthquake on 26th Jan 2001
The lighthouse was severely damaged by
earthquake on 26 January 2001 and the light has
since been withdrawn.

LUHARA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously known as Broach Point)
Sr. No.
: F 0470
Position
: 21o 39.5‟ N
72o 32.9‟ E
Character
: flash White every 15 Sec.
Tower
: 24m high Cast Iron
circular Tower
(Red & White spiral)
Height above MSL 30 m
Range
: 22 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 300 mm Acrylic optic
GB-48 MK-II (ANA) placed
Inside2.4 m dia Lantern house.
Illuminant
: 3 Nos 230V 150 W.
Metal Halide lamps
Source of energy : Mains supply 440 V, 50 Hz
( stand by genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1887
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1903, 1965, 1977, 1995, 1999, 2003
Post
: Luhara Point Lighthouse,
LAKHIGAM
Telcom
: 02641-253055

There is an all weather road up to Luhara village which is about 60 km west
from Bharuch Railway Station. The Lighthouse is about 1.5 Km away from Luhara
village, which portion has to be covered by walking across the agricultural fields.
Bharuch- Bhrigukachha in ancient times-situated on the banks of Narmada came
under Delhi Sultanet in 1236 and remained under them till 1776 when British annexed it
Bharuch was a flourishing port till 18th century. The vessels up to 200 tons
capacity could easily cruise into the river basin. Due to heavy silting of Narmada, the port
died down. However toward the close of 20th century the India Petro Chemicals Ltd got
the channel dredged and built a jetty for their vessels, near Luhara point lighthouse.
A fixed light at Luhara Point used to serve as anchorage light as well as a
landmark for entrance into Narmada. Another light was provided on the bastion of
Bharuch fort which served as port light. A steel frame structure was erected here at
Luhara point in 1887 for placing a wick lamp over it. In 1903 a 6th order optic was
introduced. It was replaced by DA gas equipment in 1965. In 1977 the cast iron Tower
was erected to support a lantern house in which the DA gas Dal‟en mixer equipment was
installed.The electromechanical flasher working on Batteries charged by solar energy,
was installed in place of DA gas equipment in 1995. The electromechanical flasher was
replaced by electronic flasher (JLWL) in 1999.
The station got the mains supply in 2000. The Gearless Revolving Beacon
equipment :GRB-MK-48-II supplied by M/s Ana Nav Aids Ltd, New Delhi, was installed
at the station which became operational on 31st March 2003.

HAZIRA LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously known as Tapti / Suwali Point)
Sr. No.
: F 0476
Position
: 21o 05.5‟ N
72o 38.6‟ E
Character
: flash. (3) White every 15 Sec.
Tower
: 25m high Circular
Masonry Tower (White)
Height above MSL: 39 m
Range
: 24 NM
Optical equipment : 250mm 4th order revolving
optic inside 2.0m dia
lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 230V, 400 W Metal Halide lamp.
Other Aids
: RACON ( Code‟K‟)
Source of Energy : Mains supply 230V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided).
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1836
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1837, 1852, 1893, 1938,
1966, 1998, 1999
Post
: Hazira Lighthouse,
HAZIRA (394 270)
Telecom
: 0261 – 2860761

Hazira Lighthouse is linked to Surat city, 35 km away by a metalled road. Surat
was a busy port till 18th century. It had trade links with most of the ports of the world. In
17thcentury the British and Dutch obtained permission from Emperor Jehangir to build
their kothis on the outskirts of Surat and do business. Soon afterwards French, Arabs,
Turks, Armenians and Jews were also permitted to stay and do business at Surat.
Incidentally, Kerridge was the first British to land in India at Surat in 1612
followed by Sir Tomas Roe in1614-then came Dutch Van den Broeck in 1616 and French
Admiral Beaulieu in 1620. Surat was the most prosperous town during 16/17 th centuryPortuguese plundered Surat in 1512 and1530-31 and Marathas in 1664 and 1670.
A number of masts and log fires at selected points
guided the vessels to enter Tapti up to early 19th century. A
circular masonry Lighthouse Tower 20 m high was constructed
close to Vaux‟s tomb in 1835-36 at Hazira then known as
Suwali point. An optical apparatus with petromax inside was
put on the tower in April 1836. The equipment was completely
destroyed due to fire accident in October 1836. It took an year
to carry out repairs and re-exhibit the light in Sept.1837.The
Lighthouse was improved in 1852 and again in 1893.In 1938
P.V. Light with revolving optic assembly supplied by M/s.
Chance Bros., Birmingham, replaced the old equipment.
.A new 25m circular masonry Tower was constructed in
1965-66. The Electrical optical equipment with gensets supplied
by B.B.T., Paris, was installed on it. The new light was
exhibited on 1st June 1966. The refurbished MACE Racon was
Vaux‟s Tomb
installed on the Lighthouse on 25thMarch1998 The incandescent
th
lamp was replaced by 230V 400W Metal halide lamp on 30
November 1999. A new DGPS station will be located at Hazira.

WASI BORSI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0478
: 20o 56.1‟ N
72o 45.7‟ E
: flash. White every 7 Sec.
: 34 m high Square RCC
Tower
(Red and White bands)
: 36m
: 17 NM
: 187.5 mm 5th order
optic inside 2.0m dia
Lantern house (BBT).
: 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp
: Main supply 440 V 50Hz
(stand by genset provided).
: 1965
: 1982, 1996, 1999
: Wasi Borsi Lighthouse
BORSI MACHHIWAD
(396 456)
: 02637-278006

The Lighthouse is about 20 Km west of Maroli Railway Station on MumbaiSurat rail section. Buses ply from Maroli to Machhiwad and go upto the lighthouse
known as Deevadandi.The tourist spot Ubhrat is about 10 km west from here.
The region was under Baroda state prior to independence. The state had
developed a small port here mainly to export forest produce, fish, cotton and import salt,
Mangalore tiles, coconut products. The port had trade links with Calicut, Cochin,
Bombay and Karachi. Now the port activities are limited only to fishing.
For the purpose of assistance to navigation a series of flag staffs were provided to
serve as beacons. With the increase in vessel traffic in the gulf of Khambhat, the
necessity of establishing a powerful light was felt. As a stop-gap arrangement first a gas
light was exhibited from a trestle tower in 1965. Later a 34m RCC Tower was
constructed during 1981-82 and a DA gas Dal’en mixer with revolving optical equipment
supplied by BBT, Paris was installed and the light was commissioned on 30 th March
1982.
With the extension of mains supply up to the station, the DA gas equipment was
then removed and Electrical equipment was commissioned into service on 15th March
1996. The incandescent lamp was replaced by 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp on 15th
September 1999.

KANAI CREEK LIGHTHOUSE
Sr No
Position

: F 0479
: 20o 48.7‟ N
72o 49.7‟ E
Character
: flash .(2) White every 20 Sec.
Tower
: 30m high
Circular Tower
(Black and White bands)
Height above MSL : 34 m
Range
: 17 NM
Optical
Equipment
: PRB - 42 (ANA)
Illuminant
: Sealed Beam lamps
(„D‟ Type 30V, 200W ) placed
inside 2.4 m dia lantern house
Source of energy

Commissioned on
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: Batteries charged by SPV
modules.
Mains supply 440 V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
: 13th March 1983
: 1993, 1999.,2002, 2003
: Kanai Creek Lighthouse,
ONJAL MACHHIWAD
(396 412)
: 02637 - 222211

The Lighthouse is the part of Onjal Machhiwad village about 20 Km from
Navsari Railway Station on Mumbai-Surat section. Regular buses ply from Navsari to
Onjal Machhiwad.
There is no other activity except fishing at Onjal Machhiwad port. The fishermen
used to sail out taking the assistance of a white dome on the coast serving as a day mark
Beacon during olden days. Afterwards a light used to be exhibited from a temporary
wooden trestle.
With the passage of time the demand for providing a major Lighthouse came due
to the increased vessel traffic in the gulf of Khambat that needed a powerful light at this
location. Accordingly a 30 m high RCC Tower was constructed at this site. in the
northern region of Ambika river entrance. The PRB- 42 equipment supplied by ANA,
New Delhi was installed and commissioned into service on 13th March 1983.
Initially a wind generator was provided on experimental basis to charge the
batteries, it got damaged and had to be removed in 1993 .The charging was then switched
over to mains supply. The solar panels and a genset were installed at the station on 30th
March 1999 as alternate sources of energy.
A 2.4 m diameter Galvanised Iron lantern house fabricated at Mumbai, was
installed at the station in May 2002. The `C‟ type sealed beam lamps were replaced by
`D‟ type lamps on 30th April,2003.

VALSAD KHADI LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Bulsar khari)
Sr. No
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0480
: 20o 37.8‟N
72o 53.2‟E
: flash (4) White every 20 sec.
: 30m high G.I.
Trestle Tower
: 32 m
: 14 NM
: BBT 500mm Cut and
polished drum optic
( BBT-Jamnagar LHWS )
: 12V, 100W Halogen Lamp
: Solar panels charged
batteries
: 1866.
: 1883, 1930, 1966, 1978, 1996,
1998.
: Valsad Khadi Lighthouse,
KOSAMBA (396120)
: 02632-257404

Old lighthouse trestle-1966 (top)

The Lighthouse station is about 8 km west of Valsad town and is connected by a
pucca road. The nearby village Kosamba is inhibited by fishing community.
The light is provided on the South side of the entrance to Valsad Khadi. Auranga
River flows into the Valsad Khadi providing a natural harbour for fishing crafts of all
sizes. It was an important port till 15th century. The forest produce specially the
teakwood, Rice and mangoes were the main items of export while salt, tiles, bricks,
coconut products, etc were imported through this port. Portuguese captured the territory
in 1500 but could not retain for long and handed over to the British.
The first beacon here was provided in 1866. It was a mast on which a wick lamp
used to be hoisted during fair season. Afterwards an improved Kerosene light in 6th order
optic was introduced in 1883. A 10 m mast replaced the old mast in 1930. A flashing
gas light equipment with 10m GI trestle supplied by BBT Paris was installed on a new
trestle in 1966. The same light was further improved in 1978 and the light was now made
available through out the year instead of fair season only. In April 1996 the gas flasher
was replaced by a flasher with electronic controls and halogen lamp working on 12V, 180
AH batteries charged by Solar panels.
A new 30m G.I. Trestle was erected during 1998, over which 500mm equipment
brought from Lighthouse workshop, Jamnagar was installed together with newly
designed electronic flasher (JLWL), halogen lamp etc. The new light was commissioned
into service on 16th December 1998.

DAMAN GANGA LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Rio Damanganga–Damao)
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

: F 0484
: 20o24.6‟N
72o49.9‟E
: flash White every 10 Sec.
: 31m high Circular
RCC Tower
(Black and white bands)

Height above
MSL
: 33 m
Range
: 15NM
Optical equipment: ERB-12 MK II (ANA)
Illuminant
: 230V 70W
Metal halide lamp.inside 2.4 m
diameter lantern house
Source of energy : Mains Supply 440 V, 50 Hz.
(Standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1888
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1933,1975,1996, 1998, 1999, 2000
Post
: Daman Lighthouse,
Moti Daman. (396 220)
Telecom
: 02638-254615

Daman is about 12 km south west from Vapi railway station on Mumbai-Surat rail
section.There is a pucca road connecting Daman with Vapi. The Lighthouse is situated on the
South side of the Daman Ganga River entrance in Moti Daman.
Daman was under the rulers of Dharampur till 1465 after which it went under different
Muslim rulers. The Portuguese occupied the territory in 1559 and kept under their control till
19th December 1961. They had built the circular masonry Lighthouse tower on the bastion of the
Fort wall in 1887-88 close to Damanganga creek entrance.An ordinary wick lamp was exhibited
from this tower. It was available during the fair season only. In the year 1933 an optic was
introduced. The DA gas flashing light inside 375 mm cut and polished drum optic replaced the
old light in 1975. The light was now exhibited through out the year.This equipment was replaced in 1996 by the electromechanical flasher energized by solar power which was replaced
by an electronic flasher (JLWL) in 1998. During 1997-98 the work on a new RCC tower was
taken up at the nearby site. The ERB-12 revolving equipment, supplied by M/s. ANA Navaids,
New Delhi was installed on the new tower and was commissioned into service on 25th April
1999.The light source was replaced by by 230V 70W Metal halide lamp on 25th Sept.1999.
The 2.4 m diameter lantern house fabricated at Mumbai was installed at the station on
31st December 1999.

Old lighthouse Tower on
fort – 1888 (Portuguese)

UMARGAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant

Source of
Energy

Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0489
: 20o 11.7‟ N
720 45.0‟ E
: flash White every 15 sec
: 30m high Triangular
RCC Tower
(Red and White bands).
: 35 m
: 19 NM
: PRB-42 (ANA)
: Sealed beam lamps
(„D‟ type 30V, 200 W)
insude 2.4 m diameter
GI lantern house.
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(Standby genset provided)
: 1979
: 1998, 1999, 2002
: Umargam Lighthouse,
UMARGAM
(396 170)
: 02638 -264726

Umargam is about 6 Km from Umargam Road railway station on Mumbai-Surat
rail section . This region was part of Thane district prior to creation of Gujarat in 1960.
Umargam is situated on the southern bank of Nargol creek. It was a small village
about two centuries ago, serving as a transit point for exporting marine products from the
fishing port Nargol on the Northern Bank of the creek.
In the olden days an oil lamp on a wooden tripod was provided at the entrance of
the creek which was later replaced by a 500 W electric lamp over a trestle tower erected
at the same spot.
In order to assist the coastal shipping and traffic to gulf of Khambat and gulf of
Kachchh the present Lighthouse Tower was constructed in 1979 and PRB-42 equipment
was commissioned into service on 21st May 1979. The solar panels were installed in 1998
and genset added in 1999 so as to augment the power position.
The 2.4m diameter GI lantern house fabricated at Mumbai was installed at the
station and the `C‟ type sealed beam lamps were replaced by `D‟ type sealed beam lamps
on 31st March 2002.

TARAPUR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr no
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0491.5
: 19o 50.7‟ N
72o 39.5‟E
: flash (3) White every 30 sec
: 23 m high Square masonry
tower (Black & White bands)
: 25 m
: 23 NM.
: 187.5 mm revolving optic
inside 2.0 m diameter lantern
house (BBT, Paris)
: 230 V, 3x70W, MH cluster lamp
: Auxiliary light (FR)
on same structure
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
( UPS & stand by Gensets provided )
: 1961.
: 1996, 1999,2003
: Tarapur Lighthouse,
TARAPUR ( 401 502 )
: 02525 – 280043

Tarapur Point Lighthouse Station is 15 km from Boisar Railway station on
Mumbai-Surat rail section. Approach from Boisar is by road up to Ghivali village and
then 1 km by walk across the shallow creek. Tarapur came into prominence during early
1960s when India‟s first atomic power station was established here.
The coast line in the region is shallow and a number of shoals exist close to coast
In past there was ship wreck in the region .As such there was a demand for establishment
of a powerful light at this site.
A light used to be exhibited from the Tarapur fort about 4 km away during the late
1950s, which was later on discontinued. The light house tower at the present location was
constructed in 1958-60 and the electrically operated optical equipment with gensets
supplied by BBT, Paris was installed on the tower. The Lighthouse was commissioned on
21st June 1961. The auxiliary light (Red) was also commissioned simultaneously to warn
against shallow reefs along the coast off Tarapur point. The emergency light on gas was
replaced by battery operated light in 1996.
The incandescent lamp was replaced by 230 V 400W Metal halide lamp on 30 th
November 1999, which was replaced by 230 V,3x70 W MH cluster lamp on 31st August
2003 .

ARNALA LIGHTHOUSE
Sr No
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optcal
Equipment
Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year First Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0494
: 19o 27.4‟ N
72o 44.8‟E
: Flash ( 3) White and Red
every 15 sec
: 30 m high G.I Trestle
Tower (White)
: 33 m
: 12 NM
: APRB-252. (Tide land)
: 12 V 108 W incandescent
Lamp
: Storm Signal Mast
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
: 1860, 1907.
: 1907,1962,1967,1996.
: Arnala Lighthouse,
ARNALA (401 302)
: 0250 – 2589718

Arnala Lighthouse is about 10 km West by road from Virar Railway station
(Mumbai-Surat Trunk Route). Regular transport is available from Virar for proceeding
to Arnala. There is a pucca road up to the lighthouse. The coast is about 300 m away
from the lighthouse. There is a small island off the coast near the entrance to the creek on
northern side. A fort was built on this island by the Portuguese in 16th century, which
served as a prominent land mark.
Arnala is an important fishing port since centuries. The earliest light here was an
ordinary oil lamp hoisted from a mast provided in 1860 which was later improved. In
1907 an iron frame was erected on Custom deptt‟s plot. A single burner oil wick lamp
inside a 6th order optic was installed on this tower. The lighthouse was placed under the
supervision of custom officials.
In January 1927 Mr D..Alan Stevenson, the lighthouse expert visited the station
and found the light grossly inadequate and recommended for its shifting. A flashing DA
gas light replaced the kerosene light in 1962. It used to be exhibited only during the fair
season.
A new 15 m MS trestle tower replaced the earlier structure and a DA gas flasher
inside 300 mm optic and a sun valve were installed over this tower in 1967. The light was
now made available throughout the year. A new storm warning signal mast was also
erected during the same year.
Under the scheme of modernization a new 30 m GI trestle with arrangement to
hoist storm warning signals was erected in 1996 and a revolving light (Tideland make)
was installed over it. The new light was commissioned on 24thJune 1996. A separate
emergency light with 12V 100W halogen lamp working on electronic flasher was
installed in September 1999.

UTTAN LIGHTHOUSE
Sr no
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0499
: 19o 16.5‟N
72o 46.8‟ E
: flash (2) White every 15sec
: 15 m high Square masonry
tower (Red & White bands)
: 53 m
: 24 NM.
: 187.5mm
5th order optic inside
2.1 m dia lantern house
(Chance Bros.)
: 230 V 400 W, MH lamp
: DGPS station
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(stand by Gensets provided)
: 1960.
: 1983, 1996, 1998, 2002
: Uttan Lighthouse,
UTTAN
(401 106)
: 022 – 2845 0740

The Lighthouse station is about 12 km by road from Bhayandar (Local) Railway
station. The regular public transport for Uttan is available from Bhayandar Railway
station.
The station is situated on a hillock, South of the entrance to Vasai creek. There
was no regular light provided earlier at this point. The vessels had to depend on a beacon
light periodically exhibited from nearby Dongri point. The construction of the present
Lighthouse was taken up and completed in 1958-60 and the equipment for light supplied
by M/s Chance Bros Birmingham was installed on the tower. The light was
commissioned into service on 15th December 1960. The emergency light with 12V 60W
Halogen lamp and direct drive system was installed in January 1996. The incandescent
lamp was replaced by 230 V 400W Metal halide lamp in April 1998.
A Radio beacon which existed on Khanderi Island (Kanhoji Angre Island), had to
be shifted on to the coast for better attendance and quick fault repairs. Uttan Lighthouse
site was found to be suitably located for the purpose. As such Khanderi Island Radio
beacon station was shifted to Uttan Lighthouse with the new Radio beacon equipment
supplied by „Nautel‟ (Canada) and was commissioned on 25th April 1983.
The DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and
supplied by M/s. Elcom Marine, Mumbai was integrated on 30th April 1998 converting
Radio Beacon to DGPS station. The old transmitters to be replaced by M/s Southern
Avionics Company,U.S.A (SAC) transmitters.

PRONGS REEF LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0 514
: 180 52.7‟ N
720 48.0‟ E
: flash White every 10 Sec
: 52 m high circular Tower
(Red , white and black bands)
: 41 m
: 23 m
: 1st order 920 mm Revolving
optic inside3.68m dia
Lantern House
(Chance Bros.)
: 85 mm PV burner
: Kerosene oil
: 1771 (Colaba)
: 1800, 1844, 1875 (Prongs),
1912

Prongs reef is extending for about 4 Km South West of Colaba towards the
entrance point of Bombay harbours. The Lighthouse is approachable during low tides
from Navy establishment. A motor launch has to be arranged through Mumbai Port Trust
authorities to approach the Lighthouse during high tides.
There were more than 50 wrecks reported in the Bombay harbour region during
th
the 18 century calling for urgent action to build a Lighthouse off Colaba. At that time a
few tombs at Colaba and the Mark house on Mazagaon hill were the only land marks for
the vessels entering the harbour.
The Portuguese had occupied the island of Bombay in the early 16th century and
transferred the territory to the British on 12th March 1668. They had built a watch tower
on the old woman‟s island (Colaba) which was modified and converted into a Lighthouse
by the British port authorities during 1768-71. It was improved in 1799-1800 and a
powerful wick lamp in a lantern with 4th order optic was placed in position. The
Lighthouse was upgraded to the level of major light in 1844 and came to be known as
Colaba Lighthouse. It was the first major lighthouse in British India followed by another
at Madras during the same year. In 1842 a light ship `Colaba‟ was placed in position to
mark entrance to fair way and in 1843 light ship „Shannon‟ was positioned near Sunk
rock (later a lighthouse was built on Sunk rock in 1884). A beacon was also raised on
Dolphin rock in 1856.
In 1869-70, construction of a new Lighthouse was taken up on South West edge
of prongs reef. The completion of Lighthouse took abnormally long time and was
completed in 1874. The first order optical equipment with 55mm PV burner supplied by
M/s.Chance Bros., Birmingham was installed and commissioned in to service in 1875.
The Colaba Lighthouse had become obsolete and was discontinued the same year. In the
year 1912 an 85 mm burner replaced 55 mm burner. The same equipment is still in
service.

KANHOJI ANGRE ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Kenneri Island)
: F 0 556
: 180 42.1‟ N
720 48.8‟ E
Character
: flash (2)White Red every 10 Sec
Tower
: 30 m high Octagonal masonry tower
flanked by residential and non
residential wings
Height above
MSL
: 47 m
Range
: White 25 NM , Red 22 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 1st order 920 mm Revolving optic
inside 3.68m dia Lantern house
(Chance Bros.)
Illuminant
: 85 mm PV burner
Source of
Energy
: Kerosene oil
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1852
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1867, 1902, 1930, 1960, 1983
Telecom
: VHF link with Port Trust
for logistics.
Sr.No.
Position

Kanhoji Angre Island – previously known as Khanderi (Kennery) Island is an off
shoot hillock off western ghat ranges and is situated opposite Thal fishing port in
Alibagh, South of Bombay.
Khanderi Island Lighthouse is an important landmark at the entrance to the
Bombay harbour. The island is approachable by a motor launch of Mumbai Port Trust or
by hiring a machine boat from Thal port. A jetty for the boats has been provided at the
island.
There is a fort on the island, built by Marathas to lodge their Army and serve
base for their Navy. Naval warrior Kanhoji Angre took command of the Mara-tha Navy
in 1708. He fought and won a number of sea battles between1710 and 1729- till his
death.He controlled and guarded the entire Kokan sea all those years.Khanderi Island was
renamed in his honour on the 125 years anniversary of Bombay Port Trust.
In 1852 a beacon was constructed on Khanderi Island which was demolished
immediately afterwards due to its similarity to the Colaba Lighthouse. On 27 th October
1866 the work of the construction of the new Lighthouse was started by Contractors
M/s. Swan, Musgrave & Ellison. The chief corner-stone was laid on 19th January 1867
by the then Governor of Bombay Sir Bartle Frere . The lighting equipment consisting of
1st order optic assembly was manufactured by Chance Bros., Birmingham and was
supplied and installed by M/s. Wilkins & Co., London.
The light was lit on 1st June 1867 by the then Naval Chief Capt. J.W. Young. Some
changes were carried out in 1902.. The station was visited by Mr D. Alan Stevenson
in April 1927 who suggested improvement in light source Accordingly the 85mm PV
burner replaced wick lamp in 1930. In 1958-60 the Radio beacon was installed on the
island. It was a 250W „Marconi‟ equipment, which was later on discontinued. It was
shifted to Uttan Lighthouse in 1983 for logistic reasons.

CHAUL KADU LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation

: F 0557.6
: 18o 35.8‟N
72o 50.9‟E
: flash Red every 3 Sec.
: 16m high circular masonry
Tower (white)
: 17m
: 7 NM
: 300 mm Cut & polished
Drum optic
inside Lantern (BBT).
: 12V, 100W halogen lamp
: Maintenance free
Batteries charged by
SPV modules
: 1870
: 1935, 1962, 1996, 1999.

Chaul kadu light house can be approached by a machine boat to be engaged from
Korlai village fishing port. The time taken to reach Chaul kadu is about 1½ hour sailing
(about 4 NM). The fort at Chaul village on the north side of the creek was the only land
mark for entering to Revdanda port up to the 17th century.
Chaul Kadu reefs are submerged rocks, about 6 km west of the entrance to
Revdanda Port in Kundalika Bay. In order to identify the danger zone of Chaul Khadu
reefs, a red light sector of 10 has been incorporated in Khanderi Island (Kanhoji Angre)
Lighthouse. However for the day mark a circular stone masonry Tower with a refuge
chamber was constructed on Chaul Kadu reef during 1867-70. The refuge chamber was
of great assistance to the crew of the crafts in distress. An ordinary wick lamp was
placed on the tower in 1870. It was improved by placing an optic and red filter in 1935.
In 1962 DA gas equipment with sun valve was installed and put in operation on
15thApril 1962. The DA gas equipment was replaced by solar powered electromechanical
flasher with electronic controls and halogen lamp on 28th March 1996. The electronic
flasher (JLWL) was introduced in place of electromechanical flasher on 15th November
1999.

KORLAI FORT LIGHTHOUSE
: F 0558
: 18o 32.3‟N
72o 54.5‟E
Character
: flash White every 3 Sec.
Type of Tower
: 16m high square masonry
(Black & White bands)
Height aboveMSL: 33m
Range
: 18 NM
Optical
equipment
: 300 mm Acrylic optic
GRB-48 MK-II (ANA)
inside 2.0 m dia.
lantern house.(BBT)
Illuminant
: 3 nos 230V 150W Metal
halide lamps
Source of energy : Mains supply 440V ,50 Hz
( stand by Gensets provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1955
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1961, 1998, 1999. 2003
Post
: Korlai Fort Lighthouse,
KORLAI (402 202)
Telecom
: 02144-284217
Sr.No.
Position

Korlai village is situated on the slopes of Konkan range between Arabian Sea on
west and Revdanda back waters on its east. It is about 3 km from the main MumbaiMurud road and 130 km from Mumbai (Chembur).The Korlai fort Lighthouse station is
about 2 km north from the village. The connecting metalled road is under the Deptt. of
Lighthouses & Lightships. The lighthouse tower has been constructed on the slopes of
Korlai hill. On the summit exists the Korlai fort built by Portuguese in 16th century.
The Portuguese had occupied Korlai hill and surrounding coast line during 15th
century. In addition to fort on summit they had built a beacon - column supporting a
stone sphere on the fort wall over the south bank of the entrance of the creek. The fort
served as important surveillance point. Occasionally log fire was lit when they expected
their vessels.
After the British took over the region a light was being exhibited from a beacon
provided on the north side of the creek.
The construction of a lighthouse on this location was included in the very first
phase of lighthouse development-the Skeleton plan. The Lighthouse Tower was built in
1955 and a DA gas light was installed on it and lit on 25th December 1955.An order for
the supply of optical equipment with electrical flasher operating on batteries to be
charged by DC gensets was placed on M/s BBT,Paris. It was installed in 1960 and the
new light became operational on 28th January 1961.The optic (500 mm) and light was
improved in 1998 and then introduction an electronic flasher (JLWL) was carried out in
April 1999.
The flashing equipment and drum optic system was replaced by the Revolving
equipment GRB-48-II supplied by M/s Ana Nav Aids, Ltd, New Delhi, and put in
operation on 31st August 2003.

NANWEL POINT LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously known as Rajpuri point)
Sr. No
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy

Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
innovation
Post
Telecom

: F 0562
: 18o 16.8‟N
72o 56.3‟E
: flash (3) White every 15 Sec
: 19 m octagonal
masonry Tower (Red
& White bands)
: 66m
: 18NM
: 250 mm, 4th Order Revolving optic
inside 2.16 m dia. Lantern house
( Stone Chance)
: 230V, 400W Metal Halide
Lamp
: Auxiliary light FR (FixedRed) on same structure
: Mains supply
220 V, 50Hz (stand by
Genset provided).
: 1884
: 1895, 1930, 1994,
1996, 1999
: Nanwell Point Lighthouse,
DIGHI (402 402)
: 02147--227436

Nanwel village is connected by a circuitous route via Shrivardhan. The shorter
route is by boat via Dighi from Murud side. From Nanwel there is a footpath, across the
fields and the valley to reach the summit on which Lighthouse is situated. Prior to
independence this territory formed part of Janjira state ruled by Sidi Nawabs who drew
their origin to Abyssinian Syeds. The title Syedi got changed to Sidi and Jazira meaning
island came to be known as Janjira with passage of time.
There is a reef known as Whale reef in the sea south west from the Lighthouse
cliff which is covered by the red sector of Auxiliary light. The Nanwell point overlooks
the Janjira Fort built an islet on the mouths of Rajpuri River. Due to its strategic location
there must be a beacon on Rajpuri point (Nanwell point) established in16th century. But
details are not known. The conventional wick lamp light on a masonry tower at this
location started functioning in1884 A 6th order dioptric apparatus and mirrors with two
wick oil burners and light occulted by a tube lowered and raised mechanically over the
burner was installed in 1895.A red sector to cover the danger of whale reef was also
incorporated. The lighthouse used to be visited regularly for checking by a PWD
Supervisor from Colaba.

The station was visited by Mr D. Alan Stevenson, Lighthouse Expert in January
1927 who found lighthouse being maintained in poor state and suggested certain
improvements which were attended to in 1930.
The Rajpuri Lighthouse was locally known as Nanoli lighthouse. It was
classified as a local lighthouse by the Govt of India in 1930 with effect from 1st April
1929 and 25% cost of maintenance was there after shared by them under the Lighthouse
Act XXVII of 1927.
Mr John Oswald, Chief Inspector of Lighthouses inspected the station on 4th
February 1930. He found the functioning of lighthouse satisfactory.
During 1960-63 a new masonry Tower was constructed and a PV revolving
equipment and 4th order optic assembly supplied by M/s. Stone Chance, Birmingham,
was installed on the new tower and was commissioned into service on 15th July 1964.The
Auxiliary light with Red filter to cover the danger zone of Whale reef, also installed at a
lower level on the same tower was also commissioned on 15th July 1964.
The mains supply was extended upto the Lighthouse station in 1994. The PV
source was then removed and incandescent lamp was fitted in its place. During 1996 the
emergency light and Auxiliary light working on Batteries was installed.
The incandescent lamp was replaced by 230V 400W metal halide lamp on 30th
November 1999.

TOLKESHWAR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0566
: 17o 33.9‟ N
73o 08.5‟ E
: flash (3) White every 15 Sec.
: 14m high Square Masonry
Tower ( Painted white)
: 104m
: 21NM
: 375mm 3rd order
revolving optic inside
2.7m dia Lantern
house (Stone chance).
: 230V 3x70 W MH Cluster lamps.
: Mains supply 440 V 50 Hz
( UPS & standby genset provided ).
: 1880
: 1934,1950,1960,1995, 1997,2003.
: Tolkeshwar Lighthouse,
ANJANWEL
(415 703)
: 02359-242629

The Tolkeshwar Point Lighthouse is situated on a hill on the southern bank of the
entrance to Vashishti River leading to nearby Dabhol Port. The river is navigable by
small crafts up to Chiplun. The lighthouse has to be approached from Chiplun town
through Anjanwel village, which is 60 km from Chiplun.
There is an all weather road between Anjanwel and Chiplun which is an important
town on Konkan Railway and NH-17.
A cast iron column was erected with a bracket on top and arrangement for hoisting
a lantern. An iron cabin enclosing the column was provided at the base in 1880 A wick
lamp with chimney inside a 5th order optic and a Lantern used to be hoisted from this
mast. The LH expert D Alan Stevenson during his visit to the station in January 1927
found light poor and suggested improvements.
A 5.5m high masonry tower was constructed during 1933-34 and a new
equipment giving occulting flash was installed and commissioned on 15th April 1934.
The DA gas (AGA) flasher replaced the occulting light, providing character of flashing
(3) every 15 seconds in 1950.
The present Lighthouse tower was constructed during 1956-58 and a new PV
equipment inside a 3rd order optic (Stone chance) was commissioned into service on 15th
February 1960. The PV source was replaced by Metal Halide lamp in September 1995.
The emergency light was converted to 12V 50W Halogen lamp inside 300 mm lantern
installed outside the lantern house on 28th September 1997. The light source was
modified to 3 X 70 W MH cluster lamps and UPS also provided on 31st July 2003.

JAIGARH HEAD LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0578
: 17o 17.8‟ N
73o 11.6‟ E
: flash (4) White every 20 Sec.
: 21m high Circular
Cast Iron Tower
(Red & White Bands)
: 41m
: 24 NM
: 700mm 2nd order revolving
optic (4 panels) inside 3.8m
dia Lantern house (Chance
Bros. BBT).
: 230V 3 X 70W MH cluster lamp
: Storm Signal Mast
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
( UPS & standby genset provided).
: 1899
: 1910, 1933, 1995, 1999, 2003.
: Jaigad Lighthouse,
JAIGAD (415 614)
: 02357 - 242239

Jaigarh Lighthouse is situated on the South-West point of Jaigad head land (flat
cliff) and Southern side of Jaigad Creek. Sangmeshwar river flows into the Jaigad Creek
forming a well sheltered Harbour. A light is exhibited from a bastion of Jaigad fort and
another from near the custom house whenever vessels call on during the night. This was a
regular port of call for the Bombay-Goa passenger ferry service in the past. Jaigad village
is about 3 km East of the Lighthouse and is connected by a 45 km metalled road up to
NH-17.
In 1896 a fixed light used to be exhibited from the bastion of Jaigad Fort. It was
shifted to Jaigad head land position and placed on an iron frame structure erected in
1899.The equipment was replaced by an occulting light inside a 5th order optic in 1910.
The bastion light was then converted to Red light.
The present Cast Iron Lighthouse Tower was erected in 1932 and PV equipment
was commissioned into service on 30th March 1933. The upper most portion of the Cast
Iron casing of the tower serves as murrette of the lantern. The entire work was carried out
under the supervision of Mr. John Oswald, Chief Inspector of Lighthouses (Later
Engineer in Chief, Indian Lighthouse Services). The tower and equipments were supplied
by BBT, Paris and erection carried out by M/s Chance Bros., Birmingham.
The equipment gave a fruitful service up till 1995 when the PV Burner was
replaced by Metal halide lamp on 11th June 1995. The direct drive system was
incorporated in March 1999. The light source was changed to 230V, 3 X 70 W MH
cluster Lamps & UPS on 31st July 2003. The station also has a storm warning signal
hoisting mast.

RATNAGIRI

LIGHTHOUSE

Sr.No.
Position

: F 0580
: 16o 59.2‟N
73o16.4‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 10 Sec
Tower
: 15m high Circular
masonry Tower
(Black and White bands)
Height aboveMSL : 102m
Range
: 28 NM
Optical equipment : 375mm 3rd order revolving
optic inside 2.16m dia.
lantern house (Stone chance)
Illuminant
: 230 V 400 W MH lamp
Other Aids
: i) Auxiliary light (FR)
ii) DGPS station
iii)Racon ( Code „G‟)
iv) Storm Signal Mast
Source of
: Mains supply 440 V 50 Hz
energy
(Stand by Gensets provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1867
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1940, 1965, 1992,
1995, 1998, 2002
Post
: Ratnagiri Lighthouse,
Killa, RATNAGIRI.
(415 612)
Telecom
: 02352 – 32982

Ratnagiri Town is situated on Konkan Railway and is11 km West of NH-17. The
Lighthouse stands on the south bastion of the fort. There is a road linking fort with
Ratnagiri town. The passage by the side of Fort wall leads to the Lighthouse.
The port authorities of Ratnagiri port had established a beacon of stone mound on
the bastion during the early 18th century for the vessels to enter the bay. After the British
moved into the region, they improved the existing beacon and also constructed a 10 m.
masonry tower in 1867 on which a wick lamp inside a drum optic of 6th order was placed
and put into operation. The old beacon was removed. In 1940 the masonry Tower was
replaced by a 12.5m Steel Trestle Tower and a DA gas flashing light was introduced.
This light had red sector also. A mast was erected adjacent to tower for hoisting storm
warning signals.
Under the scheme improvement of Lighthouses on Indian Coast a new 15m
Masonry Tower was constructed here during 1962–64 and a stone chance 3rd order
optical equipment working on electricity was installed and commissioned in to service on
15th June 1965.The red sector was removed from the light and a separate Auxiliary light
with Red filter was placed on a pedestal provided near the tower. The Radio Beacon
(MACE) 400W transmitting on 308 kHz was added in 1992. A Racon (Tideland) was
installed on the tower on 20th July 1995. The light source was replaced by Metal halide
Lamp on 15th May 1998.The station also has a storm warning signal hoisting mast.
The DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and
supplied by M/s. Elcom Marine, Mumbai was integrated on 30th November 2002,
converting Radio Beacon to DGPS station.The Transmitters were replaced by Ex-Aguada
Nautel Transmitter, which is due to be replaced by SAC (USA) Transmitter.

WAGAPUR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously known as Rajapur Bay LH)
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Ht. Above MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant

: F 0586
: 16o 36.3‟ N
73o 19.3‟ E
: fl White every 15 Sec.
: 20 m high Square masonry
Tower (Black & White Bands)
: 46 m
: 29 NM
: 300 mm 4th order revolving
optic inside a 2.8m dia
lantern house (BBT)
: 230 V, 3X70 W MH Cluster lamps.

Other Aids
: Storm Signal Mast
Source of energy : Mains supply 440V 50Hz
( UPS & standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1873
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1920, 1935, 1958, 1965,
1987, 1998,2003.
Post
: Wagapur Lighthouse,
MADBAN (416 702)
Telecom
: 02353 – 224235

The Lighthouse is situated on Wagapur Point south of the Rajapur bay entrance
and is about 45 km from Rajapur town on NH-17. Wagapur is a village nearby. The
approach to the Lighthouse in olden times was by ML Rajapur Bay from Jaitapur port,
about 4 km from lighthouse. With the development of roads in the region the boat route
was discontinued. The Lighthouse is about 6 km from the Rajapur-Madban road. A cart
track connects the road to the Lighthouse.
Rajapur bay was Chhatrapati Shivaji‟s southern naval command and garrison
head quarter in 17th century. The region came under the control of British East India Co
toward the end of 18th century. They established first lighthouse here in 1873.It was a 7m
high stone masonry tower constructed on the edge of the cliff. The double wick oil lamp
inside a 6th order optic was installed on this tower. An occulting light was introduced in
1920; which was replaced by a DA gas equipment flashing every 12 seconds in 1935 and
the station was placed under the charge of a „B‟ grade Light keeper since 1st February
1937. A storm warning signal mast was also erected at that time.
The present Lighthouse Tower was constructed during 1956-58 and the PV
revolving light was commissioned in 1958. The electric light for which optical assembly
and equipment including gensets were supplied by BBT, Paris was installed in place of the
PV light, and was commissioned in to service on 15th April 1965. An electrically operated
Fog signal was also added in 1965, which was discontinued on 1st October 1987.
The incandescent main lamp was replaced by 230V, 400W Metal halide lamp on
30th September 1998.The light source was changed by 3 X 70 W MH cluster lamps.

DEVGARH LIGHTHOUSE
(NW Bastion of fort)
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Other Aids
Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year first
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0590
: 16o 23.3‟ N
73o 22.6‟ E
: flash (4) White every 23 Sec
: 11m high Circular
Masonry Tower
(Black & White Bands)
: 42m
: 25NM
: 375mm 3rdorder
Revolving Optic (4panels)
Inside 2.0m Dia.
Lantern house (BBT)
: Storm Signal Mast
: 230V 400W Metal
Halide lamp
: Mains supply 440V
50 Hz
(standby genset provided).
: 1885
: 1915, 1930, 1960, 1994, 1999
: Devgarh Lighthouse,
DEVGAD (416 613)
: 02364 –242313

Devgarh Lighthouse is inside the fort about 3 km west of Devgarh town on the
National Highway-17. The nearest Railway Station is Kankavli on Konkan Railway, 60
km east of Devgarh. The Lighthouse tower is situated close to the bastion of the Fort on
the southern side of entrance to Devgarh harbour, which is a natural harbour. However
due to the less depth of water smaller vessels can only enter.
Till the beginning of 20th century there was no organized system of exhibiting the
light. A wick lamp used to be occasionally hoisted from a mast on the bastion since 1885,
as and when any vessel was expected to call. The old records suggest that an occulting
light inside a 6th order optic was commissioned on a White Masonry Tower 8.5m high in
1915. The system underwent improvements and a PV light became operative in 1930. A
Storm Warning Signal Mast was also erected the same year.
The construction of a new Lighthouse Tower was taken up and completed during
1956-58.The PV lighting equipment supplied by BBT, Paris was commissioned into
service on 18th April 1960, which was replaced by Electric source (incandescent lamp) in
September 1994. The incandescent lamp has been replaced by a 230V 400W Metal
halide lamp on 30th August 1999.

VENGURLA ROCKS LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0 598
: 150 53.4‟ N
730 27.7‟ E
Character
: flash (2) White every 20 Sec
Tower
: 20 m high circular
Cast Iron Tower
(Red & White bands)
Height above MSL : 49 m
Range
: 26 NM
Optical Equipment: 920mm 1storder revolving
optic (2 panels) inside 3.8m
dia Lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 3 nos 230V 70W
Metal halide lamp
Source of Energy : MF Battery Bank
Charged by SPV module
( stand by Genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1870
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1890, 1932, 1958, 1959,
1960, 1983, 2002
Post
: C/o. Vengurla Point
Lighthouse, VENGURLA
(416 516)
Telecom
: RT link with Vengurla Point
LH operating twice daily

Vengurla Rock Lighthouse is about 8 km north from Vengurla port and is
approached, during fair seasons only by a mechanized boat to be specially engaged from
Vengurla port. The journey takes more than two hours. The steps have been cut in the
rock for climbing up from landing point. In olden days ML Vengurla rock served the
station.
The coastal region from Vengurla point to Niuti fort in north-west has several
high rise rocks inside the sea. The Vengurla rock or Burnt Island consists of a group of
rocks rising 20 to 50 m above sea level.
The first Lighthouse was built in 1870 on a nearby rock, to the west of the present
rock, in the sea. The lighting apparatus which was to be placed here, did not reach on
time and it was necessary to exhibit the light, it was decided to use the log fire as the light
source for some time. The kerosene oil lamp in a lantern with 5th order optic was
subsequently placed on the tower. The light was shifted to the present location on a 9 m
high square masonry tower-painted white in 1890. The double wick lamp inside a 4th
order optic and lantern was installed. on this tower. The station was visited by Lighthouse
Expert Alan D. Stevenson in April 1927 who suggested to provide a powerful light and a
wireless system at the station.
A 20 m high cast iron circular tower and the First order optical assembly and the
equipment-55 mm PV burner and accessories supplied by B.B.T., Paris was erected and
installed by M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham. The upper most portion of the cast Iron

tower serves as murette of the lantern house. The work was carried out under the
supervision of Mr John Oswald, Chief Inspector of Lighthouses (later Engineer in Chief).
The new lighthouse was commissioned in to service on 30th April 1933.
During 1956-58 the Radio Beacon project was taken up. A power house,
Transmitter room and quarters for additional staff were provided. The Marconi Radio
Beacon together with gensets was installed at the station. It was commissioned in March
1960. The Radio beacon at the station was discontinued and shifted on logistic grounds
to Aguada Lighthouse in 1983.
Under the programme of utilising Solar power at remote lighthouses, the change
over from PV to Electrical light at Vengurla Rock was planned. Accordingly the light
source has been replaced by 3 nos 230V 70W Metal halide lamps. For power supply a
large Battery bank charged by adequate number of SPV modules, Inverter and genset
were installed at the station in 2002. The new system was commissioned on 25 th
November 2002.

Station view

Rough sea at landing point

Old Lighthouse
on another rock (1876)

VENGURLA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0600
: 15o 51.2‟ N
73o 37.0‟ E
: flash Red every 5 Sec.
: 13 Meter Hexagonal
Masonry Tower
(Black & White)
: 82m
: 24NM
: 375 mm 3rd order revolving
optic (4 panels)with red filter
inside 2.5m dia Lantern house
(BBT)
: 100V 3000 W Incandescent
Lamp
; Storm Signal Mast
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
and standby genset .
: 1869
: 1911,1919,1964,1968, 1995
: Vengurla Point Lighthouse,
Vengurla. (416 516)
: 02366 – 262071
A RT link provided to
Communicate with
Vengurla Rock LH

Vengurla Point Lighthouse is 3 km from Vengurla Town by forest road. Nearest
Railway station is Kudal on Konkan Railway. The railway station about 22 km away from
Vengurla town. The Nh-17 is about 8 km from Vengurla town. The station is about 70 m
above sea level. Vengurla port is just below the LH station connected by the steps.
Initially in 1869 there was a wick lamp light inside a lantern with 5th order optic
working on vegetable oil, was exhibited from a 3.1 m high wooden mast on the roof of the
building (presently Inspection Quarter). The equipment underwent improvements in 1911
and 1919.A storm warning signal mast was erected during the period. Subsequently a DA
gas flasher on a trestle replaced the earlier light in 1964. The present Lighthouse Tower
was constructed during 1965-68. The optical equipment operating on electricity supplied
by M/s BBT, Paris was installed and the red filter was introduced. The new light was
commissioned into service on 15th March 1968. The emergency source was changed over
from DA gas to 12V 100 W-halogen lamp inside 200 mm lantern on 26th February 1995
mounted separately outside the lantern house. The light was white till 1968.

AGUADA LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0606
: 15o 29.5‟ N
73o 46.4‟ E
Character
: flash (3) White every 20 Sec.
Tower
: 22m high square RCC
Tower (white)
Height above MSL: 85 m
Range
: 27 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 300 mm 4th order revolving
optic (3 panels) inside 2.4m
dia Lantern house
(J. Stone, India)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W MH lamp
Other Aids
: i) Racon (Code „O‟)
ii) DGPS Station
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby gensets provided).
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1841
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1864,1906,1976,1983, 1996
1997, 1998, 2002.
Post
: Aguada Lighthouse,
CANDOLIM (403 515)
Telecom
: 0832 – 2470055

There are three main cities in Goa- the ancient Hindu city; the second-the old Goa
built by Mohammedans in 1479 under Adilshahi rulers. Goa was conquered and occupied
by Portuguese in1510 and was made the capital of all the Portuguese occupied territories
in East. The third city Panaji was built in 1840 by Portuguese on the Southern banks of
Mandovi River. They shifted the administration to the new city and formally declared it
to be the capital of Portuguese rule in Asia in 1843 and remained as such up till the
liberation of Goa on 19thDecember 1961.
Aguada Lighthouse is situated on a hill west of Aguada fort-about 16 km from
Panaji by road. The nearest Railway station is Canacona on Konkan Railway. In 1841 an
oil lamp was exhibited from a mast erected inside Aguada fort (Morroda Agoada)-built
by the Portuguese in 1624.A 16 m high circular masonry lighthouse tower was built in
1864 and an wick lamp with 6th order optic was placed on it. In 1906 PV equipment with
a fourth order optic replaced the oil lamp. The equipments were of Portuguese Origin.
The present Lighthouse was constructed during 1972-76 and the electrically
operated equipment supplied by M/s J.Stone (India) was commissioned into service on
20th July 1976. Subsequently the Radio Beacon (Nautel, Cnada) was added at the station
on 20th May 1983 vice the.Radio Beacon at Vengurla Rock which was discontinued. The
Racon of „Tide Land‟ make was installed on 20thMay1996. The light source was replaced
by Metal halide lamp on 8th June1997. The old `Nautel‟ transmitter were replaced by
SAC (USA) make transmitter supplied and installed by M/s Elcom Marine,Mumbai on
15th December 2002.

ST GEORGE’S ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0628
: 150 21.1‟ N
730 45.8‟ E
: flash (4) White Red 20 Sec
: 16-m high circular concrete
Tower (Black & white
bands) spiral stair provided
from outside.
: 93 m
: W 9 NM ,R 6 NM
: 500mm Cut & polished
drum optic and 500mm
lantern (AGA)
: 12 V 100 W Halogen
Lamp.
: MF batteries charged by
SPV modules
: 1956
: 1960, 1977, 1996, 1999.

The St. George Island ( Ilhas de San Jorge ) is a group of three islands situated
about 6.5 Km South-west ward of Mormugao port and can be approached by a
mechanized boat (launch) from Mormugao port. The two Southern Islands are known as
Grandi Islands. They are connected by a narrow reef.
During 1950‟s a conspicuous day mark existed on the summit which was replaced
with the 2.5m high triangular trestle tower during 1956 and a fixed oil wick lamp was
placed over it. In the year 1960, a DA gas light with sun valve control was installed over
the same trestle tower.
In the year 1975-77 construction of a new RCC tower on the summit of West
Island was taken up and completed. The DA gas equipment with sun valve was installed
over it on 29th December 1977. It has a red sector of 400.
Under the scheme of usage of renewable source of energy the Solar panels
charging Batteries and 12V 100W halogen lamp were installed in place of DA gas
equipment. The new system with electromechanical flasher was commissioned on 27th
February 1996. The electromechanical flasher was replaced by electronic flasher on 31st
August 1999.

OYSTER ROCKS LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0634
: 140 49.2‟ N
740 03.7‟ E
Character
: flash White every 10 Sec
Tower
: 20 m high circular masonry
Tower (Red and White bands)
Height above MSL : 62 m
Range
: 20 NM
Optical Equipment : 700 mm 2nd order revolving
optic (2 panels) (Chance Bros).
Illuminant
: 230V 3X70W MH cluster lamps.
Source of
Energy
: MF Battery Bank charged
by SPV modules
(Standby Genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1864
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1933, 1999,2003.
Post
: C/o. Lighthouse R.T. Station
Kaju baugh, KARWAR
(581 301)
Telecom
: RT link with Karwar
RT stn. Operating twice daily
C/o. 08382 – 25873

The Oyster Rock lighthouse is approachable by a machine boat to be taken from
Karwar port. The RT station at Karwar provides logistic support to the Oyster Rock
Lighthouse. Karwar is situated on NH 17. It is also a railway station on Konkan Railway.
Oyster Rocks are the group of islands and rocks- Devad gudda is the main summit
on which the Lighthouse is situated. The hill has very good forest growth around
lighthouse. The landing at Devad gudda island (Oyster Rock) is on the eastern side. The
LH expert D. Alan Stevenson during his visit to the station in January 1927 described it
as over staffed station.
The existing Lighthouse was built during 1860‟s. The top of Tower ends in a
dome through which there is entrance into lantern room. The first order optical equipment
with four wick burners supplied by M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham was installed and
light was commissioned into service on 25th March 1864.The cupola of the Lighthouse
lantern was painted white instead of orange or red for making the day mark more
conspicuous. The first order optical equipment was removed and replaced by 2nd order
optical equipment and 55 mm PV burner in the year 1933. The storm signal mast at
Oyster Rock was shifted to Karwar port premises for logistic reasons
Under the modernization programme the PV light source was replaced by 230V
250W Metal halide lamp along with invertors, Batteries charged by SPV modules. The
system was commissioned on 30th November 1999 and the light source was changed to
230 V, 3 X 70 W MH cluster lamps .

BHATKAL LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0648
: 13o 57.9‟N
74o 32.0‟E
: flash (2) White every 20 Sec
: 14m high square masonry
Tower (Red & White bands)
: 56m
: 27NM

: 250mm 4th order revolving
optic inside 1.8m dia
Lantern house (BBT).
Illuminant
: 230 V 3 X 70 W MH cluster lamps.
Other Aids
: i) Auxiliary light (FR 53 degrees)
ii) Storm signal mast
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440 V 50 Hz
( UPS & Stand by genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1891
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1936, 1959,1988,1995,1998,2003.
Post
: Bhatkal Lighthouse,
Bhatkal.
(581 432)
Telecom
: 08385 - 526418

Bhatkal, town is situated on NH-17 and a railway station on Konkan Rly. Bhatkal
is also an important port since centuries. The port is about 5 km West of Bhatkal Town.
The Lighthouse stands by the side of ruins of a Fort on the summit of the hill overlooking
the port at the entrance of Bhatkal creek. There is a concrete road up to the lighthouse.
In the 15th century Bhatkal was part of Vijayanagar empire and an important
trading centre of horses. The muslim traders supplied horses to cavalries of different
kingdoms in the region. The British moved in to the region towards the end of 18th
century.
A mast was erected for hoisting lantern on this hill in the early 19th century, The
first conventional lighthouse in 1891 was a stone masonry column on which a double
wick lamp inside a lantern was placed. The light used to be exhibited during fair season
only. In 1936 a white masonry tower was erected and a flashing light was installed. A
storm warning signal mast was also erected at the site.
During 1956–58 a new masonry Lighthouse Tower, Auxiliary Light Cabin and a
Fog Signal baffle wall were constructed. The electrical Lighthouse equipment supplied
by M/s B.B.T., Paris was installed. The main light, separate Auxiliary light and the fog
signal were commissioned on 15th April 1959. The fog signal was discontinued in 1988.
In March 1995 the emergency DA gas light source was replaced by flashing 12V
100 W Halogen lamp in a 300 mm optic installed outside the lantern house. The main
light source was replaced by 230V 500 W Metal halide lamp on 21st March 1998.

KAP LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0658
: 130 13.4‟ N
740 44.2‟ E
: flash (3) White every 20 Sec
: 34 m high circular stone
masonry Tower (Black
& white bands)
: 43 m
: 24 NM
: 700 mm 2nd order revolving
optic assembly (3 panels)
inside 3.6m dia Lantern
house (Chance Bros.)
: 230 V, 3 X 70 W MH cluster lamps.
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(UPS & Stand by Genset provided)
: 1901
: 1930, 1935, 1996, 2003.
: Kap Lighthouse,
KAUP (574 106)
: 0820 -2551021

Kaup is a small town on NH-17 about 7 Km South of the town of Udipi. The
coast near Kap is formed by black granite rocks. There is a good sheltered beach in front
of the lighthouse attracting a large number of tourists.
Prior to independence the region was part of princely state of Musore. The ruins
of Kap Battery (of cannons) can be seen on one of the rocks close to the Lighthouse. It is
one of the many such batteries and bunkers established at strategic locations by Tippu
Sultan in the region and Malabar.
The existing lighthouse was constructed by British in 1901. The inside masonry
lining of the tower has been raised up and serves as murette while the outside masonry
lining supports cornice projection to form a platform around the murette. The second
order optic assembly and PV lighting equipment with 55 mm burner supplied by M/s.
Chance Bros. Birmingham was installed on the tower and was commissioned into
service on 30th April 1901.The tower was painted white The lighthouse was visited by Mr
D.Alan Stevenson the LH expert in December 1926. Mr. John Oswald, the Chief
Inspector of Lighthouses had carried out his inspections on 1st March 1929 and 23rd
November 1929.
In 1935 general improvements of the Lighthouse were carried out. The tower was
at the time, painted with Black and white bands. The PV light source was replaced by
230V 400W Metal Halide lamp on 28th March 1996,which was changed to 3 X 70 W MH
cluster lamps and UPS on 31st July 2003 .

SURATKAL POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0660
: 130 00.2‟ N
740 47.4‟ E
Character
: flash White every 10 Sec
Tower
: 36 m high square masonry
Tower (Red & White bands)
Height aboveMSL : 42 m
Range
: 31NM
Optical
Equipment
: 500mm (3rd order) revolving
optic inside 1.8m dia
Lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 230 V 3 x 70 W MH Cluster lamps
Other Aids
: DGPS station
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440 W 50 Hz
(UPS & Standby Gensets provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1972
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1979, 1996, 1998, 2002, 2003
Post
Telecom

: Suratkal Lighthouse,
SURATHKAL (574 158)
: 0824 - 476899

Suratkal Lighthouse is situated on the NH-17 and is about 12 km North of the
Port of Mangalore. The nearest Railway station from the Lighthouse is Surathkal but the
stop for express trains is at Kankanadi. This region was part of Mysore state prior to
independence. The famous Mangalore tiles are supplied to most parts of India from this
region. Nearby Mangalore has been an important port for centuries, exporting tiles,
building wood, coir, coconut products, etc During the olden days there was a regular
steamer service to Bombay, and coastal ports and occasionally to Colombo, Tutucorin,
Cochin and Karachi.
There wasn‟t any beacon provided here earlier. The construction of lighthouse
tower was taken up during 1969-70 and completed in 1972. The Lighting equipment
supplied by M/s BBT, Paris was installed which commenced operation on 15th May 1972.
Later on the Radio beacon (`Nautel‟ make, Canada) was added and was put on the
Air on 23rd March 1979. The DA gas emergency light was discontinued and 12V 100W
halogen lamp inside 200mm optic was installed outside the lantern room on 15th March
1996. The incandescent source of main light was replaced by 230V 400W Metal halide
lamp on 6th April 1998.
The DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and
supplied and installed by M/s. Elcome Marine, Mumbai, was put on the Air on 21st May
1998. The Radio Beacon was discontinued. The transmitters of `Nautel‟ make were
replaced by `SAC‟ (U.S.A.) make transmitters by M/s Elcome Marine, Mumbai on 30th
September 2002. The light source was changed to 230 V , 3 x 70 W Metal Halide Cluster
lamps and UPS.

KASARAGOD LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant

Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0668.5
: 120 30.3‟N
740 58.5‟E
: flash (3) White every 20 seconds
: 30m high Octagonal RCC
Tower (Black and White bands)
: 36metres
: 26 Nautical Miles
: PRB-21 sealed beam arrays
inside 3.0m dia lantern
house (ANA)
: 12V 100W Halogen lamp
inside auto head
lamps (ANA)
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
:

1984

:
:

1994
Kasargod Lighthouse,
Kadappuram, KASARAGOD.
(671 121)
: 0499 - 2430911

Kasaragod region, prior to independence was part of South Canara district of Madras
presidency directly under British Administration. It was included in the newly created state of
Kerala after the re-organization of states on 1st November 1956. Kasaragod is well connected by
Rail (SR) and Road (NH-17).
There did not exist any lighthouse at Kasaragod prior to the present one. The Port
entrance was identified by two masts each surmounted by a white ball. The construction of the
present RCC Lighthouse Tower was taken up during 1982 and completed in 1984. The PRB-21
equipment supplied by ANA, New Delhi was installed and commissioned into service on 15th
September 1984. The sealed beam lamps were replaced by auto headlights with Halogen lamps
in December 1994.

MOUNT DILLI LIGHTHOUSE
(KOTTE KUNNU)
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

MSL

: 70 metres

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0669.5
: 120 00.4‟N
750 12.2‟E
: flash (2) White every
20 Seconds
: 18m high masonry
Triangular Tower
(Red and White bands)
: 70 m
: 18 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm (4th order)
revolving optic inside
2.4m diameter Lantern
house (J. Stone, India)
: 230V 400W Metal Halidelamp
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
:

1979

:
:

1994, 1997, 1998
Mt Dilli Lighthouse,
Ettikulam.
(670 308)
0498-2530232

:

The nearest Railway station is Payyannur on Mangalore-Shoranur route. The lighthouse
is about 16.5 km from the Railway station. This region is part of Malabar in north Kerala. There
is an all weather road connecting Lighthouse to the Railway station. The Lighthouse is situated
on the headland Kotte Kunnu. A ruined fort also stands near to the Lighthouse on Kotte Kunnu.
Near by Azhikal port was a flourishing port of Ullal kingdom in the 15th century. During
that period the vessels used to be guided by a day mark raised on Kotte Kunnu (Mt Dilli). The
export of spices to Arab countries was the main occupation of the region. The Kotte Kunnu
being a conspicuous bluff the establishment of a regular Lighthouse was not felt necessary
during the olden days. The LH expert Mr D. Alan Stevenson on his visit to the Malabar coast in
Decemger 1926 had recommended to establish a powerful lighthouse at this site on Mt Dilli.
With the increase in traffic close to the coast and due to a wreck in 1965 it was decided to
build a Lighthouse on the top of Kotte Kunnu. The Tower construction was completed in 1978
and PV equipment supplied by M/s. J Stone & Co. of India, was installed on the tower and the
Lighthouse was commissioned into service to mariners on 23rd June 1979.
The PV light source was replaced by 100V 1500W incandescent electric lamp on 15 th
March 1994. The incandescent lamp was later on replaced by 230V 400 W Metal Halide lamp on
5th August 1998. The direct drive system operated by stepper motor was integrated on 15th
September 1997.

CANNANORE LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0672
: 110 51.5‟N
750 21.4‟E
Character
: flash White every 10 seconds
Tower
: 23m high Circular RCC Tower
(Red and White bands)
Height above MSL: 35 metres
Range
: 17 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: PRB-42 Sealed beam
(J. Stone India) in side 2.4 m
diameter Lantern house
Illuminant
: 4 Nos.30 V 200 W Sealed beam
„D‟ type lamps
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1843
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1903, 1924, 1939, 1948,
1976, 2003
Post
: Cannanore Lighthouse,
CANNANORE (KANNUR)
(670 013)
Telecom
: 0497-2707838

The Lighthouse is situated within the municipality limits of Cannanore city. Cannanore is
an important Railway station on Mangalore-Shoranur section. The Lighthouse is about 3 km
away from the Railway station.Cannanore was a flourishing Port under Malabar ruler Samuri (
Zamorin ) in 15th century.The port had maritime links with Madras, Colombo, Tuticorin,
Alleppey, Mangalore, Bombay and Karachi. The Portuguese lead by Vasco Da Gama landed first
at Kapad beach near here in1498. They built Fort St. Angelo in the early 16th century at the
southern end of the town. Two century later the region came under the British control. They
established a cantonment at Cannanore in 19th century.
The Fort served as a prominent land mark. In 1843 a system of hoisting a lantern with oil
wick lamp was introduced. A masonry pedestal was constructed in 1903 on the rampart of the
fort and a double wick oil lamp inside the 4th order dioptric lens and lantern with arrangement for
occultation was placed on this pedestal. The light used to be available during fair seasons only –
September to May. In 1924 some improvements took place. The light was shifted in 1939 on to a
16m steel trestle erected on the northern bastion of the Fort. The equipment was replaced by a
flashing light with 10 sec character working on DA gas in 1948. This light remained in operation
till the new Lighthouse Tower was constructed at the present location during 1975-76.
The PRB-42 equipment with 6V 30W `C‟ type sealed beam lamps, supplied by M/s. J.
Stone India, Calcutta, was installed on this tower. The lighthouse was commissioned into service
on 25th July 1976. The 2.4m diameter GI lantern house fabricated at Cochin was installed at the
station and the `C‟ type sealed beam lamps were replaced by `D‟ type sealed beam lamps on 31 st
May 2003.

KADALUR POINT LIGHTHOUSE
(COTTA POINT)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0682
: 110 28.0‟N
750 38.3‟E
: flash White every 5 seconds
: 34m high Circular stone
masonry Tower
(Black and white bands)
: 57 metres
: 23 Nautical Miles
: 700mm 2nd order revolving
optic Inside 3.66m diameter
Lantern house
(Chance Bros., Birmingham)
: Metal Halide lamp
HPI-T 230V 400W
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
(standby gen set provided)
: 1909
: 1995, 1996
: Kadalur Lighthouse,
KATALUR. (673 531)
: 0496-2602064

The Kadalur Point Lighthouse is 9 Km by road from the nearest railway station
Quilandy on Mangalore-Shoranur section. There is a metalled road connecting
Lighthouse station with Railway station.
There is no evidence to suggest existence of any lighthouse in earlier period.–
even flag staff or mast was not provided. The mariners used to sail a safe distance away
from the coast. It was felt necessary to provide a lighthouse at this location mainly to
warn mariners about the submerged Sacrifice rock about 10 km off the shore.
The construction of tower commenced during 1906-07 and was completed in
early 1909. The installation of optical equipment PV burner etc supplied by M/s. Chance
Bros. Birmingham was then taken up and the Lighthouse was commissioned into service
on 20th October 1909. Since then the PV equipment has rendered excellent service till the
Light source was replaced by an incandescent electrical lamp on 16th March 1995. The
230V 400W Metal Halide lamp replaced the incandescent lamp on 8th August 1996.
Simultaneously the direct drive system was also incorporated.

BEYPORE LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0689
: 110 09.4‟N
750 48.4‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 15 seconds
Tower
: 30m high hexagonal
masonry Tower
(Red and white bands)
Height aboveMSL: 32 metres
Range
: 24 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 300 mm 4th order revolving
optic inside 2.4m diameter
Lantern house (J. Stone, India)
Illuminant
: 230V, 400W Metal
Halide lamp
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1977
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1998
Post
: Beypore Lighthouse,
CHALIYAM – Kozhikode.
(673 301)
Telecom
: 0495-2470215

Beypore lighthouse is situated on the south side of the mouths of river Chaliyar in
Malabar. The nearest village is Chaliyam connected to Kozhikode (Calicut) Railway
station, 10 km away by an all weather road. The region was part of Malabar under
Zamorin regime. It was then known as Kadalmidi. The Dutch under an agreement with
Zamorin, constructed a fort here in the early 18th century but they were pushed out after
Hyder Ali conquered the territory in 1766 resulting in death of Zamorin who committed
suicide. The British occupied Malabar after defeating Hyder Ali‟s son Tippu Sultan in
1799.
Beypore port had the trade links with Europe, Arabia and the ports on Indian
coast. It was also the base port for Laccadive group of Islands (Androth, Agatti,
Kavaratti, Suhelipar and Kalpeni) and continues even now to be the base for Machine
Cum Sailing vessels of Lakshadweep.
There was a mast and flag provided at Beypore port in the 18th century for entry
to the port. The Dutch fort also served as a land mark. A column was raised in the early
19th century on which an occulting light was provided. The British gave importance to the
port at Calicut as such they constructed a lighthouse there.
Beypore regained its importance after 1956. It became essential to establish a
major Lighthouse in the region. The Beypore Lighthouse was constructed in 1977 and the
equipment supplied by M/s. J. Stone India, Calcutta, was installed at the station. It was
commissioned on 21stNovember 1977. The replacement of the incandescent lamp by
230V 400W Metal halide lamp and integration of direct drive system here was completed
on 30th July 1998.

PONNANI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0692
: 100 46.5‟N
750 55.3‟E
: flash White every 15 seconds
: 30 m high 12 sided (circular)
RCC Tower (Black and
white bands)
: 33 metres
: 26 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm Revolving optic
(2 panels) assembly inside 2.4m
diameter lantern house (J. Stone,
India)
: 230V 400W MH lamp
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
: 1937
: 1948, 1983, 1998
: Ponnani Lighthouse,
PONNANI (679 583)
: 0494 - 2666028

Ponnani Lighthouse is situated close to the South bank of Bharathpuzha River
joining the sea on the outskirts of Ponnani town. The nearest Railway station is
Kuttipuram 21 km away. The NH-17 connects Ponnani to Kuttipuram. Ponnani is also
linked by an inland water navigation system canal .to southern Kerala.
Hyder Ali of Mysore conquered Malabar in 1766 and established an out post at
Ponnain. During his son Tippu Sultan‟s regime Ponnani became an important centre for
Islamic studies. Tippu developed the port at Ponnani for security and trade. After Tippu‟s
defeat in 1799, the British took the territory of Malabar under their control.
The port facilities at Ponnani were improved. A canal was constructed connecting
Ponnani to Cochin port through Cranganore back waters. A flag staff used to assist the
crafts to negotiate the entrance to the port. Subsequently in 1937 a steel mast was erected
from which an oil wick lamp was hoisted. The present Lighthouse site is adjacent to that
mast site. In 1948 a steel trestle was raised on which was placed the DA gas flasher inside
4th order optic and lantern. The flag signalling system was also introduced in the same
year.
For the general navigation there was a need to provide a reliable major light at
Ponnani: Accordingly the construction of the present Lighthouse tower was taken up in
1982 and completed in 1983. The lighting equipment supplied by M/s J.Stone India,
Calcutta was installed (this equipment was originally bought for Luhara pt. LH). The
lighthouse was commissioned into service on 17th April 1983. The incandescent lamp was
replaced by MH lamp on 23rd July 1995. The Direct drive was also incorporated
simultaneously.

CHETWAI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0693
: 100 33.1‟N
760 01.1‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 20 sec.
Tower
: 30m high circular RCC
Tower
(Red and white bands)
Height above MSL: 33 metres
Range
: 18 Nautical Miles
Optical Equipment : PRB 42 Sealed beam (ANA)
in side 2.4 m diameter
Lantern house
Illuminant
: 4 Nos.30 V 200 W Sealed beam
„D‟ type lamps
Source of
Energy
: Mains Supply 440V 50 Hz ;
(standby gen set provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1986
Subsequent
Innovations
: 2003
Post
: Chetwai Lighthouse,
MADU via Guruvayoor.
(680 512)
Telecom
: 0487-2507232

Chetwai Lighthouse is about 8 Km from the famous Guruvayoor Temple.
Guruvayoor town is connected to Trichur on Shoranur- Cochin section by Rail and Road.
Chetwai Lighthouse is linked to Guruvayoor by a metalled road via Chavakkad. town.
Chetwai (locally Chettuva) is a village on Chettuva creek, about 4 km south-east
from LH. It draws its reference in 18th century as an important fort and garrison of
Zamorin the ruler of Malabar From the fort of Chetwai the Zamorin attacked Cochin and
repulsed Dutch attacks. However Zamorin could not defeat the forces of Hyder Ali of
Mysore who conquered the whole of Malabar in 1765-66. The Zamorins had ruled
independently for 250 years and the defeat at the hands of Hyder Ali was so shocking that
the last Zomorin committed suicide by putting his palace on fire.
The region was rich in opium production. The British traders had established a
branch of their Tellicherry factory here. The British East India co occupied the region in
the early 19th century. The region became part of Kerala in Nov 1956.
In the vicinity of Chetwai Lighthouse the coast is low, sandy and fringed with
coconut trees. There did not exist any lighthouse earlier to the present one at Chetwai. An
unlighted beacon 6 m high painted black and white erected on North side at the entrance
of the backwaters, was the only identification mark.
The work on the construction of this Lighthouse Tower was completed in 1985-86
and the PRB-42 equipment supplied by M/s. Asia Nav. Aids, New Delhi, was installed
and commissioned into service on 29th September 1986.Major changes were effected as
the `C‟ type lamps were replaced by 30V 200W `D‟ type sealed beam lamps and a lantern
house was also installed on the lighthouse on 30th April 2003.

AZHIKOD LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Periyar River)
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0694.5
: 100 11.9‟N
760 09.5‟E
Character
: flash (3) White every 20
seconds.
Tower
: 30m high square RCC Tower
(Black and white bands)
Height above MSL: 34 metres
Range
: 24 Nautical Miles
Optical Equipment : 300 mm revolving optic
assembly 3 panels inside
2.4m diameter lantern house
(J. Stone, India)
Illuminant
: 230V 400 W Metal Halide lamp
Other Aids
: DGPS Station
Source of Energyy: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz;
(Standby gen set provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1982
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1982, 1997, 1998,2003
Post
: Azhikode Lighthouse,
AZHIKODE (680 673)
Telecom
: 0488-2802612 (with fax)

Azhikode Lighthouse is situated about 8 km west of Kodungallur (Cranganore) an
important town in the region on NH-17.There is a pucca road up to Azhikode ferry
crossing on Perivar river about 2 km south of Azhikode. The lighthouse station is about 2
km from Azhikode connected by a link road. The 30 km road south from Periyar crossing
terminates at Vypin ferry station from where it is possible to cross over to Ernakulam
/Cochi by ferry boat service.
Kodungallur was part of Cochin State at the time of independence. The
principality of Cranganore was earlier under Zamorin, the ruler of Malabar: It came in
focus in 18th century due to its strategic location during the conflict between the Dutch,
Rajah of Cochin and Zamorin..
There did not exist any light at the present location prior to this lighthouse. A
mast was provided at the mouths of Periyar River.The construction of lighthouse tower
was completed in 1982. The Radio beacon (Nautel make) equipment meant originally for
Cochin lighthouse was shifted to Azhikode lighthouse which was installed at the station
and put on the air on 10th September 1981. The lighthouse equipment supplied by M/s. J
Stone (India) was installed in 1982 and was commissioned into service on 30th April
1982. Subsequently the incandescent lamp was replaced by 230V 400W Metal Halide
lamp on 30th September 1997. The direct drive system was also incorporated at the time.

COCHIN (VYPIN) LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Othr Aids
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0698
: 90 59.8‟N
760 13.3‟E
: flash (4) White every 20 seconds
: 46m high Circular Ribbed
double Shell R.C.C. Tower
(Red and white bands)
: RACON ( Code „K‟)
: 49 metres
: 28 Nautical Miles
: 375mm 3rd order Revolving
optic- 4 Panels inside 2.4m
diameter lantern house
(J.stone India)
: 230V 400 W Metal Halide
Lamp
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
: 1839
:

1902, 1914, 1920, 1936,
1966, 1979, 1980, 1996, 1998
: Vypin Lighthouse,
PUTHUVAIPE (682 508)
: 0484-2502443

The Lighthouse is situated on Vypin Island opposite Cochin. There is a regular
boat service for Vypin from Ernakulam Boat jetty. Also there is Junker service available
for ferrying the vehicles from Fort Cochin. The Lighthouse is about 10 km from Vypin
jetty and is linked by an all weather road.
Prior to independence Cochin region comprising of Cranganore, CochinKanayanur, Mukundapuram, Trichur, Talapalli and Chittur was a separate princely state
of Cochin. The rulers of Cochin claimed to be the descendants of Cheraman Perumal who
ruled the entire region from Gokarnam to Cape Comorin in the 9th century, first as a
Viceroy of the Chola kings and later as independent ruler. In 1502 Portuguese were
allowed to establish a trade centre and subsequently to build a fort near Cochin port. The
Portuguese were ousted from Cochin by Dutch in1663. The then Raja entered into a fresh
treaty with the Dutch and conceded to them the same privileges as the Portuguese availed
of. In 1776 the state was conquered by Hyder Ali and remained under the control of
Mysore till Tippu Sultan was defeated by the British who concluded a treaty with the
Raja of Cochin in 1791 by which Cochin port Area (now known as Fort Cochin) became
the tributary of East India Co. The British ousted the Dutch from Cochin in 1795.
On 1st November1956 linguistic States were formed in the independent India and
the Malayalam speaking regions-Malabar, Cochin and Travancore excluding the district
of Cape Comorin (Kanyakumari) became part of the new state of Kerala. Cochin port in

the back waters formed by the Periyar river estuary providing a natural harbour site
capable of affording shelter to a number of large vessels has been an important trading
centre since the 16th century. The modernization and development of Cochin port was
taken up in the mid 19th century and in 1880 the Sand bar at the mouths of the entrance
channel was cut through.
Mr RC Bristow, Harbour Engineer-in-Chief, prepared a four stage plan in 1935
for Expansion, Development and Modernisation of Cochin port. He clubbed together a
number of tiny islands and Vendurutty Island in the back waters into one by constructing
a retaining wall around them and then filling up the gaps by debris obtained from
dredging the navigable channels. This newly formed island, running North to South, was
named Willington Island. It harboured ships on both its sides – North East and North
West respectively called Ernakulam wharf and Mattancherry wharf.
There is regular passenger cum cargo ship service from Cochin port to different
islands in Lakshadweep. Other cargo ships call on the port regularly. Cochin is the base
of Indian Navy‟s Southern Command. The Cochin Shipyard built its first vessel „Rani
Padmini‟ (85000 tonnes) and sailed it here in 1984.
The first Lighthouse was provided in 1839 at Fort Cochin. It was a masonry
column constructed at a site south of the entrance to port. The light source was an oil
wick lamp inside 6th order optic with fixed character. The system worked for 63 years
when in 1902 it was improved by inducting a new lantern and an optic. In 1914 a 4th
order cut and polished optic and occulting mechanism replaced the earlier equipment. A
new 10 m high column was constructed in 1920. It was painted in two white and one
black band. The same lighthouse equipment was shifted onto this new column.
A large-scale development in the port area took place in 1936.The light also
underwent the change. A steel Trestle tower of 25 m height, painted grey was erected..
The DA gas equipment with flasher inside a 300 mm cut and polished drum optic was
installed on the trestle tower. In the year 1966 a sun valve was introduced. A plan was
drawn up to provide a taller tower with powerful electric light and a Radio beacon.
However since the land was not available in Fort Cochin area, the lighthouse was shifted
to Puthu Vypin and the Radio Beacon was shifted to Azhikode. A 45m RCC Tower was
constructed at Puthu Vaipe and the 3rd order Revolving light supplied by M/s. J. Stone,
India was installed. The new Lighthouse was commissioned into service on 15th
November1979.
A Racon (Marconi make) was added on the Lighthouse in 1980; it was replaced
by `Tideland‟ make Racon in 1996. The incandescent lamp was replaced with 230V
400W Metal Halide lamp and direct drive system was also incorporated on 15th May
1998.

MANAKKODAM LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Manaccur Lighthouse)
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F 0705
: 90 45.00‟N
760 17.10‟E
: flash (2) White every
10 seconds
: 34m high Square R.C.C.
Tower (Painted white)
: 35 metres
: 20 Nautical Miles
: 300mm 4th order Revolving
optic- of 4 Panels inside
2.4 m diameter lantern
house (J. Stone, India)
: 230V 400 W Metal halide
lamp
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
(standby gen set provided)

Year first light
Commissioned on : 1979
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1998
Post
: Manakkodam Lighthouse,
Andhakaranazhy
PATTANKAD (688 531)
Telecom
: 0478-2562364

The Manakkodam Lighthouse is about 40 km south of Cochin and 8 Km from
Pattankad on NH-47. There is a metalled road up to the Lighthouse. There is a shallow
bay in front of the Lighthouse. It is the main source of fishing. A net work of brackish
water canals and ponds for Prawn culture has been developed in the region. The region
was part of Trvancore state prior to independence. Travancore state was merged with
Kerala state on 1st November 1956.
There wasn‟t any system of aids to navigation in this region earlier to this
Lighthouse main purpose of which is to assist the coastal shipping. A 30m cylindrical
tower was first planned in 1972 which had to be changed to a four column RCC structure
supporting a service room in order to reduce the load on the foundation wells due to the
weak substrata. The completion of the project was considerably delayed. The tower could
be completed in 1979 and the equipment supplied by M/s. J. Stone, India, was installed
on it. The lighthouse was commissioned on the 1st August 1979. Subsequently the
incandescent light source was replaced by a 230 V 400W Metal halide lamp on
21stSeptember 1998. The direct drive system was also integrated simultaneously.

ALLEPPEY LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0706
: 090 29.5‟N
760 19.3‟E
Character
: flash White every 15 seconds.
Tower
: 28m high circular masonry
tower (Red and white bands)
Height above MSL 33 metres
Range
: 25 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 250mm 4 Panel revolving
optic assembly inside 2.0m
diameter Lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 230V 150W MH lamp
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1862
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1952, 1960, 1998, 1999
Post
: Alleppey Lighthouse,
ALAPPUZHA (688 012)
Telecom
: 0477-2253459

Alleppey (Alappuzha-as locally pronounced) town is well connected-by Road
(NH-47) and Railway network. And being situated on the southern end of Vembanad
backwaters it is an important centre of back waters canal system. The famous
Jawahar Trophy Boat race takes place in the back waters near here. Alleppey is also
an important centre for coir products.
Alleppey was a principal port of the erstwhile princely state of Travancore.
The Alleppey port and canal network was founded by the visionary Prime minister of
Travancore Raja Kesava Das during the rule of Sri Rama Rajah Bahadur. The port
was commissioned in the year 1772 and within short period vessels from most Indian
and European ports started calling. There was no regular lighthouse provided in 18th
century-only a light, provided on the pier head.served the mariners.
The construction of the present Lighthouse tower was taken up when
Marthanda Varma-II was the ruler of Travancore. It was completed in the year 1861,
during the reign of Rama Varma. A 1st order optical equipment with coconut oil
double wick lamp light-source supplied by M/s. Chance Bros. Birmingham was
installed and commissioned into service on 28th March 1862. The same equipment
continued to serve till 1952 when it was replaced by 500 mm drum optic and DA gas
flasher of AGA make.
The main supply was extended to the station in 1960 as such an electrically
operated 4th order revolving optic system supplied by M/s BBT, Paris replaced the
old equipment and was commissioned on 4th August 1960. The direct drive system
was incorporated on 8th April 1998 and a separate emergency light in 300 mm lantern
on 30th December 1998. The incandescent lamp was replaced by 230V 150W Metal
halide lamp on 28th February 1999.

KOVILTHOTTAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0710
: 080 59.0‟N
760 31.5‟E
: flash White every 5 seconds
: 18m high square masonry
tower (Black and white
bands)
: 20 metres
: 15 Nautical Miles
: 250 mm 4th order cut and
polished Drum optic inside
1.8 m diameter Lantern
House (BBT)
: 230V 500W incandescent
electric lamp
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
: 1953
: 1962, 1999
: Kovilthottam Lighthouse,
CHAVARA (691 007)
: 0476- 2680150

The Lighthouse station is approachable by road via Chavara, Kollam (Quilon)
which is the rail head. The Lighthouse has been provided to serve the port of Neendakara situated at the entrance to Ashtamudi Back waters.
The coastal belt upto Kayamkulam is rich in rare earths which is the principal
export commodity from Neendakara port. Prior to the construction of the Lighthouse,
there was a flag staff standing at the spot. A wooden trestle tower was erected
subsequently and a flashing DA gas light was commissioned on 14th February 1953.
This was meant to be a temporary arrangement till the masonry tower was completed
during 1960-1961. The equipment supplied by M/s. BBT, Paris was installed and
commissioned into service on 1st January 1962. The emergency source was replaced
by 12V 100W Halogen lamp in a 200mm optic outside the lantern on 14th February
1999.

TANGASSERI POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0712
: 080 52.7‟N
760 34.0‟E
Character
: . flash (3) White every 15 seconds
Tower
: 41m high circular masonry
tower (Red and White
diagonal stripe)
Height above MSL: 42 metres
Range
: 20 Nautical Miles
Optical Equipment: 700 mm 2nd order 3 Panel
revolving optic inside 3.65m
diameter Lantern house (Chance Bros)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W Metal halide lamp
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1902
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1932, 1940, 1962, 1960,
1994
Post
: Tangasseri Lighthouse,
KOLLAM (Quilon).(691 007)
Telecom
: 0474-2795619

Tangasseri Point Lighthouse station is about 4 km from Quilon Railway Station on
Ernakulam – Trivandrum rail route. Quilon (Kollam) is also connected to back water inland
navigation system. In the 17thcentury Quilon was a separate principality. Its Raja gave
trading rights and permission to Dutch to build a fort at Quilon in 1665. In the 18th century
Marthanda Varma defeated all the regional Rajas and merged the entire region into the state
of Travancore. Travancore state entered into a treaty with the British and became their
protectorate in 1795.
The British East India Co had factories at Tellicherry & Anjengo and other interests
along the coast. To assist their fleet they raised a column at this site during the mid 19th
century and placed on it an oil lamp. The present Tangasseri point Lighthouse tower was
established in 1902. This tower has a brick masonry murette with wooden lining inside. The
optical equipment was supplied by M/s. Chance Bros, Birmingham. The PV light with a
55mm burner inside 2nd order optic was commissioned on 1st March 1902. Certain
modifications were carried out in 1932 and 1940.
In 1962 the PV light source was replaced by 230V 5 kW incandescent lamp The
system had to be reverted back to PV in 1967 due to non availability of lamps in stock. The
PV light source was replaced by 230V 400 W metal halide lamp which put in to operation
on 15th May 1994.
It is for record that several cracks had developed in the tower in 1930. As such
strengthening of tower by providing Jacketing masonry with special types of bricks
manufactured for the purpose was done in 1940 under the supervision of Mr AN Seal,
Engineer-in-Chief. The contractors were M/s Harrison Crossfield.

ANJENGO LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0715
: 080 40.4‟N
760 45.5‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 20 seconds
Tower
: 36m high circular concrete tower
(Black and white bands)
Height above MSL: 38 metres
Range
: 19 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: PRB-42 equipment (ANA)
Illuminant
: „D‟ type 30 V 200 W sealed
beam lamps inside 2.4 m
diameter lantern house
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1988
Subsequent
Innovations
: 2003
Post
: Anjengo Lighthouse,
ANJENGO (695 309)
Telecom
: 0472-2653658

Anjengo Lighthouse is about 6 km by road from Kadakkavur Railway station on
Ernakulam-Trivandrum route and is about 8 km from Atingal on NH-47. Anjengo
(Anjathenga as pronounced locally) is a fishing village. It was the part of the territory of
Attungal Rani‟s principality in the 17th century which later was merged with state of
Travancore.
Anjengo has a fort built (only a portion) by the Dutch towards the mid 17th
century. After they withdrew, the British East India Co was given permission to open a
trade centre at Anjengo. They subsequently established a factory here in 1684 and also
completed the fort. The present Lighthouse is situated very close to the fort.
There is no evidence of any conventional aid to navigation existing prior to the
present Lighthouse. It appears that in the beginning of 18th century, one of the round
columns of the fort on sea side must have been in use for placing lantern whenever the
vessel was expected to call.
The present lighthouse tower was in 1987 and the PRB-42 equipment supplied by
M/s. Asia Navigation Aids, New Delhi was installed. The lighthouse was commissioned
on 30th April 1988.
The `C‟ type sealed beam lamps were replaced by `D‟ type 30 V 200 W sealed
beam lamps and the equipment was brought inside the GI lantern house of 2.4m diameter
(FLEK type) on 30th April 2003.

VILINJAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0718
: 080 22.9‟N
760 58.8‟E
Character
: flash White every 15 seconds
Tower
: 36m high circular masonry
tower (Red and white bands)
Height above MSL: 57 metres
Range
: 31 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 500 mm 3 panel revolving
optic inside 3.65m diameter
Lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1960
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1972, 2003
Post
: Vizhinjam Lighthouse,
VIZHINJAM. (695 521)
Telecom
: 0472-2430337

Vilinjam, close to Kerala‟s famous Kovalam beach resort is a natural fishing harbour.
It is about 16 Km from Trivandrum. An all weather road connects Vilinjam to Trivandrum
(Thiruvananthapuram). It was a flourishing port during 18-19th century.
The Rulers of Travancore princely state claimed their descent from Cheras dynasty of
9thcentury. Travancore region stretched from south of Cochin to Kanyakumari and was
shared by six independent principalities till the rise of Raja Marthanda Varma (1706-58) who
defeated them all and consolidated the rule under his strong command. He shifted his capital
to Trivandrum, till then an insignificant town and re-built it by beautifully laying down wide
roads and construction of noble structures. He also improved the port and other
infrastructures for the development of trade and commerce. His successor Sri Rama Raja
Bahadur ably assisted by his prime minister Raja Kesava Das continued the process of
development. That Trivandrum was retained as capital city in preference to Calicut and
Cochin, after the independence and reorganisation of states, speaks highly of Marthanda
Varma‟s vision.
There is no sign of any lighted beacon of 18th century at Vilinjam. But there must
be existing a day mark beacon (flag mast) to assist the vessels enter the port. The port
remained neglected since the end of 19th century.
A lighted beacon was established in 1925 at nearby Kolachal. Subsequently a day
mark beacon was provided at Vilinjam during 1960. A major Lighthouse was next
planned for Vilinjam and completed in 1972. The equipment, supplied by M/s. BBT, Paris
was then installed and commissioned into service on 30th June 1972.The incandescent
lamp was replaced by 230 V 400 W Metal halide lamp and the direct drive system was
incorporated on 30th April, 2003.

LAKSHADWEEP
Lakshadweep-previously known as Laccadive, Minicoy & Amini is an
archipelago consisting of 12 atolls, 3 reefs and 5 Sand banks which lie between 8 degrees
and 12 North degrees latitudes and are 220 to 440 km away from main land (Cochin
port). There are in all 36 islands with land area of 32 sq km. Each of the islands except
Andrott is protected by lagoon on its south-western periphery. The area of all the lagoons
is 4200 sq km. Only 10 out of 36 islands are inhabited. Each island has a dense growth of
coconut palms. The flora of islands includes banana, colocasia, drumstick, bread fruit,
jack fruit and wild almond. The copra and coir are the principal export commodities from
Lakshadweep. Other important vocation here is fishing of famous Tuna fish. It is
processed for export at the canning factory, Minicoy. The principal markets for
Lakshdweep products are Calicut and Mangalore
The oceanic birds „tharathasi‟ (Sterna fuscata) and „karifetu‟ (Anous stolidus) are
generally found on Pitti island which is declared as bird‟s sanctuary. Other domestic birds
brought from mainland are seen in these islands but the crow and koel are available only
at Minicoy. They don‟t survive at any other island. Bangaram, Thinnakara & Parali form
a group of tiny islands, situated close to Agatti island is an international tourist spot.
There is a regular Air service between Cochin and Agatti from where the tourists are
taken to Bangaram by boats.
The Administration operates three passenger vessels from Cochin port to different
islands at regular frequency. In addition there is inter-island boat service. The islanders
depend generally on Machine cum Sailing vessels for the transportation of their cargo to
Mangalore and Beypore. The seamen from Minicoy are rated among the best in the world.
The language of the islands is Malayalam. However Mahl is the colloquial language of
Minicoy.
The earliest settlement on these islands began in the period of Cheraman Perumal,
the last ruler of Kerala, more than ten centuries ago while the fishermen from Ceylon
(Srilanka) and Maldives as well as the sailors from wrecked ships inhabited the island of
Minicoy. The saint Ubaidulla preached Islam to islanders in 7th century and all of them got
converted to Islam. The sovereignty of the islands remained with Hindu Raja of Chirakkal
up to the mid 16th century when the Muslim house of Arakkal of Cannanore took over the
control. Tipu Sultan annexed five northern islands, came to be known as Amini group, to
his Rule and administered them from Mangalore. Amini group passed on to the British in
1799 on defeat of Tipu Sultan.The British annexed the remaining islands in 1854. In 1908,
they placed Amini group (Chetlat, Bitra, Kiltan, Amini & Kadmat) under the Collector of
South Canara and Laccadive group (Agatti, Kavaratti, Andrott and Kalpeni) & Minicoy
under the Collector of Malabar under Madras presidency.At the time of Re-organisation of
states (1956) after independence these islands were formed in to a separate Union
Territory under an Administrator at Calicut-later on shifted to Kavaratti in 1964. The
territory was named Lakshadweep in 1973. At the turn of 19th century the all important
lighthouse stood at Minicoy now entered proudly in to the 21st century.

CHETLAT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy

Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0749
: 110 41.8‟N
720 43.1‟E
: flash (3) White every 30 seconds
: 30m high G.I. Trestle Tower
(Painted black and white)
: 36 metres
: 8 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm moulded glass
drum optic and
lantern (MLHW)
: 12V 100 W halogen lamp
: Radio beacon
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby gen set provided)
: 1984
: 1992, 1995
: Chetlat Lighthouse,
CHETLAT.
(682 554)
: 04899-276315

Chetlat island is the northern most inhabited island in Lakshadweep. There is a
fortnightly passenger vessel service from Cochin to Chetlat. In addition the inter Island
vessels also call on the island. The ships anchor at the southern anchorage about two NM
from the island. The passengers are transported by machine boats from anchorage to
Island. The Lighthouse is about one km from the Jetty.
There is no evidence of any light on the island earlier to the present one. The
island was being identified by tall coconut palms. The existing G.I. trestle tower, supplied
by M/s Kerala Electrical & Allied Industries, Cochin was erected during 1983-84 and the
DA gas equipment from Madras Lighthouse workshop was installed which was
commissioned in to service on the 14th May 1984. The MACE Radio beacon equipment
was installed at the station during 1992 and the transmission was put on the air on 15 th
December1992. The Radio Beacon was however discontinued in April 2003 as per the
decision taken at the meeting of CACL held in April 2000.
Subsequently the DA gas system was replaced by solar Battery operated
electronic flasher „Jyoti Punj‟ (JLWL) on 1stFebruary 1995.

BITRA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0750
: 110 35.8‟N
720 11.4‟E
Character
: Quick flash (9) White
every 10 seconds.
Tower
: 30m high G.I. Trestle tower
(Red and White bands)
Height above MSL : 33 metres
Range
: 9 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic & lantern
(JLWL)
Illuminant
: 12V 60 W Halogen lamp
Source of
Energy
: 12V Batteries Bank
charged by SPV modules.
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1977
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1984, 1995
Post
: C/o. Post office Chetlat,
CHETLAT (682 554)

The passenger vessels from Cochin call on this island whenever it touches Chetlatgenerally twice a month. The inter island ferry visits the island every week. Bitra‟s
peculiar feature is that it‟s a tiny island with very large lagoon surrounding it. There is no
charted anchorage for this island therefore ships don‟t anchor and keep slowly drifting in
the north eastern region from the island to discharge the passengers and cargo. There is
only one entrance in the reef for the boats, about 100 m wide with the depth of water up to
2.5 m.
There was no light provided on the island till 1977. A wooden trestle was erected
over which a 300mm equipment (BBT) was installed with DA gas operated flasher and
sun-valve. The light was commissioned on 15th May 1977. Subsequently the wooden
trestle was replaced by 30m high G.I. trestle tower supplied by M/s Kerala Electrical &
Allied Industries Ltd, Cochin. The equipment was replaced with 500mm size optic and
lantern with DA gas flasher from Madras LH Work shop. The equipment was
commissioned into service on 7th May 1984.
Under the programme of the modernization, Bitra was the first light attended by
the composite Installation party from Jamnagar and Cochin, in 1995, directly approaching
by M.V. Sagardeep from Okha. The DA gas equipment was removed and Jyoti Punj
electronic flasher (JLWL) operating on solar charged Batteries was installed in place. The
new system was commissioned into service on 30th October 1995.

KILTAN ISLAND
(NORTHEND) LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0752
: 110 29.8‟N
730 00.0‟E
: flash (2) White every 15 seconds
: 9m high circular R.C.C.
Tower (Painted White)
: 10 metres
: 11 Nautical Miles
: 300mm moulded glass
drum optic
(JLWL)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: 12V Battery charged by
SPV modules

: 1937
: 1945, 1976, 1995
: C/o. Kiltan Lighthouse,
KILTAN (682 558)

The North end Lighthouse on Kiltan Island is about 2 Km away from the Jetty.
Close to the Lighthouse about 600m Northwest lay the wreck of an oil tender since 1975.
The Northern islands of Kiltan, Kadmat, Chetlat, Bitra and Amini (Amini group)
have the regular sailing vessel trips since more than two centuries to Mangalore and
Beypore ports on mainland. The system of hoisting a flag / light to assist these vessels
also existed since then.
In 1937 an oil lamp used to be regularly exhibited from a mast 6m high fixed on
a 9m high masonry base. The system underwent modifications in 1945. During 1975-76
the present RCC Lighthouse Tower was constructed and DA gas equipment with 300mm
drum optic was installed and commissioned on 31stJanuary 1976. The sun valve was also
installed in order to regulate the operation of light.
The same equipment functioned till 1995 when the DA gas flasher and burner was
replaced by „Jyoti Punj‟ Electronic flasher working on batteries charged by solar power
on 19th January 1995. The installation was carried out by the composite team of Cochin
and Jamnagar.

KILTAN ISLAND (SOUTH END)
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0754
: 110 28.2‟N
730 00.5‟E
: flash White every 10 seconds
: 41m high circular C.C.
block masonry tower
(Red and White bands)
: 41metres
: 18 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm 4th order revolving
optic inside 2.4m diameter
Lantern house (J. Stone, India)
: 230 V 400 W Metal Halide
lamp
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
( standby genset provided )
:

1974

:
:

1977, 1995, 1999
Kiltan Lighthouse,
KILTAN (682 558)
04897-272353

:

The passenger vessels from Cochin call on the island at least three times a month.
and every week there is an inter island service to other islands. The island also has
regular cargo sailing vessels plying to Mangalore and Beypore ports. The charted
anchorage for ships is available off the northern end of the island. The passengers are
taken in Pablo boats from anchorage to island jetty provided for the passengers. The
lighthouse on South end is about 3 km from the Jetty.
There were a number of wrecks that took place in the close vicinity. It was
therefore felt necessary to establish a tall lighthouse on the southern tip of Kiltan Island.
A temporary light started functioning since 15th May 1974 from a 15m high wooden
trestle tower. It was a 500 mm equipment operating on DA gas regulated by a sun valve.
Simultaneously construction of tower with C.C. Blocks was taken up and completed in
1976. The PV equipment supplied by M/s. J. Stone, India, was brought at the site and
installed over the tower. The light was commissioned on 6th April 1977.
Under the scheme of modernization, the PV light was replaced by electric lamp
230V 1000 Won 20th January 1995. The installation was carried out by a composite team
from Jamnagar & Cochin landing at the island with all equipments, direct from Okha by
M.V. Sagardeep.
The incandescent lamp was replaced by 230V 400W metal halide lamp on the 31st
October 1999.

KADMAT ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0754.2
: 110 15.4 ‟N
720 47.4‟ E
: flash (4) White
every 20 seconds
: 30 m high G.I. trestle
tower (Painted white)
: 34 metres
: 8 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm size cut and
polished drum
optic (JLWL)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: 12V Battery charged by
SPV Modules
: 1984
:
:

1995
Kadmat Lighthouse,
KADMAT (682 556)

Kadmat Island is situated north of Amini Island. The two islands are separated by
a deep sea channel of about two km width. Kadmat is a long strip island of 8 km length
and of an average width of 500 m. After Androth and Minicoy, Kadmat island has the
thick growth of coconut palms. A ship wrecked on the reefs of this island in 1977. The
regular anchorage is charted off the southern tip. The sailing to the entrance into lagoon
and then up to the jetty takes more than an hour. The passenger vessel from Cochin visits
almost every week.
The Lighthouse is about 4.5 Km from Kadmat Jetty. A transport can be arranged
for going to lighthouse. There wasn‟t any light provided on the island earlier to this
present lighthouse although there was demand since long to establish one. In the year
1983 it was decided to provide a light on the northern tip of the island. Accordingly a
30m G.I. trestle tower supplied by M/s Kerala Electrical & Allied Industries Ltd, Cochin,
was erected and 300mm equipment supplied by Madras Lighthouse Workshop was
installed on the tower. The DA gas equipment was commissioned on 28th May 1984.
Under the programme of modernization the DA gas equipment was replaced by
JLWL equipment with „Jyoti Punj‟ electronic flasher operating on batteries charged by
solar panels by the composite Cochin-Jamnagar team The new equipment started
functioning on 7th November 1995.

AMINI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0754.4
: 110 06.7‟N
720 43.2‟E
: flash White every 15 seconds
: 30m high G.I. trestle tower
(Black and white bands)
: 34 metres
: 8 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm drum optic
(JLWL)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: 12V Battery charged by
SPV Modules
: 1984
: 1995
: Amini Lighthouse,
AMINI (682 552)

The main land passenger vessel service is available almost every week. Besides
the inter island ferry service is also available. There is anchorage close to the lagoon
entrance off north end and also the common anchorage between Kadmath and Amini
islands. The boats take about half an hour from anchorage to jetty. Amini is the principal
island of the northern group islands. Amini island retains its importance in terms of
population and is Taluk head quarters.
The Lighthouse is situated on the southern tip of the island and is about 2 km
from jetty. There is no evidence of any earlier lighthouse on the island. Amini had a
sizeable traffic of sailing vessels to mainland ports of Mangalore, Cannanore and
Beypore for the export of copra and coir and import of Rice and other commodities.
These country crafts were commanded by the islanders who were quite expert navigators.
However there was a flag staff erected on the north east end of island in the 19 th century.
Subsequently an oil lamp used to be hoisted from the same mast in the beginning of 20 th
century. After the Lighthouses were established on different islands the sailings became
more safe and less time consuming.
In the year 1984 the G.I. trestle tower was erected on its Southern tip so that
together with Lighthouse a Kadamath Island the two Lighthouses could mark the atoll.
The trestle tower was supplied by M/s Kerala Electrical & Allied Industrie Ltd, Cochin.
The DA gas equipment with 300mm optic from LH work shop, Madras, was installed on
this tower and was commissioned on 27thMay1984. The DA gas equipment was replaced
by halogen lamp, and „Jyoti Punj‟ flasher operating on Batteries charged by solar panels
by the composite Cochin-Jamnagar team. It was commissioned on 1stNovember 1995.

THINNAKARA ISLET LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0754.6
: 100 56.6‟N
720 19.0‟E
: flash White every 5 seconds.
: 12m high wooden trestle
tower
(Painted white)
: 12 metres
: 9 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic (JLWL)
: 12V 60 W Halogen lamp
: Battery charged by
SPV modules
: 1993
: 1995
: C/o. Agatti Lighthouse,
AGATTI (682 553)

Bangaram Island, surrounded by tiny islands of Tinakkara and Parali providing it
a natural protection against cyclones, is the famous international tourist sea resort.
Tinakkara islet lies at the entrance of this resort. It is about 6 km from Agatti island
which has an air strip. The local Pablo boats ply between Agatti and Tinakkara /
Bangaram.
The ships from Cochin anchor at Agatti from where Pablo boats can be engaged
to reach Tinakkara islet. Air service is available between Cochin / Dabolim (Goa) and
Agatti. The lighthouse on Thinnakkara islet serves mainly the tourist Pablo boats and
fishing boats from Agatti. There is a thick coconut palm growth on the island. These trees
belong to residents of Agatti Island.
The equipment consisting of DA gas flasher inside a 500 mm drum optic with sun
valve was installed over a 12m high wooden trestle tower erected at this site in 1993. The
light was commissioned on 23rd December 1993. After wards in 1995 the light was
converted into solar power operated light with „Jyoti Punj‟ electronic timer. The new
system was installed by the Cochin-Jamnagar composite team and was commissioned
into service on 13th November 1995.

AGATTI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0754.7
: 100 52.5‟N
720 12.3‟E
: flash (3) White every
30 seconds
: 30 m high G.I. trestle tower
(Painted white)
: 35 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500mm cut and polished
drum optic (JLWL)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: Battery charged by
SPV modules
: 1976
: 1986, 1995
: Agathi Lighthouse,
AGATTI (682 553)

Agatti is better known as island situated close to the international tourist resort at
Bangaram Island It is the only island with an Air Strip provided for the landing of small
aircrafts. There is a regular Air service between Cochin / Dabolim (Goa) and Agatti. A
helicopter service is available from Agatti to Kavaratti. The passenger vessels visit the
island almost 4 times a month while Inter island vessels visit quite frequently.
Agatti Island has regular sailings of Machine cum Sailing vessels for Mangalore
and Beypore ports for the purpose of export of island products and import of grains and
other essential items. There was n‟t any Lighthouse provided on the island earlier. The
tall coconut palm trees, length and shape of the island used to serve as the guide to
navigation. A mast was provided at the entrance of lagoon.
With the increase in marine activities the need for a regular Lighthouse was felt.
A light on 15m high wooden trestle tower was commissioned on 25th May 1976. It was a
DA gas equipment in 300 mm optic with sun valve. In 1985 a 30m high GI trestle
supplied by M/s Kerala Electrical & Allied Industries, Cochin, was erected and 500mm
optical equipment with DA gas burner from LH work shop, Madras, was commissioned
into operation on 28th February 1986.
Under the programme of modernization, the DA gas equipment was replaced by
„Jyoti Punj‟ electronic flasher (JLWL) on 7thNovember1995 by the combined Installation
team of Jamnagar and Cochin sailing direct from Okha by M.V Sagardeep.

ANDROTH (EAST END)
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0755
: 100 48.8‟N
730 42.1‟E
: flash (2) White every 10 seconds
: 33 m high square masonry tower
(Black and white bands)
: 35 metres
: 16 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic and Lantern (BBT)
: 230V 1000 W incandescent lamp
: RACON ( Code „D‟)
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
: 1967
: 1991
: Androth Lighthouse,
ANDROTH (682 551)
: 04893 - 232507

Androth is the only island in Lakshadweep, lying East to West. All other islands
lie North to South. There has been regular Sailing vessel traffic between Beypore and
Androth. Most of the vessels and country crafts sailing to other islands also touch
Androth for change over / replenishment. There is a regular passenger vessel service
every week from Cochin to Andhroth. It is an important island for its size and population.
Its importance is also due to the Saint Ubaidulla who preached Islam to the Islanders, lies
buried here His grave is the sacred place. Preachers from Androth are deeply respected in
these islands and in countries of far East. Androth is the Taluka head quarters.
Though not included in early 20th century list of lights, but there was a beacon
existing on the Eastern coast of island since the end of 19th century. This must have been
destroyed during one of the cyclones. No remains of any lighthouse are seen now. The
UT Administration pressed during 1950s to establish a modern lighthouse on this island
urgently. Accordingly the Madras office of the Deptt of Lighthouses & Lightships first
erected a 15 m wooden trestle at the corner of the present site 3 km away from jetty, in
1962. A DA gas flasher in 300 mm optic was installed on the trestle and was
commissioned in the year 1963. Simultaneously the construction of a masonry lighthouse
tower was planned on which work began in 1964. The tower was completed in 1966 and
installation of DA gas equipment was taken up immediately there after. The lighthouse
was commissioned on 1st May 1967.
The DA gas equipment was replaced by an electronic flasher and incandescent
lamp on 20th May 1991. The Racon of MACE origin was also installed simultaneously
which became operational on 25th May 1991.

ANDROTH (WEST END) LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0755.2
: 100 48.8‟N
730 39.7‟E
: flash White every 15 seconds
: 10m high circular Concrete
tower (Painted white)
: 15 metres
: 12 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic and
lantern (BBT)
: 230V 1000 W
incandescent lamp
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
: 1975
: 1991
: C/o. Androth (East) Lighthouse,
ANDROTH (682 557)

The Lighthouse on the West End of Androth Island is about 2 Km from
the jetty.
There was only a wooden post, which functioned as beacon, prior to the
present Lighthouse constructed early in the 1975. The installation of equipment
took more time and finally it was commissioned on 20th December 1975.The
equipment functioned faithfully till 1991 when the main supply was extended to
the Lighthouse. The DA gas burner was replaced by 230V 1000W incandescent
lamp operating on „Dhoomketu‟ flasher supplied by Electronic Laboratory,
Jamnagar. The new equipment was commissioned on 25th May 1991.

KAVARATTI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0755.5
: 100 33.7‟N
720 38.9‟E
Character
: flash White every 5 Seconds.
Tower
: 38m high circular R.C.C.
tower (Painted white)
Height above MSL: 40 metres
Range
: 18 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: PRB-42 Sealed Beam inside
2.4m diameter lantern House
(M/s. Asia Navigational Aids)
Illuminant
: 3 rows of 2 Nos. `D‟ type 30V
200W sealed Beam lamps
Source of Energy : Mains Supply 440V 50 Hz
(Stand by Genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1962
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1976, 1988, 2002
Post
: Kavaratti Lighthouse,
KAVARATTI (682 555)
Telecom
: 04896-262286

There is a regular passenger ship service almost every week between Cochin and
Kavaratti Island. Besides there is helicopter service to Agathi Island connecting air service
to Cochin. There is good frequency of inter island ship service provided to this island .The
Lighthouse is about 3 km from Kavaratti Jetty.
After a spell at Calicut the head quarter of UT was shifted to Kavaratti island in
1964.The steamers SS Seafox and SS Rajalakshmi tended to the islands prior to MV
Laccadive, MV Amindivi and MV Bharatseema. During the early years the sailing vessels
were the only means of transport. The machine-cum-sailing vessels are still the principal
carriers of cargo between Islands and Beypore and Mangalore ports. Kavaratti has a
historic mosque with beautiful carvings on coconut wood. There is also a Marine
Aquarium displaying some of the rare species of marine life. The UT Administration
maintains a boat building yard to support the fishing industry in Lakshadweep.
There wasn‟t any lighthouse provided on Kavaratti Island earlier to 1962. The sea
traffic rapidly increased after 1956 as such a temporary lighted beacon on a wooden mast,
erected at the entrance of lagoon was provided in 1962. Later on in 1976 a 15m wooden
trestle tower was raised on the present site on East coast of Kavaratti. A300 mm
equipment operating on DA gas was installed on it. The light was commissioned on 20 th
May 1976.
In the year 1984-85 construction of 38m high R.C.C. tower was taken up and
completed in 1988. The PRB-42 equipment supplied by M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New
Delhi inside a Lantern house was installed and was formally commissioned on 28th
October 1988. In order to increase the intensity of the lighthouse, `C‟ type lamps were
replaced by `D‟ type 30V 200W sealed beam lamps on 31st December 2002.

VALIYAKARA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0755.6
: 100 08.2‟N
720 19.7‟E
: flash White every 15 seconds.
: 15m high G.I. Trestle tower
(Painted white)
: 16 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm cut and polished
drum optic (JLWL)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
: 1983
: 1995, 1998

The passenger vessels do not touch this uninhibited island. Approach is possible
only by the Lighthouse tender MV Sagardeep or by engaging the special boats from
Kavaratti.
Valiyakara is the northern portion of Suhelipar atoll. The southern portion,
Cheriyakara is separated only during high tides. There is common lagoon between the
two. The coconut palms on the island belong to the residents of Kavaratti who visit the
island during fair season every year for fishing and collection of coconuts. It was for their
benefit that lighthouse was required to be provided at the northern tip of Valiyakara.
The15m wooden trestle tower was erected in 1983 and the DA gas equipment
supplied by the Madras LH workshop was installed over it. The lighthouse was
commissioned in to service on 26th March 1983.
The light source was replaced by halogen lamp operating on „Jyoti Punj‟ flasher
(JLWL) produced by Electronics Laboratory, Jamnagar and installed by combined team
of Jamnagar and Cochin. The new equipment powered by solar energy was put into
operation on 22nd November 1995. The wooden trestle tower has been replaced by a 15m
GI trestle tower during 1998.

CHERIYAKARA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously Suhelipar Lighthouse)
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 0756
: 100 02.0‟N
720 17.0‟E
: flash (2) White every
20 seconds
: 30m high C.I. Circular
tower tapering towards
top on R.C.C. pedestal
(Red and White bands)
: 38 metres
: 19 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic inside 2.4m diameter
lantern house (JLWL)
: 24V 250 W Halogen lamp
: RACON (Code „O‟)
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules
: 1975
: 1985, 1995

The passenger ships don‟t call at this uninhabited Island It has to be approached
by Lighthouse tender M.V. Sagardeep or by special boats engaged from Kavaratti.
M.V.Sagardeep anchors at Northern tip off Valiya Kara. From anchorage the remaining
distance through the lagoon to Cheriyakara has to be covered by Pablo boats.
The whole of Suhelipar atoll is in two parts Valiyakara and Cheriyakara; they are
connected by a narrow as well as shallow sand bar which dries down during low tides.
The entire atoll is uninhabited island. The islanders from Kavaratti have planted coconut
trees on the island. They camp on the island for collection of coconuts and Tuna fishing
during the fair season.
The island lies on Aden – Colombo Sea route, therefore this light is an important
landmark. The cast iron tower designed by Mr SK Lahiri and supplied by M/s
B.B.T.Paris was erected here in the year 1974-75 over which FLEK lantern house
supplied by M/s India Oxygen Ltd, was installed. The lighting equipment – Dal‟en mixer
with 4 sets of mantles inside 300 mm revolving optic assembly supplied by M/s AGA,
England was installed and commissioned into service on 24th April 1975. The system
consisted of gas motor to revolve the optic assembly. In 1985 the „Marconi‟ Racon with
code „O‟ was installed on the Lighthouse which became operational on 15th March 1985
Under the programme of substituting the DA gas, the revolving optic assembly was
taken out and the 500mm drum optic with halogen lamp operating on „Jyoti Punj‟
(JLWL) flasher and VRLA Batteries charged by solar panels was installed by joint team
of Cochin and Jamnagar and was commissioned into service on 17th November 1995.

KALPENI ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0757
: 100 04.9‟N
730 38.9‟E
Character
: flash (3) White 20 seconds
Tower
: 37m high C.C. block
masonry tower
(Black and White bands)
Height above MSL: 44 metres
Range
: 18 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 300mm 4th order revolving
optic inside 2.4m diameter
lantern (J. Stone, India)
Illuminant
: 230V 400 W Metal halide lamp
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz;
(standby gen set provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1976
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1995, 1999
Post
: Kalpeni Lighthouse,
KALPENI (682 557)
Telecom
: 04895-252628

Lighthouse provided earlier on the island Kalpeni is the island nearest to Cochin.
It takes only overnight sailing from Cochin to reach. Kalpeni. There is a regular
passenger vessel service from Cochin. The inter island vessels also call on the island. In
addition the machine sailing vessels belonging to islanders ply between Beypore and
Kalpeni.
The tall coconut palms and shape of islands used to serve as identification marks
for the islands. However with the increase in sea traffic and fishing activities, necessity to
provide a powerful lighthouse at Kalpeni was felt. As such this Lighthouse project was
planned during the early 1970‟s. The 37m high tower was constructed with heavy CC
Blocks. The lighthouse tower was completed in 1976 and then the Revolving optic,
Lantern house and PV equipments were installed. The entire equipment component was
supplied by M/s. J. Stone, India, Calcutta. The light was commissioned on 21stNov 1976.
The change over from PV to electrically operated light was taken up in 1995. The
PV Burner and mantel was replaced by 230V 1000W incandescent lamp. The entire work
of the change over was carried out by the joint Installation team from Jamnagar and
Cochin. All the items including power generating set were transported direct from Okha
to Kalpeni island by MV Sagardeep. The electric light was commissioned into service on
10th February 1995.
The incandescent lamp was replaced by 230V 400W metal halide lamp on 31st
October 1999.

MINICOY ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0758
: 80 16.0‟ N
730 01.6‟E
Character
: flash White every 15 seconds.
Tower
: 48 m high Brick masonry
Tower- with wide base and
tapering towards top
(Painted white)
Height above MSL: 47 metres
Range
: 26 Nautical Miles
Optical Equipt.
: 920 mm size 1st order
revolving optic assembly of
3 Panels inside 3.66 m diameter
Lantern house (BBT, Paris)
Illuminant
: 230V 400 W Metal Halide lamp
Other Aids
: i) DGPS Station
ii) RACON (Code „G‟)
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby gensets provided)
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1885 (2nd February 1885)
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1928, 1968, 1982, 1985,
1995, 1998, 2003
Post
: Minicoy Lighthouse,
MINICOY (682 559)
Telecom
: 04892-222264

There is a regular passenger vessel service between Cochin and Lakshadweep
Islands touching Minicoy Island also on alternate schedules. The island is approached
from anchor- age bears the place of pride by pablo boats. The lighthouse is about 5 km
away from jetty.
Minicoy island has interesting history. The original settlers on this island were
fishermen and sailors as such Minicoy has been traditionally giving most efficient seamen
to various world liners. During 18-19th century the passing steam ships used to anchor off
this island for taking the seamen recruits and replenish their stock of coconuts etc. while
the crew utilized the break for merry-making. The old time mariners have described
Minicoy as women‟s island as most of the men used to be away always on sea.
Of all the Lighthouses built by the British in India during 19th century, Minicoy
Lighthouse has a place of pride due to its beautiful structure as well as its strategic
location. It is the only Lighthouse on which the national Tricolor unfurls every day-prior
to taking over by the Govt of India, British Union jack used to be hoisted every day.
The ship wrecks was a regular feature on the reefs of Minicoy during earlier
centuries.In the 18th century there were four major shipwrecks recorded. Although the
islanders had raised a mast on Bastered point on north-western end of the island but that
was hardly adequate. The island assumed strategic importance after the opening of the
Suez Canal in 1869, which shortened the sea distance between Europe and Far East by
4000 miles. The British Government in consultation with then Governor General of India,
Lord Rippon, decided in 1882 to construct a 150 feet tall Lighthouse at Minicoy.

The ceremony of laying the first stone was performed in May 1883 by Howah
Manika Bephanu, the youngest daughter of Amin of Minicoy, M.Bephanu. The special
Birmingham black bricks, Structural steel, other hard ware and wooden items, special
cement made in Holland and the components of lighting equipments, supplied by M/s
Chance Bros, Birmingham, were all brought from England by a special ship which
remained anchored at Minicoy till the completion of project. The experienced Masons and
skilled workers were brought from Ceylon. The tower was ready in March 1884 and the
installation of equipment completed in December 1884.The Mechanics for installation had
been sent from England. The lighthouse was formally inaugurated on 2ndFebruary 1885 in
presence of Minicoy Amin and Sir James Douglas representing the British Govt, who
specially came from England for the purpose.
Minicoy Lighthouse remained under the direct control of Board of Trade, England
up till 1934 then it was placed under the charge of the Superintendent, Imperial
Lighthouse Service, Colombo. This arrangement continued even after the independence.
In 1952 Governor of Madras Mr Sriprakash, on his visit to island observed the Union
jack on the lighthouse, raised objection and took up the matter with the Govt of India.
The British Government did not transfer the administration of Lighthouse to the
Government of India till April 1956. The De-Jure transfer had to wait further, till 19th
September 1963, as both houses of the British Parliament had to pass a requisite
legislation, which required the assent by the Queen of England.
The ceremony of the formal transfer of Lighthouse was held on 2nd April 1956
when the Union Jack was lowered and the Indian Tricolor was hoisted. A guard of
honour was presented by the contingent of Indian Navy Ship `TIR‟ representing the Govt
of India. Mr Rees. Superintendent of Imperial Lighthouse Service, represented the British
Govt, He had specially come for the ceremony but turned emotional and could not utter a
single word. He abruptly went away to his boat and left the island.
Due to its importance this lighthouse has witnessed development. at regular pace.
In year 1928 the wick lamp was replaced by 35mm PV Burner. In the year 1968 major
transformation took place.The 1st order optic assembly in 3.66m diameter lantern house
and 85 mm PV Burner supplied by M/s B.B.T. Paris, replaced the old equipment. In
1981-82 „Nautel‟ (Canada) Radio beacon was installed and put on the Air on 31st January
1982. The Racon ( Marconi) was added on 21st March 1985. The PV light source was
replaced by 230V 400W Metal halide lamp which on 9th May 1995. The Differential Geo
Positioning System (DGPS) equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A.
and supplied by M/s. Elcom Marine, Mumbai was integrated on 15th August 1998 and the
Radio beacon discontinued. The old „Nautel‟ transmitter war replaced by SAC , USA
make transmitter on 30th June, 2003.
A commemorative postal stamp of Re. 1.00 denomination was issued on the
occasion of the centenary of Minicoy Lighthouse on 2nd February1985.The lighthouse
was re-dedicated to the service of Mariners at a ceremony held on the occasion.
On his visit to Minicoy Prime Minister Rajeev Gandhi accompanied by wife
Sonia and son Rahul had climbed the lighthouse on the early morning of 24th November
1985.
Special stamp on Minicoy Lighthouse
Centenary (1885 – 1985)

MUTTAM POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0724
: 080 07.4‟N
770 19.1‟E
: flash White every 5 sec.
: 20m high hexagonal masonry
tower
(Black and white bands)
: 43m
: 23 NM
: 700mm 2nd order 4 Panel
Revolving optic inside
3.65m dia Lantern house
(Chance Bros., Birmingham)
: 230V 400W Metal halide
lamp
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz;
(standby genset provided)
: 1875
: 1909, 1910, 1994, 1996
: Muttam Point Lighthouse,
MUTTAM (629 202)
: 04651-537223

Muttam Point Lighthouse is situated in Muttamtura village on the top of steep cliff.
Close to the Lighthouse there is a grove of palm trees which is quite conspicuous. The
lighthouse station is about 18 km west of Nagarcoil Railway station and is connected by an
all weather road. The region was part of Travancore state till the reorganization of states on
1st November 1956 when it was transferred to Tamilnadu.
Earlier to the year 1875 a light used to be hoisted from a mast for the benefit of local
fishermen. Then a column was constructed and the light in a 6th order optic was shifted on to
this column-it was painted in Black and White bands. The British planned the new
lighthouse tower at Muttam after they had taken control of Colombo so as to assist their
vessels plying between Colombo and ports on India‟s west coast. A masonry tower around
the column was constructed during 1874-75 and a 4th order optical equipment with wick
lamp supplied by M/s Chance Bros, Birmingham was installed over the new tower.
The 2nd order optical equipment and PV light source were supplied by M/s. Chance
Bros., Birmingham, and was installed over the new tower during November-December 1909.
The new Lighthouse was formally commissioned into service on 1st January 1910.
The PV burner was replaced by 230 V 400 W Metal halide lamp and the emergency
source by 12V 100W Halogen lamp on the 30th November 1994. The direct drive system was
incorporated on 30th April 1996.

CAPE COMORIN LIGHTHOUSE
(Kanniyakumari Lighthouse)
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0726
: 080 04.8‟N
770 32.8‟E
Character
: flash (2) White every 20 sec.
Tower
: 30m high square masonry
tower (Red and white bands)
Height above MSL: 64m
Range
: 29 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 375mm 3rd order 4 Panel
revolving optic inside
2.50m dia Lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1904
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1971, 1994, 1999
Post

: Kanniyakumari Lighthouse,

Telecom

KANNIYAKUMARI.
(629 702)
: 04652-46269

Kanniyakumari is a prominent tourist centre known for the confluence of three seasIndian Ocean, Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal, Vivekananda rock memorial and the giant
statue of Saint Thiruvalluvar erected on a rock in sea in the year 2000.Kanniyakumari is the
terminus for National Rail & Road system. The tourism and fishing are the main activities
here. The region was part of Travancore state till the reorganization of states on linguistic
basis on 1st November 1956.
There is no evidence of any conventional lighthouse provided here up to 19 th century.
In 1904 a flag staff was erected in Port area and hoisting of a globular lantern with wick
lamp on this mast began for the first time. This used to be discontinued during monsoon.
The flag staff and light remained in service for many years but it is not known
exactly when it was discontinued. The present lighthouse tower was constructed during
1969-71. The optical equipment supplied by M/s. BBT, Paris was installed on this tower and
commissioned into service on 4th November 1971. The emergency DA gas source was
replaced by 12V 100W halogen lamp on 30th November 1994. The main light source was
replaced by 230V 400W Metal halide lamp on 30th April 1999

MANAPPAD POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0730
: 080 22.3‟N
780 03.9‟E
: flash (2) White every 10 sec.
: 18m high circular masonry
tower (Red and white
diagonal strips)
: 45m
: 23 NM
: 500mm 3rd order 2 Panel
revolving optic inside
3.65m dia Lantern house
(Chance Bros.)
: 230V 400W Metal halide
lamp
:

Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)

:

1888

:

1901, 1902, 1994

:

Manappad Lighthouse,
MANAPPAD (628 209)
: 04639-26229

Manappad point is a high sandy head land jutting into the sea on the south
side of the Manappad Bay-along its coast line is situated Manappad fishing village.
On the summit of promontory and close to the lighthouse is situated the Holy Cross
Church built in 1581. The great apostle St. Francis Xavier visited Manappad in 1542
and again in 1543.
Manappad is known as Pearl Fishing harbour. It is about 70 km from
Kanniyakumari and 18 Km from Tiruchendur and is connected by an all weather
road.
The Lighthouse tower was built in1887-88 under Madras Presidency Control.
rd
The 3 order optical equipment supplied by M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham was
installed and the lighthouse was commissioned in to service on 30th March 1888. The
murette of the lantern room is of brick masonry raised from inner lining of the tower
masonry wall.
The oil wick lamp was replaced by a PV Burner of 55 mm size in the year
1902 after some modifications in the lighthouse carried out in 1901. Mr D. Alan
Stevenson LH Expert had visited the lighthouse in 1926 and found it be functioning
satisfactory.
After more than 90 years of its existence the Electric main supply could be
extended to the station. The PV light source was replaced by 230V 400 W Metal
halide lamp and was commissioned on 31st August 1994.

PANDIYANTIVU LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0734
: 080 47.1‟N
780 11.9‟E
Character
: flash White every 10 sec.
Tower
: 45m high circular concrete
tower (Black and white
diagonal bands)
Height above MSL: 48m
Range
: 28 NM
Optical Equipment: 375mm 3rd order 2 Panel
revolving optic (J Stone & Co.)
Illuminant
: 100V 3500W Incandescent
lamp
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1845
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1906, 1935, 1980, 1999
Post
: Pandiyan Tivu Lighthouse,
Via Tuticorin Harbour Estate,
TUTICORIN (628 004)
Telecom
: 0461-2352502

Pandiyan Tivu Lighthouse is the main Lighthouse for the Port of Tutikkodi
(Tuticorin) on the Western side of the Gulf of Mannar. There are number of islets/reefs in
the region. Tivu is the Tamil version of Sanskrit „Dweep‟ (Island). Pandiyan Tivu an
island earlier, was known as Hare Island. It is connected to the main land by an all weather
road after reclamation. The Lighthouse is situated on the northern end of Pandiyan Tivu
that is about 4.5 km from the town of Tutikkodi.
The port of Tuticorin (Tutikkodi) has been an important commercial centre since
the late 18th century. The steamers from this port sailed up to Calcutta, Madras, Colombo,
Bombay, Bhavnagar and Karachi. A conventional wick lamp-light burning on vegetable
oil, in a 6th order optic was being exhibited from a flag post since the year 1845.
Subsequently a masonry column replaced the mast. The system continued till 1905 when
the column was improved and its height was increased to 28 feet. A wick lamp burning the
mineral oil inside 4th order drum optic was placed on the column.
As the traffic at the port increased, the demand to improve the lighthouse came.
In 1930-35 a tower of 30 m height was constructed and a flashing PV lighting equipment
supplied by M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham was installed on it. Subsequently when the
electricity mains supply was extended to the Lighthouse towards 1970‟s it was decided to
provide an electrically operated Lighthouse. The present Reinforced concrete Tower 45m
high was completed in December 1979 over which the equipment supplied by M/s. J.
Stone & Co. (India) was installed and commissioned on 28th April 1980. A Racon emitting
code „O‟ has been provided separately in the port area. The DGPS equipment to be
installed at the station shortly.

KILAKKARAI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0738
: 090 13.5‟N
780 47.0‟E
: flash White every 15 sec.
: 30m high Hexagonal
concrete tower
(Red and white bands)
: 35m
: 19 NM
: PRB-42 equipment (ANA)
with „D‟ type 30V 200W
Sealed beam lamps inside 2.4m
diameter lantern house
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
: 1979
: 2003
: Kalikkarai Lighthouse,
KALIKKARAI – RAMNAD.
(623 517).
: 04567-241377

Kilakkarai Lighthouse is about 17 Km from nearest Railway station
Ramanadpuram and is connected by an all weather road.
There wasn‟t any light existing at this site prior to the present Lighthouse.
The coast between Thonithura and Valinokkam point has chain of islets and shoals.
The main activity in the region is fishing. A flag mast was the only assistance to the
fishermen-mostly. With the increase in activities the region needed to be marked with
a powerful light for the caution against the dangers. As such this Lighthouse was
planned during 1974-75. The construction of the tower was completed towards the
mid 1979 and the PRB – 42 equipment supplied by M/s. Asia Navigation Aids Ltd.,
New Delhi, was installed on the tower. The Lighthouse was commissioned into
service on 2nd October 1979.
The `C‟ type sealed beam lamps were replaced by `D‟ type 30V 200W
sealed beam lamps on 30th April 2003.

KODIKKARAI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0902
: 100 16.7‟N
490 49.6‟E
: flash White every 10 sec.
: 45m high concrete Tower
(Red and white bands)
: 48m
: 20 NM
: ERB-12 / MK II (ANA)
inside 2.0 m diameter
lantern house
: 12V 60 W Incandescent
lamps
: Batteries charged by Solar
panels. Mains supply 440V
50 Hz (standby genset provided)
: 1998
: : Kodikkarai Lighthouse,
KODIKKARAI (614 807)
: 04369-272415

There wasn‟t any Lighthouse provided at the site prior to the present
Lighthouse. The point Calimere light about 5 Km East of Kodikkarai, was the only
navigational aid for assisting the mariners.
A new Lighthouse was planned during 1994-95 and soon the construction
began. The tower was completed in 1997. The ERB equipment supplied by M/s.
ANA Navaids Ltd., New Delhi, was installed inside a 2.0m dia Lantern house. This
lantern was originally at old Pulicat Lighthouse and was refurbished at Madras
Lighthouse workshop before having been installed at Kodikkarai. The Lighthouse
was formally commissioned on the 9th March 1998.
There was regular ferry service between Kodikkarai and Kankesanthurai port
of Srilanka This was discontinued during 1960‟s.

POINT CALIMERE LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0910
: 100 17.4‟N
790 52.3‟E
: flash (3) White every 10 sec.
: 16m high circular masonry
Tower (Painted white)
: 13m
: 15 NM
: 300mm cut and polished
drum optic (AGA) inside
2.43m dia Lantern house
(Chance Bros.)
: 12V 100 W Halogen lamp
: RACON (Code „K‟)
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules.
: 1890
: 1902, 1933, 1986, 1996
: Point Calimere Lighthouse,
KODIKKARAI,
(614 807)
: 04369-272425

Nearest Railway station is Nagapattinam-about 50 Km from point Calimere.
There is a cart track about 5 Km from Kodikkarai village to Point Calimere through
forest area for which permission has to be obtained from Forest Department before
entering the region and using the cart track.
„Calimere‟ is the Dutch word for beautiful. Towards the end of 16th century, the
Dutch contingent had camped on this coast and so the name. They must have raised some
land mark for the identification but no such ruins are seen now. The first ever lighthouse
was provided here in the 8th century during the regime of Raj-raja Chola. It was a mound
of stones over which logs were burnt as the source of illumination.
The present Lighthouse was built in 1890 during British regime for the benefit of
the vessels approaching the port of Nagapattinam. It was an ordinary wick lamp. In 1902
a 4th order optic with occulting flashing light was introduced in place of wick lamp. In
1926 when the LH Expert Mr Stevenson visited the place, he mentioned in his report that
he could not enter the tower as it was locked and the light keeper was absent.
The „Dallan Mixer‟ equipment operating on DA gas,with three panel 150 mm
size revolving optic, of AGA make (Ex Armagon LH),was installed in 1933 in place of
the 4th order optic. This equipment was earlier at Armagon lighthouse which was
abandoned in 1928. The same equipment functioned satisfactorily till 1995. The entire
equipment was replaced by a 300 mm drum optic with electronic flasher (JLWL) &12 V
100 W halogen lamp operating on Batteries charged by Solar panels, on 31st March 1996.
In 1986 a „Racon‟ transmitting code „K‟ was installed on the tower by ONGC for
their oil exploration programme.

NAGAPPATTINAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminants
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0914
: 100 45.9‟N
790 51.1‟E
: flash (2) White every 20 sec.
: 50m high Circular masonry
Tower (Black and White bands)
: 50m
: 26 NM
: PRB-21 inside 2.4m dia
Lantern house (ANA)
: Auto head lamps with
Halogen lamps 12v 100W
: i) DGPS station
ii) RACON (Code „G‟)
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
: 1846
: 1903, 1923, 1985, 1992,
1996,1997, 2003
: Nagapattinam Lighthouse,
NAGAPATTINAM (611 001)
: 04365-222 536

Nagapattinam in Thanjavur district is an important port of Tamilnadu. It is situated
on the mouths of Kaduveiyaru river. The port has the glorious history. It is in existence
since the 8th century, period of great Cholas. During those days a staff was provided on
which flag used to be hoisted to enable vessels enter the port. There was a direct ship
service from Nagapattinam to Penang (Malaysia) and Singapore. The famous MV
Chidambaram was the vessel plying regularly till it was destroyed in a fire off
Nagapattinam in 1970.
First conventional 20 m high Lighthouse tower was built inside the port premises
by the British in 1846. A wick lamp inside the 6th order optic was placed on this tower.
The system worked till 1903 when a new equipment with 4th order optic and characteristic
of occulting flashes was introduced. A storm warning signal hoisting mast was also
erected in 1903. In 1923 complete renovation of lighthouse was carried out and the new
PV equipment with 85 mm burner and first order optic assembly in two panels, revolving
on mercury float was installed. The equipment was supplied by M/s. Chance Bros.,
Birmingham. This equipment worked up to 1985.
The importance of Nagapattinam demanded improvement at continuous pace. In
1985 the PV equipment was replaced by PRB-21 equipment with sealed beam lamps
supplied by M/s. ANA, New Delhi on 20th March 1985. The Radio beacon equipment
(400 W) supplied by MACE, Visakhapatnam, transmitting on 295 kHz was installed at the
station in 1992 and the „Tide land‟ „Racon‟ was installed on 3rd September 1996.
In the year 1997 the sealed beam lamps have since been replaced by Auto head
lamps. The DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and
supplied by M/s. Elcome Marine, Mumbai was integrated on 30th April 2003, converting
Radio Beacon to DGPS station.

KARAIKAL LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: F 0916
: 100 54.9‟N
790 51.2‟E
: flash (2) White every 10 sec.
: 16 m high Circular concrete
Tower ( Painted white )
: 18 m
: 13 NM
: ERB-12 (ANA)
: Sealed beam lamp
6V 28.5 W
: Batteries charged by
Mains supply 230V 50 Hz
: 1860
: 1905, 1992
: Karikal Lighthouse,
KARAIKAL .
(609 602)

Karaikal Lighthouse is situated at the mouths of Arsalar River. Karaikal is
part of UT of Pondicherry, is approachable by Road enroute to Nagapattinam and is
about 105 km south of Pondicherry. The nearest Rail head is Nagore 8 km away. Karakal
was occupied by French in 1738 and remained under their control till they handed over
the territory to the government of independent India in November 1954.
The first lighthouse here was built by French authorities during the 19th
century in 1860 on a site adjacent to the present one. It was a circular 15 m high tower on
which a wick lamp fed on mineral oil was mounted. This lamp was replaced in 1905 by
another equipment giving occulting character. The new equipment was supplied by M/s
BBT, Paris. Prior to this lighthouse there was a column about 500 m east of the present
site on which an ordinary wick lamp used to be kept. This was destroyed by one of the
cyclones in the region.
The 1860 lighthouse faithfully served the mariners for more than 125 years
when it was severely damaged by a devastating cyclone. The UT administration decided
to construct a new lighthouse for which Deptt of Lighthouses & Lightships was
approached, The work began in 1990 and completed in 1992. The ERB-12 equipment
supplied by M/s Ana Navigation Aids, New Delhi was installed and was commissioned
on 31st march 1992.

PORTONOVO LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0919
: 110 30.2‟N
790 46.2‟E
: flash White every 15 sec.
: 37m high Circular concrete
Tower (Red and white bands)
: 36m
: 26 NM
: PRB-21 with Auto head lamps
lamps inside 2.4m dia
Lantern house (ANA)
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
: 1981
: 1997
: Portonovo Lighthouse,
PORTONOVO.
(608 502)
: 0414- 2483246

Portonovo Lighthouse is on the outskirts of Paringapattai village. The famous
Chidambaram temple is about 22 km west from here. The Railhead is Chidambaram.
There an all weather road up to Paringapattai and then a short stretch of metalled track up
to the Lighthouse. This site was a temporary camp established by French East India co in
mid 17th century prior to moving to Pondicherry and settling down there. They gave the
name Portonovo to this place.
There was no Lighthouse provided in the region prior to this Lighthouse It was
constructed during 1979-81 and on completion the PRB-21 equipment supplied by M/s.
Asia Navigational Aids Ltd., New Delhi was installed and commissioned on 31st March
1981. Subsequently the sealed-beam lamps were replaced by Auto-head lamps in 1997.

CUDDALORE LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0920
: 110 42.4‟ N
790 46.6‟ E
: flash White every 5 sec.
: 16 m high Circular concrete
Tower ( Painted white )
: 18 m
: 12 NM
: ERB-12 (ANA)
: Sealed beam lamp
6V 28.5 W
: Batteries charged by
Mains supply 230V 50 Hz
: 1889
: 1930, 1965,1991
: Cuddalore Lighthouse,
C/o The Port Officer,
CUDDALORE (607 003)
: 04142--238025

Cuddalore is about 25 km south of Pondicherry. It is the rail head with direct
trains to Chennai. Cuddalore is a very old port of Tamilnadu and has all weather road
connection to different districts. In the 19th and early 20th century the port commanded all
import-export activities in the region with Palk Strait ports of Srilanka.
There was a conventional lighthouse existing prior to the lighthouse built by
the British in 1889 on the eastern banks of Uppanar river back waters but its remains are
not available. The lighthouse was constructed on a mound which in course of time started
eroding thereby exposing the foundation and generating cracks. The light consisting of a
wick burner lamp inside a 6th order optic, mounted on a pedestal was installed on the
tower. During 1930 a 4th order optic and the equipment giving occulting flashes, supplied
by M/s Chance Bros., Birmingham was installed in place of the old equipment .This was
replaced in 1965 by BBT, Paris make 300 mm optic and 2x 25 lit / hr DA gas burner and
sun valve..
The system functioned for 25 years when the century old light-house tower
found to have developed heavy cracks and was declared unsafe and hence had to be
abandoned. The lighthouse tower had already rendered a hundred years useful service to
the mariners in the region. .
The construction of the new tower in the port premises on the west bank of
Uppannar river was taken up in 1989 and completed in 1991 and ERB-12 equipment
supplied by M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New Delhi was installed on this tower. The new
light was put into operation on 27th February 1991.

PONDICHERRY LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0926
: 110 54.9‟N
790 49.9‟E
: flash (2) White every
15 sec.
: 46m high hexagonal
concrete Tower (Black
and White bands)
: 48m
: 26 NM

: 300mm four panel
revolving optic inside
2.4m diameter Lantern
house (J. Stone India.)
Illuminant
: 100V 1500W
Incandescent Lamp
Other Aids
: i) DGPS station
ii) RACON (Code „D‟)
Source of Energy : Mains supply-440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided )
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1836
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1886, 1931, 1979,1996,
1998, 2003
Post
: Pondicherry Lighthouse,
PONDICHERRY (605 001)
Telecom
: 0413- 2336114

Pondicherry is the headquarters of former French settlements in India-Pondicherry
and Karaikal in Tamilnadu,Yaman in Andhra Pradesh and Mahe in Kerala. The city of
Pondicherry is the typical cosmopolitan with 55 languages spoken here. Pondicherry is
famous for „Aurovillo‟; the ashram set up by Sri Aurobindo Ghosh, the Revolutionary
Saint. It has the reputation of being an international city and is about 3 ½ hours drive from
Madras (Chennai). The rail network terminates here.
The French East India company established settlement at Pondicherry in 1673.
They transformed this obscure village into a flourishing trading centre .The Dutch captured
it from French in 1693 but returned it to them in 1699. The French handed over the
territory to the Government of independent India in 1954. It was given the status of Union
Territory on ist November 1956 so as to retain its specific identity.
The early sea-farers to Pondicherry were guided by log fire kept burning on
Gorimedu hill 5 km west of the port. A 25 m lighthouse standing on the sea edge near the
place Du Government was built by French in 1836 and powerful wick lamp inside 5th order
optic was placed on it. The lighthouse was commissioned in to service on 1st July 1836.
After 50 years of service the wick lamp was replaced by a PV Burner and 4th order optical
apparatus supplied by M/s BBT, Paris in 1886. In the year 1931 modification work was
carried out and the fixed light was replaced by the revolving equipment supplied and
installed by M/s BBT, Paris.

With the development of city lights, there arose the need to provide more powerful
light on a taller tower and also the Direction Finding Radio signal transmitting system. A
new Lighthouse was built in 1979.The electrically operated lighting equipment supplied by
M/s. J. Stone India & Co., Calcutta and the Radio Beacon equipment, supplied by „Nautel‟,
Canada, were installed at the station. The Radio Beacon went on the Air on 15 th May 1979
and the Lighthouse was commissioned on 10th December 1979.
A „Racon‟ of „Tide Land‟,USA, make was added at the station on 14th July
1996.The Racon emits Morse code „D‟. The Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS) equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and supplied by
M/s. Elcom Marine, Mumbai was integrated on 10th June 1998 converting the Radio
Beacon to DGPS station. The old Transmitters were replaced by SAC, USA make
transmitters on 30th June 2003.
The old lighthouse served the mariners for almost a century and half and now
proudly stands as monument under the UT Administration – A fitting tribute to its valuable
services.

Old Lighthouse built by French
(1836)

MAHABALIPURAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 0932
: 12o 36.8‟ N
80o 11.5‟ E
: flash White every 10 Sec
: 26m high circular
Masonry Tower
(Natural stone)
: 42m
: 24 NM
: 700 mm 2nd order revolving
optic inside 3.5m dia
Lantern House (Chance Bros)
: 230V 3500W
incandescent Lamp.
: 440 V 50 Hz Mains Supply
(standby Genset provided)
: 1887
: 1900,1901,1937,1940, 1994.
: Mahabalipuram Lighthouse,
MAMMALLA PURAM .
(603 104)
: 04114 – 242264.

Mahabalipuram is connected to Chennai (Madras) by East Coast Highway. It is
about 35 km from Chennai. Mahabalipuram also known as Mamallapuram was an
important port built by Pallavas during the Seventh Century for the maritime trade with
the countries of South East Asia and Mediterranean. The rock cut temples, pavilions and
monuments all sculpted during the same period are the principal attractions here drawing
visitors from around the world.
In the ancient times the log fire on one of the high rocks used to serve as beacon
for the vessels approaching t Mahabalipuram port during the night. The British established
the first conventional lighthouse by placing a wick lamp inside 4th order optic and lantern
on the roof of Olakkaneesway Temple on 15th May 1887. This temple has been built on
top of Mahishasuramardini cave. Lighthouse was then known as Seven Pagoda
Lighthouse because the structures-mandapa, Rathas, Cave appeared like Pagodas when
observed from the sea.
A dressed stone masonry circular tower 26m in height was built on a nearby rock
in 1900. Its exterior surfaces were left natural and unpainted so as to blend with
surroundings. The PV equipment and 2nd order three panel optic assembly supplied by
M/s Chance Bros, Birmingham was installed over this tower. The light was commissioned
into service on 31st March 1901. In 1937 and 1940 the equipment underwent changes and
modifications to give single flash every ten seconds. The PV source was replaced by
incandescent electric lamp in 1994.

First conventional lighthouse on top of
Olakkaneeswar Temple ( 15th May 1887)

MADRAS LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 0936
: 13o 02.3‟ N
80o 16.8‟ E
: flash (2) White every 10 Sec.
: 46m high Triangular
RCC Tower
(Red & White bands)
: 57m
: 28 NM
: 375mm. 3rd order revolving
optic Inside 2.5m dia
Lantern house (BBT)
: 110V 3000W
Incandescent Lamp.
: 440V 50Hz Main Supply
(standby Genset provided)
: 1796
: 1840, 1844, 1894, 1927,1977
: Madras Lighthouse, Mylapore,
CHENNAI (600 004)
: 044 -24985598

The city of Madras (Chennai) was founded by the factor Francis Day of British
East India Company on a three square mile strip of land, on 22nd July 1639. Immediately
afterwards his boss Andrew Cogan laid foundation of Fort St George and established seat
of the Company‟s Agency in the Fort on 24th September 1641. Madras became the capital
of Madras Presidency controlling whole of south India except a few princely
states.Madras enjoyed the status of Capital ever since-after the independence and creation
of linguistic state on 1st Nov 1956 renamed as Tamilnadu on 14-1-1969. Madras was
renamed as Chennai in 1996.
There must be some arrangement of exhibiting light to assist company‟s vessels
arriving at Madras and to enter the port during the 17 & 18th centuries but no such record
is available. The first conventional lighthouse was the oil wick lamp placed on the roof of
the officer‟s Mess cum Exchange building in 1796. The building is now known as Fort
Museum.
The construction of a regular Lighthouse Tower in the compound of present High
Court was taken up in 1838 and completed in 1840 on which the wick lamp was shifted as
the supply of the new equipment by M/s Chance Bros, Birmingham was delayed. The new
flashing light consisting of Argand lamps and reflectors was installed which started
functioning from 1st January 1844. Fifty years later the Lighthouse equipment with lantern
was shifted on to the dome of new High Court building and started functioning from there
with effect from 1st June 1894. An improvement of equipment was introduced in 1927.
The present modern Lighthouse was built in 1976 and Electrical Lighthouse
equipment manufactured by BBT, Paris was installed on it which started functioning with
effect from 10th January 1977.
Madras Lighthouse Second stage (1844)

Madras Lighthouse Second stage (1844)

Madras Lighthouse Third stage (1894)
(High Court Building)

PULICAT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0950
: 13o 25.2‟ N
80o 19.7‟ E
: flash White every 5 Sec.
: 50m high Hexagonal
RCC Tower (Black
& White bands)
: 53m
: 26 NM

: PRB-21, Sealed Beam
lamps inside 2.4 m dia
Lantern house (ANA)
Source of energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(Standby genset provided.)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1859
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1910, 1986, 1995.
Post
: Pulicat Lighthouse,
PULICAT (601 205)
Telecom
: 04119 –268321

The Lighthouse station is separated from Pulicat town by a sea water channel.
Pulicat is 20 km by road from Ponneri railway station. There is a regular ferry boat
service available to cross the channel and reach the Lighthouse after 5 minutes walk. The
lighthouse at this site is meant to warn against the existence of a shoal about 4 NM from
the shore. The shoal extends more than 9 NM toward south. The LH expert Mr Alan D
Stevenson on his visit to this lighthouse in 1926 observed the light to be extremely low
powered for the purpose of marking such danger. Besides he also mentioned about
frequent Malarial attacks infesting the station.
There was an old Lighthouse positioned adjacent to the present Lighthouse
Tower. It was a 20m high Brick masonry circular tower with black & white bands. The
tower was constructed in the year 1859. The equipment consisting of a fourth order optic
with PV light was installed on this tower The equipment remained in service till 1986
after certain modifications carried out in 1910.
The present Lighthouse Tower was constructed during 1984-85 and PRB-21
equipment supplied by M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New Delhi was installed and
commissioned on 25th August 1986. The old Lighthouse Tower was later dismantled.
Sealed beam „D‟ type lamps were replaced by Auto head lights with 24V 100W halogen
lamps in 1995.
Pulicut will be also be a DGPS station.

ARMAGON LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0951
: 13o 53.5‟ N
80o 12.3‟ E
: flash White every 15 Sec.
: 37m high Circular
Concrete Tower
(Red & White bands)
: 33m
: 26 NM

: PRB-21, Sealed Beam
lamps inside 2.4m dia
Lantern house (ANA)
Source of energy : Mains supply 400V
50 Hz (standby genset
provided.)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1853
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1902,1928,1983
Post
: Armagan Lighthouse,
NIDIGURTHEY (524 403)

Armagon lighthouse lies in Nellore district of Andhra Pradesh. The lighthouse
station is about 80 km from Naidupettai railway station (near Gudur). The last leg of
about 5 km of the approach to station is only a cart track involving crossing of
Buckingham Canal and bullock cart has to be engaged for the transport. The light house
marks the shoal about 6 NM off the shore. Mr Stevenson after his visit to station in 1926
had reported of low power DA gas burner. He also mentioned that the station was
unhealthy.
A circular masonry Lighthouse tower about 30m high was constructed in 1853.
The first light was an oil lamp with optic installed on this tower. In 1902 third order optic
and group flashing DA gas light replaced the fixed light. This equipment remained in
position till 1928 when the Lighthouse was abandoned due to heavy Malarial attack and
keepers dying one after the other. The station remained closed for a long time as the
measures for eradication of mosquitoes from the station and the adjoining areas took
number of years. The attempts to install a sun valve in order to convert the station into an
unattended station did not first succeed. The station was made operational in 1938.
After the lapse of about 40 years the project for the construction of a new 37m
Lighthouse tower was taken up and PRB 21 equipment obtained from M/s Asia
Navigational Aids, New Delhi was installed and commissioned on 20th March 1983. The
old tower was dismantled up to half its height and modified to support the water tank for
the supply of water to the station.

Old Lighthouse
(1853)

KRISHNAPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0952
: 14o 15.2‟ N
80o 07.7‟ E
Character
: flash (3) White every 15 Sec.
Tower
: 30m high Circular
Masonry Tower
(Black &White bands)
Height aboveMSL: 35m
Range
: 18 NM
Optical
Equipment
: 300 mm 4th order
revolving optic 2 x 3 panel
inside 2.4m dia lantern
house (J Stone India)
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(Standby gensets provided)
Illuminant
: 110V 1500W Incandescent lamp
Other Aids
: Radio Beacon
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1940
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1978, 1991, 2003
Post
: Krishnapatnam LH,
PO..MUTTUKUR
(524 344)
Telecom
: 0861 – 2374529.

Krishnapatnam lighthouse station is about 20 km from Nellore railway station.
There is an all weather road up to the port. The light house is situated close to
Krishnapattanam port-on the northern banks of River Kandeleru (also known as
Upputeru). The anchorage is about 2 km in to sea and the cargo is loaded in to the ships
by lighterage. It was a busy port till 1960s.The Kandeler river has appreciable depth of
the water and is connected to Buckingham canal which was the main link for the
transportation of cargo to Madras in the by gone period.
There is no trace of any old lighthouse within the station premises. A Lighthouse
trestle structure did exist on the south bank of Kandeleru river entrance. The lighthouse
trestle was constructed during 1940‟s. A wick lamp was exhibited for some period ; it
was replaced by battery operated lamp in the course of time. It was a fixed light and was
mainly meant for ships to anchor in front of the mouths of the river. This light was
discontinued following heavy erosion and damage to the structure in 1970s.The present
Lighthouse tower was constructed during 1976-78 and the equipment supplied by M/s J.
Stone India, Calcutta, was installed on this tower. The lighthouse was commissioned into
service on 11th May 1978.
The Radio Beacon equipment, supplied by M/s MACE, Visakhapatnam,
transmitting at 289 kHz was installed and put on the Air on 30th June 1991. The DGPS
equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and supplied by M/s. Elcom
Marine, Mumbai was integrated on 30th April 2003 converting Radio Beacon to DGPS
station. The old Transmitters were replaced by`Leica‟ transmitters on 31st July2003.

RAMAYPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 0952.5
: 15o 02.7‟ N
80o 03.0‟ E
: flash White every 10 Sec.
: 37m high Hexagonal
RCC tower
(Red & White bands)
: 34m
: 26 NM

: PRB-21 with Auto
Head lamps inside 2.4m .
dia Lantern house (ANA)
Source of energy : Main supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided.)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1982
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1996
Post Office
: Ramaypatnam Lighthouse,
RAMAYPATNAM.
(523 291)
Telecom
: 08599-239228

Ramaypatnam Lighthouse is connected by a 20 km pucca road to Kaveli railway
station on Chennai-Howrah trunk rout.
There wasn‟t any lighthouse provided at Ramaypatnam prior to the present one.
A church built in 1870 at Ramaypatnam served as a land mark for the benefit of ships
cruising off the Ramaypatnam coast.
The Lighthouse Tower was built in 1982 and the PRB-21 equipment supplied by
M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New Delhi was installed on it. The lighthouse was
commissioned in to service on 26th June1982. The sealed beam lamps were replaced by
Auto Head lights with 12 V 100 W halogen lamps in February 1996.

NAGAYALANKA LIGHTHOUSE
( Previously Kistna –havlock point)
Sr. No.
: F 0953
Position
: 15o 47.2‟ N
80o 59.2‟ E
Character
: flash White every 15 Sec.
Tower
: 37m high Square Masonry
Tower (Red and White
diagonal bands)
Height aboveMSL : 35m
Range
: 24 NM
OpticalEquipment : 700mm2ndorder
Revolving optic
(4 panels) inside3.68m
diameter Lantern House (BBT).
Illuminant
: 3 x 230V 70 W MH lamps
Source of energy : Maintenance free
Batteries charged by
SPV modules
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1901
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1940, 1955,1972,1999
Post
: Nagayalanka Lighthouse,
NAGAYALANKA
(521 120)
Telecom
: RT link with lighthouse HQ
Office, Chennai and
Machilipatnamm lighthouse

The Lighthouse station is approached from Vijayawada (approx.100km) by road
up to Nagayalanka village and then 15 km by motor launch through Krishna river. The
station is situated near the mouths of Krishna river. There is a masonry retaining wall,
which serves as jetty. A cement concrete path way for 500 m from the Lighthouse station
to the jetty has been provided. Krishna river is navigable upto Vijayawada and is in use
by local crafts.
A 43 m masonry circular tower existed prior to the present tower. The tower was
built during 1898-1901 by using heavy lime concrete blocks. A PV light inside a 3rd order
optic supplied by M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham was installed over the tower. The
Lighthouse was then known as Kistna (Havelock Point) Lighthouse and used to be picked
up from sea between False point Divi and point Divi. This light functioned up to 1940. Its
importance reduced due to discontinuation of Rangoon ship service. The light was
decommissioned due to war and also due to malarial attack. In 1955 the same light was
revived.
The construction of a new tower was taken up during 1968 – 71 and PV light with
85mm burner, Revolving 2nd order optic assembly etc all supplied by M/s BBT, Paris was
installed on the tower and the light was commissioned on 10th May 1972. The old
Lighthouse tower was dismantled and the blocks were used in the retaining wall to
prevent station approach pathway from erosion. The station withstood devastating
cyclone in 1977 and light was re-exhibited after two nights only.
In 1999 source was changed over to 3 x 70W Metal Halide lamps. The solar
energy is utilized for charging battery bank which in turn drives the inverter supplying
AC to the Light source. The system was commissioned on 30th April 1999.

MACHILIPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0955
: 16o 14.8‟ N
81o 14.0‟ E
Character
: flash (3) White every 20 Sec.
Tower
: 50m high circular
RCC Tower
(Black & White bands)
Height aboveMSL : 50m
Range
: 26 NM
Optical
Equipment
: PRB-21 Sealed beam
2 x 3 panels with auto head
lamps with 24V 100W
halogen lamps (ANA)
Source of energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(stand by Genset provided.)
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1858
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1903, 1930, 1939,
1984, 1996.
Post

Telecom

: Machlipatnam
Lighthouse,
P.O.KOKVARAM
(Machlipatnam-521 002)
: 08672 –242233

Machilipatnam Lighthouse is situated in between the mouths of Godavari and
Krishna rivers. It is approachable by Road from Vijaywada and is also a rail terminus.
Machilipatnam is an important port in the region since ancient period. Marcopolo in his
travelogue written in 1293, has mentioned about the prosperity of the region and
flourishing port of Mottupalli on the mouths of river Krishna during Rudramba‟s rule.
Machilipatnam and the surrounding region were under Kaktiyas of Warangal in
13th century. Tughlak‟s army defeated Kaktiyas. Vijayanagar rulers occupied the region
and retained their control for two centuries followed by Muslim rule and then the region
became part of Madras presidency in the early 19th century under the British which after
independence formed part of Andhra Pradesh.
There did not exist any light at the present site. A lighted beacon was first
established in 1858 on the coast north of the entrance to Machilipatnam creek. It was a
fixed light. In 1903 an occulting light inside a 4th order optic replaced the fixed light. The
light was extremely useful to the ships plying between Rangoon and Machilipatnam. The
beacon structure was replaced by a 13m high circular masonry tower in 1930. In 1939 the
DA gas equipment flashing (3) every 20 Seconds replaced the earlier equipment.
The construction of the present Lighthouse tower was taken up in 1982 and
completed in 1984. The PRB-21 type lighting equipment supplied by M/s Asia
Navigation Aids, New Delhi, was installed on the tower. The light was commissioned on
15th November 1984. The „D‟ type lamps have been replaced by indigenous head lights
with Halogen Lamps in February 1996.

ANTERVEDI LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously known as Narsapur Lighthouse)
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0957
: 16o 19.0‟ N
81o 43.6‟ E
Character
: flash (2) White every 15 Seconds.
Tower
: 26m high Square
Masonry Tower
(Red & White bands)
Height aboveMSL: 29metres
Range
: 27 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 300mm 4th order
revolving type optic
(2 x 2 panels) inside 2.5 m
diameter lantern house (BBT make).
Illuminant
: 230V 400W
MH Lamp
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby Gensets provided)
Year First Light
Commissioned : 1971
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1980,1997
Post
: Antarvedi Lighthouse
P.O.ANTARVEDI PALEM
(533 252)
Telecom
: 08862 - 229225

Antervedi Lighthouse, previously known as Narsapur Lighthouse named after
Narsapur point, is situated on the East Bank of Vasishta Godavari river entrance. The
name Antervedi for the Lighthouse was adopted from the name of the nearby temple of
Antervedi Narsimha Swamy. The station is approachable by road from Rajahmundry
Railway station about 40 km away. The buses ply up to Antervedi Narasimha Swamy
Temple (Via) Ravuapalam and Razole and then by walk the last stretch of about 2 km.
A 2.5 m high Square Brick masonry column existed half a kilometer west of the
present Lighthouse which served as a Beacon during the early years of 20th century. It is
not known who built the Beacon but it served well for over four decades as a day mark..
This was probably the original Narsapur point beacon.
The construction of the new Lighthouse was started in 1966-67 and completed in
1970-71. The optical equipment supplied by M/s B.B.T., Paris, was installed on the
tower. The lighthouse was commissioned on 28th June 1971. Later on the Radio Beacon
equipment supplied by M/s Nautel, Canada, was installed at the station and put on the Air
on 31st January 1980.
The light source was changed to Metal Halide lamp 230V 400W on 18th
September 1997.

SACRAMENTO LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0958
: 16o 35.2‟ N
82o 16.8‟ E
Character
: flash White every 5 Seconds
Tower
: 45m high Circular
Masonry Tower
(not painted)
Height aboveMSL : 43 metres
Range
: 24 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 500mm 3rd order revolving
optic (2 panels)
(Chance Bros)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W
MH Lamp
Source of Energy : Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(stand by Genset provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned : 1895
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1902,1997
Post
: Sacramento Lighthouse,
BOJJOVAREPETA
(533 212)
Telecom
:

In order to indicate the sand shoal situated at the entrance of Vrudha Godavari
River, this Lighthouse was constructed during 1893-95 at a safe distance from the sea.
The Lighthouse was named after the name of the ship “SACRAMENTO” which
grounded on the nearby shoal in 1868. The station is remotely located and approachable
by road from Rajahmundry (25 km via Amalapuram) and then crossing of two narrow
tributaries near the village Bojjovarepeta .The distance of 2 km from village has to be
covered by walk.
The construction of the Lighthouse is similar to those built anywhere else by the
British during the 19th century except that it is cylindrical and not tapering towards top.
The exteriors of the tower has not been painted and left natural. The inner wall has been
raised to form the murette of lantern house. The outer wall has been projected out to
provide the passage around the lantern house for cleaning the glazing and the dome. A
wick lamp was commissioned into service at the Lighthouse towards the end of 1895.
Subsequently the P.V. lighting equipment with 3rd order (large) optic was obtained from
M/s. Chance Bros., Birmingham and was installed on the lighthouse during 1901-02. The
new light was commissioned in February 1902. The stores and provisions for the
Lighthouse were supplied by sea route and from anchorage by sail boats through the
tributary of Vrudh Godavri River. The station was visited by the LH expert Mr D.Alan
Stevenson in 1926 who had mentioned about the dampness in the tower and inadequate
staff dwellings. There was an instrument installed in the tower during late 1930s to
measure earth quake tremors in the region. This arrangement remained in operation for
some period and then discontinued.
The P.V. system worked faithfully for 95 years. When the mains supply was
extended to the station, the P.V. system was given a farewell and a new electrical Metal
Halide 230V 400W lamp became operational on 25th August 1997

VAKALAPUDI LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0964
: 17o 00.8‟ N
82o 17.1‟ E
Character
: flash (3) White every 15 Seconds
Tower
: 23mm high Circular Masonry
Tower (Red & White bands)
Height above MSL : 28 metres
Range
: 20 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 350 mm 4th Order Revolving
Optic inside 2.0 m dia Lantern
(Chance Bros & BBT)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W MH lamp
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440 V 50 Hz
Year first Light
Commissioned : 1860
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1879, 1901, 1936, 1976, 2002
Post
: Vakalapudi Lighthouse,
PO VAKALAPUDI
Via Kakinada (533 005)
Telecom
:
0884 – 2350032

Vakalapudi Lighthouse is situated about 10 km north east from Kakinada town in
the state of Andhra Pradesh. There is a pucca road connecting the lighthouse with the
town.
Kakinada (previously Cocanada) is an ancient port since the period of Kaktiyas.
The British East India Company had established their agency here in the 19th century. A
Port office functioned at Kakinada since the beginning of 20th century, when a regular
Steamer service was commenced to ply between Rangoon and Machilipatnam touching
important ports on the route, including Kakinada. This lighthouse was placed under the
control of Kakinada port in 1941. The same arrangement continued till July 2000 when it
was handed over to the Deptt of Lighthouses & Lightships. In the beginning of 1860s, a
masonry column was raised for placing an oil lamp. This beacon was painted white.
Vakalpudi region was part of earstwhile Pithapuram estate headed by a Raja
during the 19th and early 20th century. The Raja had donated 6 acre piece of land for the
purpose of construction of lighthouse.The work for the construction of the lighthouse was
taken up in 1874. The structure consists of stone block masonry upto 3 m followed by
brick work in lime mortar. The lighthouse tower was completed in 1878 over which the
equipment consisting of 5th order drum optic and a wick burner, supplied by M/s Chance
Bros, Birmingham was installed and commissioned in 1879. A lantern house of 2.0 m
diameter also supplied by M/s Chance Bros was added later in 1901. The revolving
optical equipment of 4th order and 35 mm PV burner of BBT origin was installed in place
of wick lamp and drum optic in 1936. The 55 mm burner was introduced in place of
35mm burner in 1976.
The equipment underwent complete over haul in the year 2002. The PV light
source was replaced by 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp and the direct drive of optic by
stepper motor was incorporated into the system. The new light became operational on
30th September 2002.

PENTAKOTA LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F 0966
: 17o 18.0‟ N
82o 37.0‟ E
: flash White every 15 Seconds.
: 18m high Square Masonry Tower
(Black & White bands)
: 18 metres
: 21 Nautical Miles
: 150mm 6th order revolving optic
(4 panels) An additional 150
mm drum optic fitted over the
main optic assembly which
serves as emergency light
inside 1.8m dia. lantern house.
(BBT)
:

240V, 250W Incandescent lamp.

: Main supply 230V 50 Hz
(standby Genset not provided)

Year first Light
Commissioned : 1957
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1991, 1997
Post
: Pentakota Lighthouse,
SATYAVARAM .PO
(531 127)
Telecom
:
08854 - 258738

Pentakota Lighthouse is about 13 km from Tuni Railway Station on
Visakhapatnam-Rajahmundry section and about 80km by road from Dolphins Nose
Lighthouse, Visakhapatnam.
There was no lighthouse provided at the site earlier than the present one. A brick
masonry pillar was however constructed near to the present Lighthouse site during the
early part of the 20th century which served as a day mark beacon.
The present Lighthouse was constructed during 1955-57 and a D.A. Gas
equipment supplied by M/s B.B.T.,Paris was installed on the tower and the light was
commissioned on this tower on 1st June 1957. The D.A. Gas light was discontinued and
Electric lamp was installed in place of D.A. Gas mantle (ASR-3) on 17th January 1991.
Due to the frequent mains failures a 12V 100W Halogen lamp was installed inside the
drum optic fitted over the main optic assembly on 21st December 1997 which works as an
emergency Source. The system operates on electronic timer and Lead Acid Battery
charged by SPV module.

PUDI MADAKA LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F 0968
: 17o 29.3‟ N
83o 00.3‟ E
: flash (2) White every 15 Seconds
: 26m high Square
Masonry Tower
(Red & White bands)
: 35 metres
: 27 Nautical Miles
: 300mm 4th order
revolving optic inside
2.5m diameter
lantern house (BBT)
: 230V, 1000W
Incandescent lamp.
: Mains supply 440V
50 Hz (stand by Gen
set not provided).

Year first Light
Commissioned : 1971
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1991
Post
: Pudimadaka Lighthouse,
PUDIMADAKA
Via Achutapuram. (531
Telecom
:

Pudimadaka is about 30 km from Anakapalli Railway Station on VisakhapatnamRajamundry section and 60 km by road from Dolphins Nose Lighthouse, Visakhapatnam.
There is no trace of any Beacon at the site or nearby prior to the present
Lighthouse. A rock temple on the coast served as the day mark for many decades. The
present Lighthouse was constructed during 1970-71. The D.A. Gas equipment with ASR3 mantle and Gas motor for driving the optic assembly, supplied by M/s B.B.T., Paris
was installed on the tower. The light was commissioned on 21st January 1971.
Subsequently with the extension of Electric mains supply to the station, light
source was replaced by an electric lamp on 31st March‟91.

DOLPHIN’S NOSE LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 0970
: 17o 40.5‟ N
83o 17.7‟ E
Character
: flash White every 10 Seconds
Tower
: 19m high Square Masonry
Tower (Black & White bands).
Height aboveMSL : 173 metres
Range
: 32 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 375 mm 3rd order revolving
optic inside 2.16 dia lantern
house (BBT make)
Illuminant
: 230V, 400W MH lamp
Other Aids
: DGPS station
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V, 50 Hz
( stand by gensets provided.)
Year First light
Commissioned : 1940
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1957, 1961, 1991,
1997, 1998
Post
: Post Box 134
Visakhapatnam
(530 001)
Telecom
: 0891-2577441

The hill range on which Lighthouse exists is known as Yarada Konda and the site
at which lighthouse is constructed is known as Dolphin‟s Nose over looking the entrance
to Visakhapatnam Harbour. Visakhapatnam is a natural Harbour in the back waters
formed by Meghadri River and hills around. An all weather road links lighthouse to the
city.
A flagstaff was raised on the fort in 1902 for hoisting storm warning signals. Then
a light was placed on a15 m circular masonry tower constructed close to the flag mast.
This was the first lighted beacon in the region followed by break water lights in 1932. In
1926 two sites Nekonda point and Dolphin‟s Nose had been inspected by the lighthouse
Expert Mr Alan D. Stevenson for the construction of a major lighthouse and he
recommended in favour of Dolphin‟s nose site. Accordingly a beacon was provided near
the present lighthouse site in 1940. It was a DA gas flasher of AGA make and remained
in service up to 1957 when the new lighthouse was ready after installation of lighting
equipment supplied by M/s B.B.T., Paris. It was inaugurated by Mr Lal Bahadur Shastri,
then Minister of Transport and Communication on 15th June 1957 in presence of Mr
Nagendra Singh, Secretary and Mr S.K. Lahiri, Director General of Lighthouses and
Lightships. The light Source was changed from incandescent lamp to metal halide lamp
on 20th July 1997.
The Radio Beacon equipment supplied by M/s Nippon, Japan was installed at the
station which became operational on 1st March 1961. This equipment was replaced by
solid state version supplied by M/s MACE, Visakhapatnam on 6th January 1991. Station
was changed over to transmitting DGPS correction on 31st August 1998. The DGPS
equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, USA and supplied and installed by
M/s Elcom Marine, Mumbai

SANTAPILLE LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F-0980
: 18o 03.9‟ N
83o 38.4‟ E
: flash (2) White every 10 Seconds
: 22m high Circular
Masonry Tower
(Black & White bands)
: 43 metres
: 23 Nautical Miles
: 500mm 3rd order Revolving optic
inside 3.6 m diameter lantern
(Chance Bros).
: 230V 400W MH Lamp
: Mains supply 230V 50 Hz
(stand by Gen set provided)

Year first Light
Commissioned : 1840
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1849, 1903, 1995
Post
: Santapille Lighthouse,
CHINTAPALLI (535 204)
Telecom
: 08964 – 247032

Santapille Lighthouse is situated about 20 km from Vizianagar Railway Station
on Howrah-Chennai route. The main objective of this light is to warn about the shoal
about six miles off the shore. A light used to be exhibited from a column like structure on
a hillock about 2 km North-East of the present Lighthouse. The ravines of the lighthouse
and attached room and Keepers dwellings can be seen there. It is more than 200 years old
construction said to have been carried out by the Dutch. A log used to be burnt on the
column for the whole night.
The British constructed a temporary lighthouse first on the beach in 1840 which
was washed off by a cyclone. The present Lighthouse was built by British in 1848. The
inner stone lining of the uppermost portion of the Lighthouse Tower has been made into
3.6m diameter Lantern house by providing glazing over it. On the outer side, a cornice
and a platform has been provided. The wick lamp was placed in this lantern in March
1849. In the year 1903 the wick lamp was removed and 500 mm optic assembly and P.V.
burner supplied by M/s Chance Bros., Birmingham was installed. It was commissioned
on 27th March, 1903. The P.V. light source has been replaced by 230V, 400W MH Lamp
on 27th March 1995.

Remains of the LH built by the Dutch
(18th Century)

KALINGAPATNAM LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F-0982
: 18o 20.4‟ N
84o 7.6‟ E
Character
: flash (3) White every 15 Seconds
Tower
: 31m high Hexagonal
Masonry Tower.
(Red & White bands)
Height above MSL : 35 metres
Range
: 25 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: PRB-21(ANA) equipment
with Auto Head lights
24V 100W Halogen lamps
inside 3.0m dia. lantern house.
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 230V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year First Light
Commissioned : 1876
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1895,1923,1930,1980,
1982, 1996.
Post
: Kalingapatnam Lighthouse,
KALINGAPATNAM. (532 406)
Telecom
: 08942-289126.

The Lighthouse Station is approachable by an all weather road from SrikakulamRoad Railway Station 5 km away on Howrah-Chennai route.
Kalingapatnam is known in the history as the Capital of Gang Dynasty who ruled
the region, spread over the entire coastal belt from Godavari to Ganges (Hooghly) during
8th to 15th century. Kalingapatnam was a flourishing port and trade centre during the
ancient times-Vessels from here sailed to Srilanka, Java, Sumatra and Singapore.
In the later part of the 19th century the British introduced a regular steamer
service between Rangoon and Kalingapatnam.
First Lighthouse Tower was constructed by British in 1876 at a place known as
Bandaruvanipeta about 3 km South-West of the present location. The ruins of this solid
square structure 20 m high, tapering towards top can still be seen. A wooden staircase
was provided from outside to reach the top. A wick lamp inside 5th order optic was placed
on it. In 1895 the petroleum vapour burner inside 4th order optic giving out occulting
flash replaced the wick lamp. The DA gas flasher inside 300 mm optic replaced the PV
equipment in 1923.
In course of time the area around the lighthouse got filled up with deposits of
sand. The buildings were buried under the sand hill. A sun valve was added to regulate
the light. This system remained in service till 1980, when the equipment was shifted to a
location Delhi was installed and commissioned on 20th June 1982. In January 96 sealed
beam „D‟ Type lamps were replaced by Auto Head lamps fitted with 24 V 100W halogen
lamps.
Old Lighthouse - 1876

GOPALPUR LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 0988
: 19o 15.3‟ N
84o 54.5‟ E
: flash White every 5 Seconds
: 32m high Circular
Masonry Tower
(Red and White bands)

Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other aids
Source of
Energy

: 45 metres
: 26 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm 4th order
revolving optic
inside 2.0 m diameter
Lantern House (BBT)
: 100V 1500W
Incandescent lamp
: Radio beacon
:

Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(standby Gensets provided)

Year first Light
Commissioned : 1871
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1892,1925,1043,
1948,1967,1992
Post
: Gopalpur Lighthouse,
GOPALPUR-ON-SEA.
(761 002)
Telephone
: 0680-282441

The station is approachable by an all weather road from Brahmapur Railway
Station about 10 km away on Howrah-Chennai route.
Gopalpur Lighthouse came into existence in 1871 for assisting coastal shipping
between Rangoon and Coromandal coast ports. The steamer service to Rangoon also
touched Gopalpur. The first beacon was a wick lamp with 6th order optic hoisted from the
top of steel mast of 8 m height, erected at a position approximately near the present R.B.
Aerial mast. In 1892 4th order optic replaced the old optic The same mast was also used
for hoisting the storm warning signals. A steel trestle frame was raised in 1925 by the
side of mast and the DA gas light was installed on it. A masonry room was built near the
trestle to store the gas cylinders.
Due to the heavy erosion during the early 1943 the gas Cylinder Room and
Trestle Tower got heavily damaged and the light was discontinued remained withdrawn
due to world war. In 1948 a new gas light inside 500 mm Lantern was established on a
hillock about a km North from the coast. The light was installed over an MS Trestle 8 m
high. A masonry room was provided for storing DA gas cylinders. This system continued
for about 20 years.
The new Stone masonry Lighthouse with lighting equipment supplied by M/s
B.B.T, Paris was commissioned on 15th December 1967.
The Radio Beacon equipment supplied by M/s MACE, Visakhapatnam, was
installed at the station which started transmission on 25th November 1992.The Radio
beacon service from here will be discotinued.

PURI LIGHT HOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Old Lighthouse

New Lighthouse

: F 1002
: 19o 47.4‟ N
85o 48.4‟ E
: flash (3) White every 20 Seconds
: 25 m high circular R.C.C.Tower
(Black & white bands )

Height above
MSL
: 30 metres
Range
: 15 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: ERB-12/MK-II inside 1.5m
diameter lantern house (ANA)
Illuminant
: 12 V 100 W halogen lamp
Source of
Energy
: 12V Battery charged by SPV
Modules/ Mains supply 440 V 50 Hz
(standby genset provided)
Year first light
Commissioned : 1877
Subsequent
Innovations : 1887, 1908, 1925, 1949,
1956, 1996, 2002
Post
: Puri Lighthouse,
PURI (752 001)
Telecom
: 0675 - 30622

Puri is known internationally for Lord Jagannath temple and the annual Rath
yatra. The Jagannath temple was constructed in 1150 AD by the king Anantaverma
Chodgang. Puri is the Rail terminus providing direct trains to all major cities. The Light
house is situated about 8 km west of Railway station.
The first ever light at Puri was a wick lamp which was placed on the parapet wall
of the Circuit house building in 1877. A raised masonry pedestal was built in to the
parapet wall in the year 1887 and a new wick lamp with 5th order optic was placed on it.
In 1908 occulting flashing system was introduced. The DA gas flashing light replaced the
earlier version in 1925. Subsequently when electric mains supply was extended to the
Circuit house in 1949 an electric lamp in a 300 mm optic & lantern was installed in place
of the old equipment.
When a new building was constructed for the Circuit house a 500 mm lantern of
B.B.T. make with 12V 100W twin filament lamp was installed on a 10 m high GI trestle
tower fitted on the roof of new Circuit house building. The equipment was commissioned
on 1st December 1956. This equipment was replaced by 200 mm moulded glass lantern
with electronic flasher operating on Batteries charged by SPV modules on 31st March
1996.
A new Lighthouse tower with powerful revolving light was in the mean time
planned which was ready in August 2002 on which the equipment supplied by M/s Ana
Nav Aids, New Delhi, was installed. The new lighthouse was commissioned on 31st
December 2002.

CHANDRA BHAGA LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.

: F 1003

Position

: 19o 52.1‟ N
86o06.6‟ E
: flash White every 10 Seconds
: 30m high Circular
Masonry Tower
(Red & White bands)

Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
: 36 metres
Range
: 26 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 250mm (4th order) revolving
optic (Stone Chance) inside
2.0 m diameter lantern house
Illuminant
: 100V, 1500W
Incandescent lamp.
Source of
Energy
: Main supply 440V,
50 Hz (stand by
gensets provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned : 1968
Subsequent
Innovations :
Post
: Chandrabhaga Lighthouse,
KONARK
(752 111)
Telecom
: 06758-35838.

The Lighthouse is about 3.5 km away by road from the famous 13th century Sun
temple of Konark on Puri road. The Lighthouse has derived its name from the near by
river Chandrabhaga which has dried down and now no more exists.
There was no light provided in this region prior to the present lighthouse. The
vessels earlier should be taking bearing with reference to the Sun temple. There were
regular visits by vessels from Bali, Java, Sumatra and Srilanka in the ancient times.
The construction of lighthouse tower was taken up in 1965 and completed in
1967. The installation of equipment supplied by M/s Stone Chance, Birmingham was
taken up immediately after. The light was commissioned in to service on 1st March 1968.

PARADIP LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

: F-1004.4
: 20o 15.3‟ N
86o 39.5‟ E
: flash (3) White every 30 Seconds
: 40m high RCC
Circular Tower
(Black & White bands)

Height above
MSL
: 42 metres
Range
Optical
Equipment

: 26 Nautical Miles

Other Aids

: i) Radio beacon
ii) Racon (Code „K‟)

: P R B-21 36 Nos.‟D‟ type seal
beam lamps in 3 panels
inside 3.0m dia lantern
house. (ANA)

Source of
Energy

: Mains supply 440V
50 Hz (stand by genset
provided)
Year first Light
Commissioned : 1988
Subsequent
Innovations : 1992,1995. 2003
Post
: Paradip Lighthouse,
PARADIP (754 142)
Telecom
: 06722-22332

Paradip is a port town situated on the mouths to Mahanadi River and is
about 95 km by road from Cuttack.
The need for establishing a major Lighthouse arose due to the setting up of a
major port at Paradip in 1960s. The work on the construction of 40m RCC circular tower
started in December 1982 and was completed in March 1987. A three Panel PRB-21
equipment supplied by M/s Asia Navigation Aids, New Delhi was installed and
commissioned on 25th march 1988. The state-of-the Art equipment for Radio Beacon
supplied by M/s Marine And Communication Electronics (MACE), Visakhapatnam was
installed at the station in 1992 which commenced transmission on 29th August 1992. This
Radio beacon was in replacement of the Radio Beacon at nearby False point lighthouse
which was discontinued on logistic grounds. A „Tideland‟ (USA) make Racon with code
`K‟ was added on the tower on 23rd July 1995. The DGPS equipment manufactured by
M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and supplied by M/s. Elcom Marine, Mumbai was
integrated on 30th April 2003 converting Radio Beacon to DGPS station.
Paradip Lighthouse provides logistic support to the False Point Lighthouse.

FALSE POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position

: F 1006
: 20o 19.8‟ N
86o 44.5‟ E
Character
: flash (2) White every 20 Seconds
Tower
: 38m high Circular
Masonry Tower
(Red & White bands)
Height aboveMSL : 40 metres
Range
: 27 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 250mm 4th order revolving
optic inside 3.6m diameter
Lantern House (Chance Bros)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W MH Lamp
Source of
Energy
: 230V 50 Hz(generated by
Diesel genset)
Year First Light
Commissioned : 1838
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

: 1880,1884,1903,1931,
1958,1959,1991,1997.
: False Point Lighthouse,
C/o Paradip Lighthouse‟
PARADIP .(754 142)

Telecom

:

RT link with
Paradip Lighthouse

The False Point Lighthouse is situated on a large island created by the Mahanadi
River delta.The Lighthouse station can be approached by cruising through the mighty
river from Paradip.
The origin of False Point Lighthouse begins in the early 19th Century. The British
East India Company ships approaching Calcutta port used to mistake Mahanadi entrance
for Hooghly, therefore the point near mouths of Mahanadi came to be known as False
Point. It was therefore decided to provide a Lighthouse near to the mouths of Mahanadi
and name it False Point Lighthouse. The plans were finalized in the early 1830s.
The island on which False Point lies belonged to Maharaja of Burdwan who
donated the land required for Lighthouse to the British East India Company. The building
materials such as boulders, lime, R.S. Joist etc. were transported to the site by sea route
and finally the foundation work commenced on 6th December 1836. The 38m high
Lighthouse Tower construction was completed on 16th October 1837. It is a Mammoth
circular structure tapering towards top.The top being a dome with opening leading into
the lantern room.

The outside walling at top has been carved out into a projected cornice. The
conventional lighting equipment consisting of paraffin oil lamp, reflectors and optic
inside the lantern house was installed and commissioned on 1st March 1838. The entire
work was carried out in record time under the supervision of 2nd Lt. H Righy, Executive
Engineer.
A Chance Brother make first order optic with 55mm P.V. burner was
commissioned on 1st February 1880 by the then Lt. Governor of Bengal, Sir Ashley Eden.
The Lighthouse was transferred to the Calcutta port commission in 1881. An occulting
light replaced the earlier light on 1st September 1884 which was commissioned by Mr.
H.J. Reynolds, Chairman, Calcutta port commission. The light source and other PV
equipments were replaced by then latest version for the first time after the lighthouse
came under the Port Commission. It was inaugurated on 22nd March 1903 by Mr. C.E.
Buckland, Chairman, Calcutta Port Commission. In March 1931 clock work mechanism
and 85 mm incandescent Petroleum Vapour Burner supplied by M/s. Chance Brothers
replaced the earlier version.
In 1957-58 the 1st order optic and P.V. Burner were removed and replaced by 4th
order optic, incandescent 110V 1000W electric lamp and new clock work mechanism etc
supplied by M/s B.B.T. Paris. The new equipment was commissioned on 15th May 1958.
Simultaneously the work of the installation of „Marconi‟ Radio Beacon was taken up and
commissioned on 26th January 1959. The Radio Beacon transmission was stopped and
disbanded in 1991. The light source was converted to 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp on
31st January 1997.
In the earlier years of the Lighthouse some deaths took place due to the nonavailability of Medical Aid. As such a doctor and a compounder were posted at the
station dispensary. Then there was a Teacher for conducting primary classes for the staff
children. The Light keepers, Sailboat crew, Shikari, Watchman, Lascars, Bhandari,
Dhobi in all about 25 strong contingent lived at the station. The barrack accommodation
was provided to all of them. The LH expert Mr Alan D Stevenson during his visit to the
station in 1926 made a critical reference to the staff strength and recommended for
reduction. However due to improvements with the modernization, shifting of Radio
Beacon, there were left only the three Light keepers and two attendant staff towards the
end of 20th century.
It is essential to mention about the cemetery that British maintained for their dead
by the side of the lighthouse compound. Some of the inscriptions are very touchingspecially one about the young Dy Commissioner drowning after completing the
inspection and a child dying due to lack of medical aid.

Cemetery for British Nationals
(19th century)

SAGAR ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

: F-1028
: 21o 39.4‟ N
88o 02.9‟E
: flash White every 3 Second
: 24m high Cast Iron
Tower
(Red & White bands)

Height above
MSL
: 26 metres
Range
: 17 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 250mm 4th order
revolving optic. The upper most
portion of tower functions as
murrette of Lantern house.
Illuminant
: 35mm PV burner.
Other Aids
: i) DGPS station
ii) VTS station
Source of energy: Kerosene oil
Year First
Commissioned : 1821
Subsequent
Innovations : 1852, 1897, 1911,
1960, 1961, 1998.
Post
: Sagar Lighthouse.
P.O.BEGUAKAHALI .
(743 373)
Telecom
: RT link with DLL
Office, Kolkatta

Sagar is a large Island situated on the mouths of Ganges. Regular buses ply from
Esplanade, Kolkatta to Harwood point jetty for crossing the river Ganga by a passenger
barge to reach Kochuberia. From Kochuberia buses ply up to Kapilmuni Ashram at the
southern tip of the Island at the confluence of Ganga and the Bay of Bengal. Lighthouse
junction (about 25 km from Kochuberia) falls on this route. The 3 kms approach road to
Lighthouse from Lighthouse junction is brick paved road.
The first Lighthouse was constructed in the year 1821 on a 20m wooden tripod
situated at a nearby location. The light source was a revolving reflector array consisting
of 14 lamps. In 1852 the same source was shifted on to a new tower. In 1897, the source
was replaced by the revolving optic. However erosion of coastline necessitated planning
a new Lighthouse away from the coast. Accordingly the present cast iron tower was
erected in 1909. The same tower is still in operation. A fourth order revolving optic with
35mm P.V. burner light source is functioning since 18th May1911. The lighthouse station
is under control of Kolkatta Port Trust.
The Radio Beacon of Radifon (Germany) make was established at the station in
1960 which was replaced in 1991 by a MACE origin Solid state Radio Beacon. The
DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, USA and supplied and
installed by M/s Elcom Marine, Mumbai The Station has been changed over to DGPS
Station on 30th November 1998.The DGPS station is under Deptt of Lighthouses &
Lightships.
The Port Trust has installed the VTS equipment at the station.

DARIAPUR LIGHT HOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

: F 1029
: 21o 47.4‟ N
87o 51.9‟ E
: flash (2) White every 20 Seconds
: 23m high Concrete tower
(Black & White bands)

Height above
MSL
: 30 metres
Range
: 19 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipments : 250mm 4th order
revolving optic inside 2.0m dia
lantern house (Chance Bros.)
Illuminant : 230V 70W MH lamp
Other Aids : RACON (Code „G‟)
Source of
Energy
: 12V Batteries charged
by SPV modules
DC converted to
230V AC through Invertor.
Year First
Commissioned : 1943
Subsequent
Innovations : 1968, 1995, 1997
Post
: Dariapur Lighthouse,
Dariapur via Basantia.
(721 442)

Dariapur is 175 km from Howrah by road. The site is close to the spot where
legendary Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay got inspiration to write famous Kapalkundla
in 1860. The original Lighthouse site is one km East of the present station.
A 20 m mild steel mast was erected in 1943 at that site on which a wick lamp
used to be hoisted under the supervision of local port official. Subsequently DA Gas
equipment with sun valve replaced the wick lamp. This light remained in operation till
the present Lighthouse came into existence. The work of construction of the present RCC
Lighthouse Tower was completed in 1968. The optical equipment earlier installed at old
Dwarka Lighthouse in 1881 and dismantled in 1964 has been installed here after certain
modifications. It was a P.V. light and was commissioned here on 1st June1968. The P.V.
equipment has since been replaced by 230V 70W metal halide lamp and low maintenance
batteries charged by photo voltaic modules. The system was commissioned in March
1999. A Racon of `Tide land‟ USA make was installed on the Lighthouse on 23rd August
1995.

Old LH Structure
(In use upto 1960)

THE BAY ISLANDS
The Archipelago of Andaman & Nicobar islands is formed by volcanoes Barren
island is a live volcano which erupted last in 1990.They are geologically the part of
landmass extending from north east India, Myanmar (Burma), Thailand and Indonesia.
The Islands lie from north to south in the Bay of Bengal between 6 and 14 degree
(North) latitudes. Out of in all 321 only 38 islands are inhabited. Port Blair, the head
quarters of the territory is 1255 km from Kolkatta (Calcutta) and 1191 km from Chennai
(Madras) There are mainly two groups of Islands-Andaman and Nicobar separated by
Ten degree channel, 145 km wide.
The Andaman group of 260 islands with Landfall island at its extreme north
consists of five land masses- North Andaman, Middle Andaman, South Andaman and
Baratang all separated from each other by creeks while the Little Andaman lies 100 km
south of Port Blair, separated by deep sea.The Nicobar group of 61 islands lying
between 6 and 10 degree latitude, consists of Carnicobar, Chowra, Teressa, Katchal,
Nancowry, Little Nicobar and Great Nicobar on which is situated Indira Pt ( previously
Pygmalion Point), the southern most tip of Indian territory. Carnicobar is 120 km south
of Little Andaman and is head quarters of Nicobar district. Indira Point is 150 km north
of Sumatra Island of Indonesia.
The aboriginals of Andaman Islands are Negroites- Jarwa (Middle Andaman),
Great Andamanese ( Baratang), Onge (Little Andaman) and Sentinelese (north Sentinel
Is). The aboriginals of Great Nicobar island are called Shompens and those of other
Nicobar islands are known as Nicobarese-both belong to Mongoloid race.
First ever reference to these Islands is found in Chola‟s period. His sailing
vessels on way to southeast Asia used to take shelter at Katchal/Little Nicobar where the
seamen were seeing the inhabitants whom they described as „Nakka‟ ( without clothes)
and hence the name Nicobar. For centuries there is no mention about these Islands till
the advent of European powers on Indian scene in the 16th century. First Dutch occupied
the islands. They were pushed out by the British. They established the first penal
settlement along the coast of Ariel bay in north Andaman, in August 1789. The port was
named after then Governor General Cornwallis. The settlement had to be abandoned as
unprecedented number of people died due to malarial attack. The settlement was shifted
in 1793 to Port Blair (South Andaman), named after Naval Surveyor Lt Archibald Blair.
This too was abandoned in 1796. All remained quiet till 1857 when the Port Blair
scheme was revived so as to transport mutineers and freedom fighters from main land. It
was placed under the Chief Commissioner of Burma till the separate Chief
Commissioner for the Islands was posted at Ross Island in 1869. Another penal
settlement was established on Kamorta island in Nancowry group of Nicobar Islands. It
was named `Nancowry Harbour settlement.‟
The construction of three storeyed, seven wing cellular jail of 698 cells at Port
Blair was taken up in 1896 and completed in 1906. Many a prominent freedom fighters
including Savarkar brothers were brought to Port Blair and kept in the cellular jail. The
islands were occupied by the Japanese from 23-3-1942 to 6-10-1945. Netaji Subhasha
Chandra Bose visited Port Blair on 29/30th December 1943.
After independence the refugees from East Pakistan (Bangladesh) were settled
on some of the islands of Andaman. While many Ex-servicemen have been settled on
Great Nicobar island. In November 1956 the Bay Islands became Union Territory.

EAST ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 1201
: 13o 37.8‟ N
93o 03.0‟ E
: flash White every 15 Seconds
: 35m high Circular Cast Iron
Tower (Red & White bands)
: 89 metres
: 24 Nautical Miles
: 920mm 1st order revolving
optic (3 panels) inside
3.5m diameter Lantern House (BBT)
: 230V 400W MH Lamp
: i) Radio Beacon
ii) RACON (Code‟D‟)
: Diesel generated supply
230V 50Hz;
: 1969
: 1983, 1993, 1996
: East Island Lighthouse
P.O. Diglipur
(744 202)
: 03192-72576

The Lighthouse is approached by the Lighthouse tender M.V. Pradeep stationed at
Port Blair. The Island has 50m high peak full of vegetation. There is a jetty provided at
the Island. The vessels with less than 3.0 m draught can go along side.
There did not exist any Lighthouse on any of the islands of Northern Andamans.
The vessels approaching from Calcutta/Rangoon used to take bearing from the
Lighthouse on Mingala Kyun (Table Island-Burma) which was built and commissioned
by the British in 1867.The vessels were adjusting their sailing schedules in such a way
that they would pick-up Landfall Island rocks at the day break and then proceed to
southward taking reference to conspicuous hills on these Islands.
There was a long felt need to establish a Lighthouse on East Island. A Cast Iron
Lighthouse Tower was erected on the hill summit and the PV light inside Ist order optic
assembly was commissioned on 24th April 1969.The tower and equipment were supplied
by M/s B.B.T. Paris. Due to this Lighthouse the voyages from and to Calcutta became
more safe, easier and less time consuming, obviating the need to seek the assistance of
the Lighthouse on table island.
A Radio Beacon service was subsequently added and was commissioned on 25th
February 1983. The Radio Beacon equipment was supplied by M/s Nautel, Canada. The
PV light source was replaced by electric Metal Halide lamp in May 1993. The Racon
(Tide land) was installed in March 1996.

A view from South

NARCONDAM ISLAND
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year first Light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1201.1
: 130 27.4‟N
940 15.3‟E
: flash (3) White
every 20 seconds
: 12m high GI Trestle Tower
(painted white)
: 61 metres
: 8 Nautical Miles.
: 300 mm cut & polished
drum optic and lantern
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V maintenance free
Batteries charged by SPV
modules
: 1983
: 1995

The island is approachable from Port Blair by the Lighthouse Tender M.V.
Pradeep. Narcondam Island situated about 120 km east of East Island lighthouse and is an
isolated extinct volcanic mountain rising to 710 m in elevation at the centre. There is no
flat ground on the island. There is a water stream on the island, which is the only source
of fresh water. The entire mountain is covered by lush green vegetation. A police
contingent stays at the Island to keep vigil around.
A DA gas flashing light with sun valve on a 12m G.I. Trestle tower was installed
and commissioned on 25th February 1983. The equipment was supplied by M/s J. Stone
(India), Calcutta. The DA gas burner was replaced by halogen lamp with electronic
flasher and Solar charging system on 2nd April 1995.

PORT CORNWALLIS LIGHTHOUSE
(Previously known as Bopung Lighthouse)
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 1202
: 13o 17.9‟ N
93o 4.6‟ E
: flash (2) White every 20 Seconds
: 10m high Square Masonry
Tower (painted white)
: 40 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles

: 300 mm drum optic
inside lantern.
Illuminant
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
Source of
Energy
: 12V Batteries charged by
SPV modules.
Year first Light
Commissioned
: 1976
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1996, 1997

The Lighthouse structure has been built on the summit of Bopung Hill at the
entrance of Aerial Bay. The hill is approached from NW point where the boat from Aerial
Bay jetty lands. From Port Blair passage is available in Inter- Island passenger vessels up
to Aerial Bay. The Lighthouse Tender M.V. Pradeep also visits Aerial Bay regularly for
Lighthouse maintenance. A Machine boat has to be engaged from Aerial Bay for
covering the distance up to Bopung Hill.
The British first settled the convicts and officials on the coast of Aerial
Bay in the 18thCentury (1789) as per the recommendations of Lt. Archibald Blair. The
settlement was named after the then Governor General Lord Cornwallis. The settlement
had to be abandoned subsequently in 1793 due to the unprecedented attack of Malaria
which left majority of the settlers dead. After about 170 years a settlement of refugees
from East Bengal was established at a place nearby and given the name of Diglipur. A
Steamer service to Port Blair was introduced. Hence need arose for a regular Lighthouse.
There is no evidence of any Lighthouse built earlier by the British at this site
during the 18th century. They had marked some of the conspicuous trees and erected a
flag staff on Bopung Hill to serve as beacons to guide their ships enter the Aerial Bay.
The present structure was built in 1975-76 and a Battery operated Light inside
187.5mm Acrylic lantern was commissioned on 15th March 1976. It was replaced by
LHW 300 mm lantern with halogen lamp and electronic timer in 1996. Subsequently its
height was increased in 1997 for better visibility.

INTERVIEW ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

iles

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1202.3
: 120 53.1‟N
920 40.2‟E
: flash (2) White every 20 seconds
: 12m high square Masonry
Tower (Black and white bands)
: 12 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500mm cut & polished
drum optic
and lantern (LHW)
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged by
„SPV‟ Modules
: 1994
:

-

The Interview Island is approachable by a chartered vessel or by the Lighthouse
tender M.V. Pradeep which visits the island for the periodical maintenance of the
Lighthouse.
The island is a wooded plateau with hills upto 112 m elevation. The Southern
extremity of the island terminates in a cliff. There are submerged reefs around the island
as such it has to be approached cautiously.
The Interview Island is situated on the western side of middle Andamans. Its sight
is first picked up by the vessels approaching the Islands from Visakhapatnam. This is the
only island inhabited by wild elephants. There is a police post on the island as it is close
to Jarwa aboriginals region on the middle Andamans separated by a creek.
There was a demand from the Maritime agencies for providing a Lighthouse on
the southern tip of the island. The masonry structure for the lighthouse was completed
towards the end of 1993 and the 500 mm optical equipment with halogen lamp and solar
charged batteries was installed over the structure in early 1994. It was commissioned into
service on 31st March 1994.

NORTH BUTTON ISLAND
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1202.6
: 120 19.0‟N
930 04.2‟E
: flash White every 10 seconds
: 12m high G.I. Trestle Tower
(Black and white bands)
: 57 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300mm cut & polished drum
optic inside Lantern
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged
By SPV Modules
:

1983

:

1996

The three Button islands have derived the name „Button‟ by their size – they are
the tiny islets on the eastern side of middle Andamans. The North Button islet is
approachable by Lighthouse tender M.V. Pradeep.
Since there was no beacon in the region the ships sailing from Port Blair to
Calcutta had to take a longer route at a safe distance eastward from these islands. After
the establishment of the lighted beacons on Button islands, the vessels could also take the
shorter route and sane on journey time.
The erection of 12 m high GI trestle was completed in February 1983 and the DA
gas light with sun valve was installed on it in April 1983 which was commissioned on
24th April 1983. It was replaced by electronic flasher, halogen lamp and batteries charged
by solar energy in 1996. The new system was put into operation on 28th February 1996.

MIDDLE BUTTON ISLAND
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy

: F 1202.62
: 120 16.6‟N
930 01.8‟E
: flash (2) White every 20 seconds
: 12m high GI Trestle Tower
(Black and white bands)
: 37m
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300mm cut & polished
drum optic inside Lantern
(LHW)
: 12 V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12V Batteries charged by
SPV Modules

Year first light
Commissioned on : 1983
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1996

The islet is in between the other two islets on north and south, also called „Button‟
islands appear to be the three peaks protruding out of the same extinct volcano. The islets
have vegetation and look quite beautiful.
In order to assist the navigation in the region, a chain of lighted beacons was
established in 1983. The middle Button Lighted beacon was one of them. DA gas
equipment with 300 mm drum optic and lantern and sun valve was installed over the 12m
high GI tower in 1983. It was commissioned in to service on 3rd May 1983. The DA gas
flasher and burner were replaced by electronic flasher, halogen lamp and Batteries
charged by solar energy on 25th February 1996.

SOUTH BUTTON ISLAND
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

iles

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1202.64
: 120 13.3‟N
930 01.3‟E
: flash White every 15 seconds
: 12m high G.I. trestle Tower
(Red and white bands)
: 25 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300mm cut & polished
drum optic
inside Lantern (LHW)
: 12 V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12V Batteries charged by
SPV Modules
: 1983
: 1996

The 12m high trestle was erected on the islet along with other two Button islet
trestles in 1983 and the 300 mm optical equipment with DA gas flasher and sun valve
was installed in April 1983. It was commissioned into service on 28th April 1983.
Thirteen years later the DA gas equipment was replaced by electronic flasher, halogen
lamp, and batteries charged by solar energy which became operational on 27th February
1996.

STRAIT ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1202.66
: 120 11.8‟N
920 56.1‟E
: fl (3) White every 20 seconds
: 12m high G.I. Trestle Tower
(Painted white)
: 27 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300mm cut & polished
drum optic
inside Lantern
: 12 V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12V Batteries charged by
SPV Modules
: 1983
: 1996

Strait Island is a small island on which the Great Andamanese aborigines have
been settled in order to save them from extinction. They were the most populous tribe
among all the tribes inhabiting Andaman group of Islands. They were 10000 in 1801,625
in 1901 and only 21 in 2001. They had resented the establishment of aliens settlement
and several skirmishes took place and finally they attacked the penal settlement in
Aberdeen (Port Blair) on 17th May 1859 which proved to be an unequal battle. This
followed a reconciliation effort but due to epidemics one after the other during the
subsequent years their population dwindle down. Extra care in respect of their health and
other steps taken by the Government during the last 50 years has not much helped
increase their population.
The Eastern Shore line of the Strait Island falls on the shorter route to Aerial Bay
from Port Blair. All these islands were unlighted as such the Masters of Big vessel
hesitated to take this route to Aerial Bay. In the year 1983 a chain of lighted beacons was
established to mark this shorter and time saving route. The lighted beacon on Strait Island
is one in the chain.
The DA gas flasher with sun valve and 300 mm equipment was installed on a
12m G.I. trestle tower and was commissioned into service on 26th April 1983. Under the
program of modernization the DA gas equipment was replaced by halogen lamp
operating on electronic flasher and Batteries charged by solar panels. The new system
was commissioned on 18th March 1996.

WILSON ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant

Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1202.68
: 120 08.7‟N
920 57.5‟E
: flash (2) White every
20 seconds
: 12m high G.I. Trestle Tower
(Red and white bands)
: 15 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300mm Fresnel lens, ML
300 Marine signal lantern
(Tide land)
: 12V 20W Tungsten
Halogen
Quartz lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged
by SPV Modules
: 1994
:

-

Wilson Island is a large Island with thick vegetation- South East of Button
Islands. The establishment of a lighted beacon on Wilson Island was over due. It was
during 1993-94 that the G.I. trestle was erected on the North-West shore of the island and
the modern solar powered equipment from „Tide land‟ of USA was installed over the
trestle tower. The light was commissioned on 23rd March 1994.

BARREN ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 1202.7
: 120 16.8‟N
930 50.7‟E
: flash White every 15 seconds
: 12m high G.I. trestle
Tower
(Painted white)
: 22 metres
: 8 Nautical Miles

: 300mm optical equipment
(LHW)
Illuminant
: 12 V 60 W Halogen lamp
Source of energy : 12V Batteries charged by
SPV modules
Year first light
Commissioned on : 1982
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1991, 1999

As the name suggests the island is totally barren except for a few trees on the
coast line. There are some wild goats which inhabit the island. It‟s a wonder that these
goats live on sea water. A few of them even survived the volcano eruption of 1990.
The erupted lava on the Barren Island has formed the shape of a frustum of a cone
surrounded by shapely ring lava dump on the periphery. It considered as an extinguished
volcano till it erupted again in 1990. The eruptions continued in 1991, 1993, 1994 and
1995. Earlier eruptions were recorded in 1795 and 1803.
The Lighted beacon was established on Barren Island in 1982. The DA gas flasher
in 300 mm optical equipment was installed on a 12m GI trestle tower. The light was
commissioned on 7th March 1982. The volcano of 1990 destroyed the Lighthouse
completely. Since the eruptions continued it has not been possible to re-establish the
lighthouse.

ANDAMANSTRAIT
BARATANGISLANDLIGHTHOUSE
(Andaman Strait Eastern Entrance)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1202.8
: 120 4.9‟N
920 47.6‟E
: flash White every 5 seconds
: 12m high G.I. trestle tower
(Black and white bands)
: 54 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300mm cut and polished
drum optic and Lantern
: 12V 20W Tungsten Halogen
Quartz lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged by
SPV modules
: 1985
: 1996

Baratang is a large island and is one of the five landmasses which form the
archipelago of Andaman. The Lighthouse is situated on the eastern entrance to the
Andaman Strait.
The Andaman Strait eastern entrance is not far from Port Blair and can be easily
approached by machine boats during the fair season. The Lighthouse personnel visit the
Lighthouse regularly by the Lighthouse tender M.V. Pradeep.
Prior to this Lighthouse there were only Tree marks for identifying the entrance.
The Lighthouse Trestle Tower was erected during 1984-85. The DA gas burner and 300
mm optical equipment with sun valve was installed over the tower and the light was
commissioned on 30th March 1985. On 21st March 1996 the modern solar powered
equipment with Halogen lamp and electronic controls was commissioned in place of the
DA gas equipment.

SIR HUGH ROSE ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1203
: 11o 47.2‟ N
93o 05.1‟ E
: flash White every 7 Seconds
: 22 m Circular Cast Iron
Tower
(Red & White bands)
: 57 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500mm Cut and polished
drum optic inside 2.0m diameter
lantern house (BBT)
: 12V 100W Halogen lamp
: 12V Batteries charged by
SPV modules.
: 1969
: 1978, 1993.

The Lighthouse is situated on an uninhabited island South West of Neil Island and
south of Baratang Island.
It is approachable by the Lighthouse Tender MV Pradeep. It was the first general
Lighthouse established by the Deptt of Lighthouses & Lightships in Andaman & Nicobar
Islands to facilitate the sailing of vessels to Calcutta.
The Lighthouse is a cast iron circular structure, supplied by M/s. B.B.T. Paris.
The lighthouse is situated on a hillock. There are 70 masonry steps to reach the tower.
The Lighthouse is an unattended station. A rain water tank and a rest room have been
provided for the maintenance staff.
A third order revolving optic, on a mercury trough with DA gas burner and gas
motor to revolve the optic, all supplied by M/s BBT, Paris were installed inside the
lantern house over the CI tower . The light was commissioned on 14th April 1969. Due to
frequent failures of rotation system, the revolving optic assembly was removed and a
500mm cut and polished drum optic was placed in position in 1978. The DA gas burner
was replaced by a DA gas flasher with sun valve. This reduced the consumption of DA
gas but the intensity of the light went down.
With the shortage in the supply of DA gas it became essential to change over to
solar energy. Accordingly the light source was replaced by 12V 100W Halogen lamp
inside the same optic and on the same pedestal. The system became operational on 18 th
October 1993.

ROSS ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

: F 1204
: 11o 40.8‟ N
92o 46.1‟ E
: flash White every 15 Seconds
: 10 m high Circular
Concrete Tower
(Black & White bands)
: 12 metres
: 8 Nautical Miles

: ZF 26, 260 mm drum molded
Glass optic and lantern.
Illuminant
: 12V 60W Incandescent lamp.
Source of Energy : 12V Batteries charged by
Solar power modules.
Year First light
Commissioned
: 1887
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1905, 1946, 1977, 1988

Ross Island is about 15 minutes sailing by a machine boat from Port Blair‟s
Fisheries Jetty. There is a pathway up to the northern end of the Island. The Lighthouse
Tower exists on an off shoot rock about 50 m away from the shore line. The tower is
approachable during the low tide.
Ross Island was the seat of Administration and Head Quarters of the Chief
Commissioner during British regime. All the structures on the island were destroyed by
an earthquake on 26th June 1941; subsequently the Head Quarters of the Chief
Commissioner was shifted to main Island of Port Blair.
The Lighthouse built on Ross Island in 1887 was the first lighthouse in
Andaman & Nicobar Islands. It was a wooden Trestle Tower erected on the northeast
shore of Ross island. A fifth order optic and a lantern with a wick lamp inside was placed
on this Tower. A flag used to be hoisted from a high observation point whenever the ship
was expected to call, prior to this lighthouse.
In 1905 major activities in terms of lighthouses were carried out at Port
Blair. A new 15 m wooden structure was raised on the northeast corner of the barracks on
Ross island and the light was shifted on to this tower. Simultaneously, a pair of leading
lights (Red) at Atlanta Point (about 200 m NW of Cellular Jail) and another pair of lights

(White) was established at South point. These were all the wick lamps inside hoisting
lanterns with 6th order optic. The equipment of Ross Island Light was improved to DA
gas light in 1946.
A new concrete 10 m high circular tower was constructed at the present location
in 1977. A battery operated equipment with incandescent lamp 12V 60W inside 300 mm
optic and lantern was installed. The batteries had to be charged in Lighthouse workshop
and changed every six months. In 1988 ZF-26 260 mm moulded glass optic and lantern
replaced the above equipment. It was at this lighthouse that photo voltaic panels were
introduced for the first time in India, to charge the batteries for the operation of light.

Views from Barracks Ross Island

NORTH POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post

Telecom

: F 1205
: 11o 42.2‟ N
92o 45.4‟ E
: flash (2) White every 12 Seconds
: 35 m Circular Cast Iron
Tower (Red & White
spiral bands)
: 72 metres
: 20 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm revolving optic
inside 2.5m diameter
Lantern house (BBT)
: 230V 400W MH lamp
: i) RACON (Code „K‟)
: Mains supply 230V 50Hz
(Stand by Genset provided)
: 1972
: 1995, 1996
: C/o „Deep Bhavan‟
Bhagat Singh Road,
PORT BLAIR (744 101)
: 03192-31029

North point is the Main Lighthouse of Port Blair Harbour. The Lighthouse is
situated on the star board side (Right) of the entrance. The Lighthouse stands on the
slopes of the hill overlooking the North Bay on one side and the sea on the other. It is
surrounded by thick coconut plantation.
The approach to the Lighthouse is by a special boat up to the jetty on the shores
of North Bay and then by walk for about half km. The boat is to be engaged from
fisheries jetty at Port Blair.
The Lighthouse structure is a circular Cast Iron tower supplied by M/s B.B.T,
Paris, has been erected on a concrete base. The equipment consisting of a 300 mm two
panel revolving optic assembly fitted on a mercury trough and rotated by a gas motor, all
supplied by M/s BBT, Paris, was installed on the Cast Iron tower and was commissioned
on 12th July 1972.
Under the scheme of modernization the light source was replaced by 230V 400W
Metal Halide lamp and revolving gas motor by direct drive stepper motor on 28th March
1995.
A „Tide Land‟ (USA) Racon with code „K‟ was added at the station on 15th July
1995

RUTLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1211
: 110 20.6‟ N
920 37.2‟ E
: flash (3) White
every 15 seconds
: 3m high MasonryTower (Painted white)
: 10 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: ZF 26 260mm molded
Glass optic and Lantern
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged by
SPV Modules
: 1976
:

1998

The Island is approached by Lighthouse Tender M.V. Pradeep. The Lighthouse is
about 2 km away from the shore. There is a pathway provided up to the lighthouse.
Rutland Lighthouse is the first land mark on the tip of South Andaman, on
approaching from Chennai (Madras). The construction of the lighthouse structure was
taken up in 1975 and completed in February 1976. The lighting equipment with
incandescent lamp 12V 20W operating on 2V Marine Batteries (18 Nos.) supplied by M/s
Stone India Ltd, Calcutta, was installed and commissioned on 8th April 1976. The
Batteries had to be charged at Lighthouse Workshop, Port Blair, and changed every six
months.
The equipment was replaced by Halogen lamp and electronic flasher operating on
maintenance free Batteries charged by Solar panels and was commissioned on 24th March
1998.

NORTH CINQUE ISLAND
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations

: F 1212
: 110 19.6‟N
920 43.4‟E
: flash White every 10 seconds
: 7m high Rectangular
masonry tower
(Red and white bands)
: 153 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic and Lantern
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged by
SPV Modules
: 1972
:

1978, 1993

The North Cinque Island has a beautiful beach. It is visited by tourists and Nature
lovers from far and near. The Lighthouse is situated on the hill on the northern tip of the
Island and is about 3.5 km away from landing point. There is a pathway through the thick
forest.
The revolving DA gas equipment supplied by M/s B.B.T, Paris was installed on
the square masonry tower in December 1971 and was commissioned on 2nd January 1972.
The revolving optic and gas motor were replaced by 500 mm drum optic on the same
pedestal and DA gas flasher with sun valve was installed in 1978. The DA gas equipment
was replaced by Electronic flasher and Halogen lamp operating on Solar charged
batteries on 12th December 1993.

NORTH BROTHER ISLAND
LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned

: F 1212.5
: 100 59.2‟N
920 40.1‟E
: flash (2) White
every 20 seconds
: 12 m high G.I. Trestle
Tower
(Painted white)
: 14 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm cut and polished
drum optic
and Lantern (LHW)
: 12V 60W Halogen lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged by
SPV modules
: 1993

The Brother Islands North and South are situated North of Little Andaman Island.
Almost flat thickly wooded island fringed by reef around, lies on starboard (right) side of
the vessel approaching from Chennai (Madras).

The island has to be cautiously approached on North-West side. The Lighthouse
is about half a Km from the landing point. There are Brother and Sister Islands between
South Andaman and Little Andaman Island. The GI Trestle tower was erected during
1992-93. The 500 mm equipment with electronic flasher was installed on the tower and
was commissioned on 17th April 1993.

SOUTH SENTINAL ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE

Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned

: F 1212.8
: 10o 58.9‟ N
92o 13.6‟ E
: flash White every 15 Seconds
: 36 m G.I. Trestle Tower
(Red & White bands)
: 37 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: ML 300 Max Lumina
Marine Signal Lantern
Quartz (Tide land)
: 12V 20W Halogen lamp
: 12 V Batteries charged by
Solar Panels.
: 1997

South Sentinel Island is about 40 km westward of North Brother and lies on Port
Blair- Chennai (Madras) route. The Island is the first land fall which is picked up by the
Masters of the vessel from Chennai heading for Port Blair. This Lighthouse was
established specifically for these vessels.
South Sentinel Island is an un-inhabited island having almost the level ground.
The approach to island is possible only by Lighthouse Tender M.V. Pradeep. The island
is surrounded by reefs. There are plentiful of Turtles and robber crabs found on the
Island. It has dense forest and coconut growth.
One of the 30 m Aerial mast trestle Towers from False point Lighthouse was
transported to this island and erected during 1996-97. An imported „Tide land‟ (USA)
lighting equipment was installed on the tower and was commissioned in to service on 4th
April 1997.

LITTLE ANDAMAN LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy

Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovations
Post
Telecom

: F 1214
: 10o 30.8‟ N
92o 30.2‟ E
: flash White every
10 Seconds
: 46m Circular RCC Tower
(Black & White bands)
: 50 metres
: 20 Nautical Miles
: 250mm Revolving Optic inside
1.8m dia lantern (ANA)
: 230V 70W, MH lamp
: Batteries charged by SPV
modules.(5 kW Solar Power
Plant)
: 1986
: 1997
: Little Andaman Lighthouse.
Hut Bay ( 744 207 )
:

Little Andaman is the Southern most island of the Andaman group of Islands. The
inter island passenger vessels regularly call at Hut Bay Port (of Little Andaman). The
Lighthouse is about 14 km south by road from Hut Bay port and is situated on the
Southern tip of Little Andaman Island. It is required to co-ordinate with the Andaman
Harbour Works Deptt for a vehicle otherwise bicycles are available on hire and may
serve the purpose. However then the tide timings be checked in order to cross a shallow
creek on way to lighthouse.
The island appears level and then rising gradually towards the summit 183 m
High in the centre of the island. In addition to the thick forest the island has coconut,
Arracknut, red oil palm cultivation and usual agricultural cultivation by settlers from East
Bengal. Little Andaman Island is the home of Onge primitive tribe. They have been
settled in groups at Dengong Creek on the island in order to save them from extinction.
The 46 m high RCC Lighthouse tower construction took long time to completealmost ten years-1976 to 1986. The 250 mm revolving optical equipment and 55 mm PV
burner supplied by M/s Asia Navigation Aids (ANA), New Delhi, was installed on the
tower and the lighthouse was commissioned on 9th June 1986.
Subsequently in 1997 a 5 kW Solar Power plant was installed by Union Territory
Administration in Lighthouse compound as such the PV equipment of the lighthouse was
replaced by 230V 70W MH lamp and the emergency light with 12V 60W halogen lamp
in a separate 300 mm lantern were installed and commissioned on 30th April 1997.

KEATING POINT LIGHTHOUSE
Sr. No.
Position

: F 1220
: 9o 15.4‟ N
92o 46.5‟ E
Character
: flash White every 10 Seconds
Tower
: 35 m high Cast Iron Circular
Tower. (Red & White bands)
Height above MSL: 35 metres
Range
: 26 Nautical Miles
Optical
Equipment
: 920mm First order revolving
optic inside 3.5m diameter
Lantern house (BBT)
Illuminant
: 230V 400W MH lamp
Other Aids
: i ) RACON ( Code „O‟)
ii) DGPS Station
Source of
Energy
: Mains supply 440V 50 Hz
(Standby Gen-sets provided).
Year first light
Commissioned
: 1969
Subsequent
Innovations
: 1982, 1985, 1993, 1998
Post
: Keating Point Lighthouse,
Car Nicobar (744 301)
Telecom
: 03193 -67130

Nicobar group of Islands were formally brought under British control on 16th
April 1869 and the Govt Agent under the Chief Commissioner, Port Blair, was posted at
Carnicobar Island. It is now the head quarters of Nicbar district.
Car Nicobar Island is visited regularly by inter island vessels and once in a month
by vessel of Port Blair-Chennai (Madars)-Port Blair passenger service. The island is
almost circular and is covered mainly with coconut palms. The vessels anchor in Sawai
Bay on North West of the island during fair season and on Eastern side at Malacca
anchorage during monsoons .The jetties have been provided at both shores for boats.
Keating point lighthouse is situated on northern tip of the island. It is about ten
km north east from Sawai bay and is connected by an asphalt road. A transport could be
arranged by the shipping Agents. Earlier to the present lighthouse a trestle tower was
provided on Sawai Bay coast to observe the vessels and hoisting the flag and wick lamp.
The Cast Iron Lighthouse tower was erected at Keating point in 1969 and a PV
Light inside the first order optic was commissioned on 10th December 1969. The tower
and equipments were supplied by M/s B.B.T, Paris. Subsequently Radio Beacon (Nautel,
Canada) was installed at the station which was put on the air on 19th June 1982 .The
Racon with code „O‟ was added on 25th February 1985. The main light source was
replaced by 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp on 30th March 1993.
The DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s
Leica Geo Systems, USA, was supplied and installed by
M/s Elcom Marine, Mumbai on 28th December 1998
discontinuing the Radio Beacon signals. It
was
formally inaugurated by the Lt. Governor of A & N
Islands, Mr Ishwari Prasad on 24th April 1999.
Statue of Fr. John Richardson- Car Nicobar
(Nr. Keating Point)

BATTIMALV LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation

: F 1222.4
: 8o 50.2‟N
92o 51.6‟E
: flash ( 4 ) White every 20 Seconds
: 12 m high G.I. Trestle
Tower (painted White)
: 20 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm Cut & polished
drum optic and lantern
(LHW)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
lamp
: 12 V Batteries, charged
by SPV modules.
: 1986.
: 1994

Battimalv island is 30 km south of Car Nicobar. It is visited regularly by the
inhabitants of Car Nicobar for the collection of nuts. They have planted coconut and
Arracknut trees on the Northern belt and around the Lighthouse on this island. Battimalv
island is a cliff formation. It has only one landing point on northern side through a
naturally formed cavity into the rock. The coastal surface has sharp ground formation.
From far distance on sea the islet looks like a fort. The Lighthouse tender M.V.Pradeep
with the Lighthouse personnel occasionally visits the island for maintenance. Some times
it is possible to tie up with the Indian Navy to visit the islet by helicopter.
The DA gas light on a G.I. Trestle Tower was installed and commissioned into
service on 5th May 1986. This was changed over to halogen lamp with electronic controls
and Solar Charged Batteries on 25th February 1994.

Sharp Rock on Battimalv Island

Landing at Battimalv by helicopter

CHOWRA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation
Post

: F 1222.5
: 8o 27 .4‟N
93o 02 .9‟E
: flash White every 15 Seconds
: 12m high G.I. Trestle
Tower (painted White)
: 16 metres
: 9 Nautical miles
: 500mm Cut & polished
optic and lantern
(J. Stone India)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
Lamp
: 12 V Batteries, charged
by SPV modules
: 1991
: 1995
: C/o Post Master,
P.O. Chawra,
Chawra Island-

Chowra Island is about 65 km South-East of Car Nicobar Island.The island is
almost flat except for southern end rising vertically in a rocky pinnacle to an elevation of
105 m bearing an appearance of a flap hat. As such the island was named „SAMBRERO‟
by the early Portuguese Navigators. Chowra Island was the capital of Nicobar Islands in
the ancient times. The islanders of Chowra are expert in clay pottery and Canoe building.
The inter island passenger vessels touch this island almost fortnightly for Port Blair and
Campbell bay.
There is a small jetty provided on the Eastern Shore of the island for canoes and
boats. The boats ferry the passengers from the jetty to the vessels which anchor about a
km away from the coast.
The Lighthouse trestle has been established on the coast near the jetty. It is the
first lighted beacon on the island. The erection of the trestle tower was completed in
1989. The DA gas equipment with 500 mm optic supplied by M/s J. Stone India,
Calcutta, was installed on the trestle in 1991. The light was commissioned into service on
the 15th May 1991. Four years later the DA gas flasher source was replaced by halogen
lamp and electronic flasher operating on solar charged batteries. This was commissioned
on 25th March 1995.

Canoe at Chowra
Island

BOMPOKA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation

: F 1222.55
: 8o 13. 5‟N
93o 14.3‟E
: flash (2) White every 20 Seconds
: 12m high G.I. Trestle
Tower
(Red & White bands)
: 43 metres
: 16 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm Cut & polished
optic and lantern.
(J. Stone India)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 12 V Batteries, charged
by Solar panels.
: 1991.
: 1996.

Bompoka island lies about 2.5 km east from southern end of nearby Teressa
Island in the Nancowry group of islands. The hills on the island rise upto 193 m. The
island has dense forest and some portions have grass growth. There is thick coconut palm
growth on shores all round the island. The portion of sea between the Teressa and
Bompoka islands provides a good shelter for the ships. The island has a few inhabitants
who mainly depend for all their requirements on Teressa Island. In fact they are the part
of the original populace of Teressa island only. Teressa island is visited by passenger
vessels regularly.
The landing is on South – West Point of the island. Only the locals can approach
the landing point safely as there are submerged rocks around. From the landing point the
Lighthouse is about 4 km through forest and hilly track. It is advisable to visit Bompoka
island by engaging a boat from Teressa island.They posses the local knowledge about the
submerged rocks and depth of water.
The GI trestle tower was erected in 1989. The 500 mm optical equipment
operating on DA gas supplied by M/s J. Stone India, Calcutta was installed on this trestle
in 1991. The light was commissioned on 5th April 1991 and subsequently it was replaced
by halogen lamp Electronic flasher operating on batteries charged by Solar panels on 23rd
March 1996.

TRINKET ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned

: F 1222.58
: 8o 02. 3‟N
93o 35.3‟E
: flash (4) White every 20 Seconds
: 10m high Round Masonry
Tower (painted White)
: 11 metres
: 8 Nautical Miles
: 500mm Cut & polished
drum optic and lantern.
(J. Stone India)
: 12 V 100 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 12 V Batteries, charged by
SPV modules
: 1993.

The island is approachable by boat from Kamorta Island, which is served by
regular inter island passenger vessel service. Trinket island lies very close, on the
eastern side of Kamorta Island which is the head quarters of Nancowry of Islands and
Nancowry sub-division. The inhabitants of Trinket island depend on Kamorta island for
all their needs. There is a wharf provided at Kamorta. The inter island vessels regularly
visit the harbour and can come alongside.
This island group was notorious for attacks by pirate. The Dtch during their
occupation could not control piracy. Its only after the British taking over that the piracy
was effectively controlled. It is interesting to note that the Dutch during their occupation
of Kamorta island in eighteenth century, had dug a number of wells which are in use even
to-day. During the Second World War, Japanese built heavy bunkers and placed cannons
on different locations on Kamorta and Trinklet islands. One such heavy cannon left
behind by them is still lying at Trinklet Island close to the lighthouse. The island has
thick jungle and coconut palm growth all around.
The construction of tower was completed in 1992 and the Optical equipment-500
mm drum optic and lantern, supplied by M/s J. Stone India, Calcutta was installed on the
tower. The halogen lamp, electronic flasher operating on Solar charged batteries was
installed in place of originally supplied a DA gas burner and flasher. The light was
commissioned into service on 15th March 1993.

CAPE CONNAUGHT LIGHTHOUSE
( Nancowry Island)
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first Light
Commissioned

: F 1222.65
: 07o 55. 8‟N
93o 34.2‟E
: flash (2) White every 15 Seconds
: 12m high Square Masonry
Tower
(Black & White bands)
: 22 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm Cut & polished
drum optic and lantern
(J. Stone India)
: 12 V 100 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 12 V Batteries, charged by
SPV Modules
: 1993.

The Lighthouse has been built on the southern tip of Nancowry Island in
Nancowry group of Islands The Lighthouse is approachable by the Lighthouse tender
M.V. Pradeep. It can also be approached from Champin Village (opposite Kamorta
Island) by walk through the thick forest.
Nancowry island is inhabited by local Nicobarese in Champin village on the
northern tip of island opposite Kamorta island. The two islands are separated by a
navigable channel. The regular passenger boats ferry between Kamorta and Champin.
The need to establish this lighthouse was long felt. The implementation however
got delayed due mainly for the remoteness of site The construction of 12m high masonry
tower was completed in February 1993 and then immediately installation of optical
equipment consisting of 500 mm drum optic and lantern supplied by M/s J.Stone India,
Calcutta with halogen lamp, electronic flasher operating on Batteries charged by Solar
energy was taken up. The light was commissioned on 8th April 1993.

TILLANCHANG LIGHTHOUSE

Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Year first light
Commissioned

: F [1222.8]
: 08o 28.3‟N
93o 37.0‟E
: flash White every 10 Seconds
: 24m high G.I. Trestle
Tower (Black & White
bands)
: 114 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm Cut & polished
optic and lantern (LHWL)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 1998.

The island is approachable by the Lighthouse Tender M.V. Sagardeep / MV
Pradeep.
Tillanchang is 15 km long and about 1 km in wide Island and lies on the Eastern
periphery of Indian waters. It is the Eastern most island in the Nicobar Group of islands.
Tillanchang is an uninhabited island and has been declared a sanctuary by the
Government of India. There is thick vegetation on the island. On the coast, coconut palms
have been planted by the islanders from Chowra and Teressa who visit the island quite
often. The island is infested by non poisonous snakes.
The 30 m high GI trestle tower was erected expeditiously and the 300 mm
equipment with electronic flasher, halogen lamp etc all supplied by the Lighthouse
Workshop and Electronic Laboratory, Jamnagar was installed on the tower in March
1998. The light was exhibited on 30th March 1998. It is interesting to note that the GI
trestle, equipment and all items for the work were brought to the island on board MV
Sagardeep directly from Okha port ( Jamnagar).

KATCHAL EAST BAY LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation
Post

: F 1223
: 8o 00.4‟N
93o 24.2‟E
: flash White every 5 Seconds
: 10m high Square masonry
Tower (Red & White
bands )
: 43 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500mm Cut & polished
drum optic and lantern
(LHWS)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 12 V Batteries, charged by
SPV modules
: 1986
: 1996
: C/o Asst. Engineer
Harbour works, Katchal (E)
(744 304)

Passenger vessel service between Port Blair and Campbell bay regularly visit
Katchal (East). These vessels go alongside the wharf at East Bay port. Katchal (East)
Lighthouse is about 6 km North by road from the port – 5 km upto Kapanga Village and
then by pathway for about 1 km. There is asphalt road from port to Kapanga.
Katchal is an important island of Nancowry group. The island has main land
settlers mostly from southern states brought here for the cultivation of Spices and Rubber.
Some portion of the forest has been cleared for the cultivation. Besides Spices, Coconut,
Arracknut, Jack fruit also have been cultivated on this island..
The 10 m high masonry tower was constructed in 1985. The 500 mm optical
equipment and the DA gas flasher with sun valve procured from LH Workshop, Madras
were installed on the and commissioned into service on 18th January 1986. The DA gas
equipment was replaced by electronic flasher and halogen lamp operating on Solar
charged batteries and commissioned into service on 25th January 1996.

KATCHAL WEST BAY LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first lights
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation
Post

: F 1223.4
: 7o 55. 6‟N
93o 19.5‟E
: flash (3) White every 15 Seconds
: 10m high Square Masonry
Tower (Black & White bands)
: 17 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 500 mm Cut & polished
drum optic and lantern
(LHWS)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 12 V Batteries, charged by
Solar panels
: 1985.
: 1995.
: C/o Asstt. Engineer
Harbour Works Katchal ((E)
(744 304)

From Katchal East Bay Port, there is an asphalt road connecting Nehru Gram
about 30 km away west ward. The Lighthouse is less than a km. away from Nehru gram
and then there is a pathway upto the lighthouse. There is bus service provided between
Katchal (East) Port and Katchal (West) – Nehru gram and other villages.
The Lighthouse is close on shores of Katchal West Bay and serves mainly the
local fishing boats. It was constructed during 1985. The 500 mm optical equipment with
DA gas flasher, sun valve etc procured from LH Workshop was installed on the
Lighthouse tower and commissioned into service on 15th December 1985. The DA gas
equipment was replaced by Electronic flasher, halogen lamp and Batteries operating on
solar energy, on 19th December 1995.

PULOMILOW ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
( Little Nicobar )

Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment
Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation

: F 1223.6
: 7o 24. 6‟N
93o 40.9‟E
: flash White every 15 Seconds
: 12mm high G.I. Trestle
Tower (painted White)
: 53. metres
: 8 Nautical Miles
: 300mm Cut & polished
optic and lantern (LHWL)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 12 V Batteries, charged by
SPV modules.
: 1986.
: 1996

Pulomilow islet is part of Little Nicobar group of Islands and is separated from
the main island of Little Nicobar by a deep channel. The Lighthouse is situated on the
Northern tip of Pulomilow Island and is approached from the beach on Eastern side
through a hilly track. The island has a few inhabitants who have connections with Little
Nicobar Villages. Their hutments are peculiar in shape and size and different from North
Nicobarese Hutments. They resemble the inhabitants of Thailand who often visit them.
Little Nicobar is visited by passenger vessels plying between Port Blair and Campbell
Bay. The vessels anchor close to Pulomilow taking bearing from the lighthouse.
The 12 m GI trestle tower was erected in 1986. The Lighthouse was
commissioned on 6th August 1986 with DA gas equipment operated by sun valve. The
equipment was procured from LH Workshop, Madras. The electronic flasher, halogen
lamp operating on Solar charged batteries replaced the system and was commissioned on
26th January 1996.

A tribal hut at
Pulomilow
Island

KABRA ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower

Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned

: F 1224.1
: 7o 17.3‟N
93o 50.3‟E
: flash (3) White every 20 Seconds
: 12m high G.I. Trestle
Tower (Black & White
bands )
: 62 metres
: 10 Nautical Miles
: 300mm Cut & polished
drum optic and lantern
(LHWL)
: 12 V 60 W Halogen
Lamp.
: 12 V Batteries,
Charged by SPV modules
: 1998.

Kabra islet is 94 m hillock situated North of Campbell bay and is part of great
Nicobar group of Islands. It has thick growth of commercial vegetation. The inhabitants
from nearby Kondul and Little Nicobar islands visit the islet. They have planted the
Coconut and Arracknut trees on this islet. The light provides much needed assistance to
local fishing boats as well as the vessels sailing on Campbell Bay - Port Blair route.
The island hill is perpendicularly rising from sea on Western side. Only a small
stretch of beach on eastern side serves as landing point for the boats. The island has to be
visited by Lighthouse tender MV Pradeep.
The establishment of this Lighthouse was done in a record time. The 12 m GI
trestle tower, the 300 mm optical equipment, electronic flasher, SPV modules and all
other items were procured by LH Workshop and Electronic Laboratory, Jamnagar and
shipped on board LH tender MV Sagardeep from Okha port ( Jamnagar) to Kabra. The
trestle tower work was commenced in January 1998 and the erection was completed by
February end followed by the installation of equipment. The light was exhibited on 25th
March 1998.

INDIRA POINT LIGHTHOUSE
( Previously Pygmalion point )
Sr.No.
Position
Character
Tower
Height above
MSL
Range
Optical
Equipment

Illuminant
Other Aids
Source of
Energy
Year first light
Commissioned
Subsequent
Innovation
Post

Telecom

: F 1224
: 6o 45. 2‟N
93o 49. 6‟E
: flash (2) White every 20 Seconds
: 35 m high Cast Iron Tower
(Red & White diagonal stripe)
: 37 metres
: 16 Nautical Miles
: 300 mm 4 panel, revolving
optic inside 2.5m dia
lantern house (BBT)
(with direct drive system)
: 230 V 400 W Metal Halide Lamp
: i ) RACON (Code „G‟)
ii ) Radio Beacon
: Diesel generated supply
230V 50 Hz
: 1972.
: 1978, 1985, 1996, 1999, 2000
: C/o Astt. Engineer,
A & L H Works,
Campbell Bay (744 302)
: HF Link with LH head office,
Port Blair

Indira point Lighthouse is situated on the Southern most tip of the Indian
Territory and is an important landmark on the international ship lane on ColomboSingapore route. Down south is Sumatra (Indonesia) separated by 60 miles of sea.
The enclave on which lighthouse stands, was previously known as Pygmalion
point. It was renamed as Indira point in honour of the Late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.
A helipad has been provided here for the VIPs. There are a number of stones erected here
in memory of VIP‟s visits. Indira point is part of Great Nicobar Island and is connected to
Campbell bay port by a 45 km metalled road.
Of the 19 islands in Nicobar group, Great Nicobar is the largest. It has a number
of mountains and hills - highest among them is Mt Thulier (642 m) and three perennial
rivers-Galathia, Alexendria and Dogmar flow from these mountains. The island receives
3125 mm of rain fall as such it has dense forest cover-the cane and bamboo is in
abundance here. The Shompens (150) and Great Nicobaris (250) are the aboriginals of
this island. The ex-servicemen and other mainlanders have also been resettled here.

M/s BBT, Paris supplied the Cast iron Tower and the entire Lighting
equipment consisting of 3rd Order optic assembly to be revolved by DA gas, mercury
float pedestal system and lantern house, etc. The transportation of heavy Cast iron panels
and equipment packages to this remote site and then the erection of tower consumed three
work seasons which was followed by installation of equipments in 1971-72. The
Lighthouse was inaugurated and commissioned into service on 30th April 1972 by then
Vice President of India, Mr.G.S.Pathak.
Due to heavy salinity, the gas motor revolving system did not work long and the
revolving optic had to be replaced by 500 mm cut and polished drum optic and DA gas
burner, flasher and sun-valve in 1978. The „Racon‟ of Marconi make and transmitting
code „G‟ was added on the LH tower on 25th February 1985. Subsequently the gas flasher
was replaced by Electronic flasher and Halogen lamp operating on solar charged
batteries, on 28th February 1996
During 98-2000 the scheme to upgrade the station was implemented. The diesel
power generating sets and Radio beacon (MACE) equipment was installed at the station.
Simultaneously the drum optic and light source was replaced by 300mm revolving 4
panel optic (BBT) and 230V 400W Metal Halide lamp. The Radio beacon transmission
and the new system of light commenced functioning on 31st January 2000.
The DGPS equipment manufactured by M/s Leica Geo Systems, U.S.A. and
supplied by M/s. Elcom Marine, Mumbai was integrated on 31stMay 2003 converting
Radio Beacon to DGPS station.

Lighthouse after DGPS Installation

